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Preface

Optimal transport (OT) has seen a stellar rise in interest and relevance in the past two

decades. Its origins go back to Gaspard Monge in the 18th century with its modern

formulation devised by Leonid Kantorovich in the first half of the last century. However,

the twenty-first century came with fascinating new theoretical insights for OT, a deeper

understanding of its statistical properties and massive advancements in computational

methods driven by the growing machine learning communities. These advancements

were underlined by the two Fields medallists Cedric Villani and Alessio Figalli in this

area of research.

Following the rise of OT, a better understanding of more sophisticated concepts in rela-

tion to OT, such as dynamic formulations, geometric analysis, variational formulations

such as Fréchet means (also known as barycenters) as well as the curvature and geodesic

structure of the space OT defines has been achieved. As these ideas forged their path

into modern data analysis and the natural sciences, the questions of estimation and

computation grew in relevance. These statistical questions have spawned a beautiful

collection of research treating deviation bounds, minimax-rates, central limit theorems

and much more in a large variety of settings. The computational research has created

a gigantic tool box of methods and algorithms which tackle OT and its variational

problems efficiently. The most popular one is the idea of entropy-regularised OT, where

a surrogate problem based on an added entropic penalty term is solved instead. The

ease of implementation as well as parallelisation made the entropy approach a great

tool for machine learning applications and greatly helped OT to popularity in this field.

More recently, severe limitation of OT have started to surface. Two key factors prevent

it from becoming a standard tool in general data science applications. The first one

is the fact that the era of big data and steadily improving measurement techniques

in the natural sciences produce large scale data which is still out of reach for even

modern state-of-the-art OT solvers. This problem is compounded for other quantities,

such as barycenters, derived from OT, as their computation usually involves solving

a large number of individual OT problems. The second limitation which prevents the
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reasonable application of OT in several areas is that vanilla OT is only defined between

measures of equal total mass intensity (usually probability measures). Foregoing this

assumption requires to choose a way of treating mass differences between the measures.

This has given birth to a new field of unbalanced optimal transport (UOT) concepts

which have also revived some earlier ideas conceived in the last century, partially even

by Leonid Kantorovich himself. However, at this point in time UOT lacks the maturity

of its balanced counterparts and a significant number of questions remain open.

At the heart of this thesis lies the goal to advance research on OT to allow it to become

a standard tool in modern data analysis. To achieve this, this thesis provides contribu-

tions to the research on both aforementioned limitations. OT barycenters in particular

show promising features for a wide range of geometric data analysis problems, but are

hindered by the significant computational burden of solving it. Randomised algorithms

allow for fast, approximate computations of large scale problems on personal computers

without the need to make use of high-performance-computing facilities. This enables

data exploration pipelines where potentially interesting results can be found in an initial

investigation at limited approximation quality. Datasets which have been identified

as interesting in this manner, can then still be treated at higher accuracy with the ap-

propriate resources. Simultaneously, the same results also provide an understanding

of the error which occurs when the population quantities are unknown and have to be

estimated from data. This provides some groundwork for statistical inference based on

OT barycenters. This thesis treats suitable deviation bounds for OT barycenters in this

context.

However, while the geometrical properties of the OT barycenters are superior to those

of linear means, there are still scenarios where they fail to provide any meaningful

geometric insight on a given dataset. Barycenters based on UOT improve on this by

offering greater structural flexibility and robustness compared to their balanced coun-

terparts. Though, reasonable data analysis based on a specific notion of UOT requires

a good understanding of its structural properties. Additionally, due to the unbalanced

nature of the setting, statistical modelling in this context requires alternative approaches.

This work makes advances on both of these matters for a specific version of UOT.

This thesis is based on the key results from the three articles Heinemann et al. [2022b],

Heinemann et al. [2021] and Heinemann et al. [2022a] found in the Addenda listed

as A, B and C, respectively. Chapter 1 provides a general overview over the theory

of OT. It introduces the OT problem and its related Wasserstein barycenter problem.

Starting with the basic theory of linear programming, it also gives a short overview of

a range of computational methods for OT problems and particularly the Wasserstein
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barycenter problem. Chapter 2 is based on the results in Heinemann et al. [2022b].

It presents non-asymptotic statistical deviation bounds on the optimal value of the

Wasserstein barycenter problem as well as the setwise distance between the set of popu-

lation level barycenters and its empirical counterparts. It also introduces a randomised

algorithm which takes advantage of the specific structure of the problem for empirical

measures. The statistical deviation bounds then allow to control the error of the ran-

domised method, allowing a controlled trade-off between computational complexity

and runtime. Chapter 3 contains the results of Heinemann et al. [2021] and Heinemann

et al. [2022a]. The first part of the chapter treats a specific version of UOT and the

(p,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance (KRD) based on it. Structural and geometric

properties of the distance as well as the transport plan in dependence on the penalty C are

derived. For ultrametric trees a closed-form solution of the (p,C)-KRD is established.

Barycenters with respect to the (p,C)-KRD are considered and a detailed analysis of

their properties and in particular their support set is provided. These barycenters are

compared to their Wasserstein counterparts as well as to alternative notions of UOT

barycenters. Notably, there is a clear geometric connection between the penalty C

and the properties of corresponding UOT plans or barycenters. This easy and intuitive

understanding allows to adapt the (p,C)-KRD to specific datasets and highlights it as

a prime candidate for data analysis. To build on this, the second part of Chapter 3

deals with statistical modelling and deviation bounds for the (p,C)-KRD. Since there

is no unique, well-defined approach to sample from general measures, a framework

which allows to analyse a range of potential statistical models is introduced. Within

this context three specific models motivated by computational approaches and tasks

in microscopy are analysed. For these models sharp non-asymptotic deviation bounds

for the (p,C)-KRD and its barycenter are provided. In particular, these bounds again

allow for a trade-off between approximation quality and computational complexity in

randomised algorithms for both quantities.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The earliest known formulation of OT goes back to the French mathematician Gaspard

Monge [Monge, 1781]. He was interested in determining a cost optimal way of

transporting soil, which had been extracted from the ground in certain locations to

construction sites at different locations where this material was needed. Formally,

consider two probability measures µ1, µ2 ∈ P(Rd) which encode the amount of extracted

soil available and the required soil, respectively, and a cost function c : Rd × Rd −→ R+

specifying the transport cost of a unit of mass between two given locations. The aim is

to find a function T : Rd −→ Rd minimising∫
Rd

c(x,T (x))dµ1(x) (1.1)

among all functions T in the set {T : Rd −→ Rd | T#µ1 = µ2}. The elements of this

set are called transport maps and any minimiser in (1.1) is referred to as an OT map.

The condition T#µ1 = µ2 ensures that the entirety of the soil is transported, as well

as that all demand of soil is satisfied. In particular, for measures of different total

intensities the set of OT maps is empty. While this approach already encapsulates the

essential concepts at the heart of OT, it might be ill-posed in many, even quite simple,

examples. To illustrate this issue consider Figure 1.1. In part a), both measures have

eight support points with mass 1/8 at each location. Consequently, it is possible to

find the OT map by picking the most cost-efficient pairwise assignment between the

points. However, when considering part b), this approach fails. Here, one measure

still has eight support points with mass 1/8, but the other one has seven support points

with mass 1/7, respectively. It is immediately clear that in this scenario, the set of

transport maps is empty. Though, of course it is still possible to transport mass between

the two measures. The key ingredient which is missing is the ability to split mass, i.e.

for a given location x ∈ supp(µ1), to be allowed to send parts of its mass to different

locations in supp(µ2). This does not provide an OT map, however, it leads to finding an
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: The OT plans between finitely supported measures (displayed in red and
blue, respectively) in [0, 1]2 with respect to squared Euclidean cost. (a): Both measures
have eight support points with mass 1/8 each. (b) The red points have mass 1/7 while
the blue ones have mass 1/8.

OT plan which gives rise to the more flexible OT formulation first considered by Leonid

Kantorovich [Kantorovich, 1942].

1.1 Optimal Transport and the Wasserstein Distance

The so called Kantorovich relaxation can be formulated as follows. Let (X, d) be a

metric space and let µ1, µ2 ∈ P(X) be probability measures on X. Define the set of

couplings between µ1 and µ2 as

Π(µ1, µ2) = {π ∈ P(X2) | π(A,X) = µ1(A), π(X, B) = µ2(B) for A, B ∈ B(X)1}.

Instead of finding an OT map, the goal is now to find an optimal coupling between µ1

and µ2, i.e. to find a coupling π in

arg min
π∈Π(µ1,µ2)

∫
X2

c(x, y)dπ(x, y). (1.2)

To distinguish the two problems, (1.1) is referred to as the Monge problem and (1.2) is

referred to as the Kantorovich problem.

In the following and throughout all of this thesis the focus is on OT between finitely

1Here, B(X) denotes the Borel σ-algebra on (X, d).
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supported measures. However, for reasons which will later become apparent when

discussing OT-barycenters, it is still assumed that there exists a general (usually con-

nected and geodesic), metric ambient space (Y, d)2 which contains the finite supports

of the considered measures. Thus, let µ1 =
∑M1

k=1 a1
kδx1

k
and µ2 =

∑M2
k=1 a2

kδx2
k

be finitely

supported probability measures on Y. Their supports are denoted by X1 and X2, respec-

tively. Each coupling between µ1 and µ2 can be identified with a M1 × M2 matrix and

the set of all couplings between µ1 and µ2 is denoted as

{π ∈ RM1×M2 | π1M1 = a1, πT 1M2 = a2}.

Correspondingly, the cost function can also be seen as a cost matrix C ∈ RM1×M2 where

Ckl = c(x1
k , x

2
l ). Using this, the Kantorovich problem can be rewritten as

min
π∈Π(µ1,µ2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

Cklπkl. (1.3)

Often, the cost matrix is defined in terms of the power of a distance d, i.e. Ckl =

d(x1
k , x

2
l )p for some p ≥ 1. A key observation is that this choice of cost allows to define

a distance on the space of probability measures. More precisely, let p ≥ 1, then the

p-Wasserstein distance3 Wp between µ1 and µ2 is defined as

Wp(µ1, µ2) =

 min
π∈Π(µ1,µ2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

d(x1
k , x

2
l )pπkl


1
p

. (1.4)

1.2 Wasserstein Geodesics

The solutions of (1.3) (or (1.4) respectively) can not only be understood in a measure

theoretical sense as optimal couplings between the two measures, but can also be

considered as an OT plan describing a cost optimal way to transform µ1 into µ2. The

entry πkl then specifies the amount of mass which should be moved from x1
k to x2

l

according to the plan π. Illustrations of such plans are found in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2.

Based on this, it would be natural to ask how such a transport or transformation from

one measure to the other is realised. This question leads to the notion of Wasserstein

geodesics.

Let (νt)t∈[0,1] be a continuous curve in P(Y), i.e. the map t 7→ νt from ([0, 1], |·|) to

2The distance on X is assumed to be the restriction of the distance on Y to X.
3For a rigorous treatment and proof that this is indeed a distance see Villani [2009].
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: The OT plans with respect to W2 between finitely supported measures
(displayed in red and blue, respectively) in ([0, 1]2, d2). (a) The measures are supported
on a two nested ellipses discretised onto 100 points, respectively. Each measure has
mass 1/100 at each location. (b) The two measures supported on two different ellipses
discretised onto 100 points, respectively. Each measure has mass 1/100 at each location.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) A W2-geodesic between the two measures in Figure 1.2(a) at the time
points t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. The colour of a point indicates to which time point it
belongs (from blue for t = 0 to red for t = 1). (b) A W2-geodesic between the two
measures in Figure 1.2(b) at the time points t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. The colour of a
point indicates to which time point it belongs (from blue for t = 0 to red for t = 1).
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Figure 1.4: A W2-geodesic between two measures supported on different tori in
([0, 1]3, d2) at the time points t = 0, 1/9, 2/9, . . . , 1 from top-left to bottom-right. Each
support point has mass 1/10000. The colour coding only conveys the three dimensional
shape. It is not indicative of any mass of the measures.

Figure 1.5: A W2-geodesic between two measures supported on a heart and a spiral in
([0, 1]2, d2) at the time points t = 0, 1/9, 2/9, . . . , 1 from top-left to bottom-right. Each
support point has mass 1/1000.

(P(Y),Wp) is continuous. It is called a (constant speed) geodesic w.r.t. Wp between µ1

and µ2, if ν0 = µ1, ν1 = µ2 and for all t, s ∈ [0, 1] it holds

Wp(νt, νs) = |t − s|Wp(ν0, ν1). (1.5)

Intuitively, the curve (νt)t∈[0,1] describes a locally shortest path between µ1 and µ2

with respect to the geometry of the metric space (P(Y),Wp). A specific time point νt

can be understood as a Wp-interpolation of µ1 and µ2 with weight 1 − t for µ1 and t

for µ2. Recall the example OT plan from Figure 1.2(b). Following the trajectory of

the corresponding geodesic (see Figure 1.3(b)), it can be seen that the ellipse is being

squeezed together, while it simultaneously moves from bottom-left to the top-right.
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Figure 1.6: A W2-geodesic between two measures supported on a flower petal and a
mosaic in ([0, 1]2, d2) at the time points t = 0, 1/9, 2/9, . . . , 1 from top-left to bottom-
right. Each support point has mass 1/1000.

Around the middle of the curve, it is a near perfect circle with its center being the

mean of the centers of the two ellipses being interpolated. Similarly, for OT plan in

Figure 1.2(a) it can be seen in Figure 1.3(a) that on the trajectory of the corresponding

geodesic, the outer ellipse shrinks until it reaches the size of the inner one.

It should be noted, that, even when computing OT between two measures whose support

sets belong to the same class of geometric objects (e.g. triangles, stars, tori), the time

points induced by their respective geodesics do not necessarily belong to this class. For

this it suffices to consider measures supported on discretized tori in R3 in Figure 1.4.

Here, while each point of the geodesic still roughly resembles a torus, the transport still

creates bulges and dents in the support structure. It should also be noted, that in general

the support might "break up" into smaller parts instead of remaining as one, essentially

connected, structure during the whole transformation. This can be seen in Figure 1.5,

where the heart "splits" into multiple parts which only join together at the end of the

geodesic to form different parts of the spiral. Though, such splits do not necessarily

occur even when transporting between noticeably different shapes such as the flower

and mosaic in Figure 1.6. Here, the leafs of the flower start to deform until they form

the mosaic structure of the target.

Notably, in these examples 2-Wasserstein geodesics for the space ([0, 1]2, d2) are con-

sidered, i.e. the cost of the corresponding OT problem is the squared euclidean distance.

This is a common choice for the cost as the transport induced by it promotes satisfying

demand in local neighbourhoods since large scale transports are penalised heavily by the

quadratic cost term. Additionally, the resulting transports and corresponding geodesics

tend to coincide with human intuition for a deformation between the source and target
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: (a) Three measures on ([0, 1]2, d2) with mass 1/3 at each location (displayed
by red, green or blue circles, respectively) and their 2-Wasserstein barycenter displayed
by purple triangles with mass 1/3 each. (b) Eight measures supported on different
ellipses in ([0, 1]2, d2) displayed in different shades of green. Each location has a mass
of 1/100. The 2-Wasserstein barycenter of these measures is displayed in purple and
has mass 1/100 at each support point.

measure. This allows for geometrical meaningful data analysis in this context.

1.3 Wasserstein Barycenters

If the transportation process is stopped in the middle, i.e. ν0.5 is considered, then this

yields a notion of a p-Wasserstein midpoint between µ1 and µ2. This object could then

be understood as the mean of these two measures with respect to the Wp geometry.

Notably, this definition of a mean remains limited to sets of size two. However, it can

be generalised to sets of J measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(Y) by considering the following

alternative characterisation of ν0.5:

ν0.5 ∈ arg min
ν∈P(Y)

W p
p (µ1, ν) + W p

p (µ2, ν). (1.6)

This can be seen easily by noting that since ν is a geodesic it holds

W p
p (µ1, ν0.5) + Wp

p(µ2, ν0.5) = 21−pWp
p(µ1, µ2) (1.7)
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Figure 1.8: Eight measures supported on nested ellipses in ([0, 1]2, d2) in green. Each
support point has mass 1/400. In the center the 2-Wasserstein barycenter with mass
1/400 at each location is displayed in purple.

and for any measure ρ ∈ P(Y) it holds (due to the triangle inequality and the basic

inequality (a + b)p ≤ 2p−1(ap + bp) for all a, b ∈ R+) that

Wp
p(µ1, µ2) ≤ (Wp(µ1, ρ) + Wp(µ2, ρ))p ≤ 2p−1(Wp

p(µ1, ρ) + Wp
p(µ2, ρ)). (1.8)

Hence, it holds for any ρ ∈ P(Y) that Wp
p(µ1, ρ) + Wp

p(µ2, ρ) ≥ 21−pWp
p(µ1, µ2), thus,

due to the equality in (1.7), ν0.5 is a minimiser of (1.6).

The formulation in (1.6) easily generalises to more than two measures. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈

P(Y) be measures with finite support sets X1, . . . ,XJ and respective cardinalities

M1, . . . ,MJ. Let F : P(Y) −→ R be given by

Fp(µ) =
1
J

J∑
i=1

Wp
p(µ, µi). (1.9)
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.9: (a) The support sets of three measures in ([0, 1]2, d2) displayed by red,
green and blue circles. The corresponding centroid set in (1.11) is displayed by purple
triangles. The orange lines indicate which centroid points have been constructed from
which support points for three exemplary points. (b) The support sets of four measures
in ([0, 1]2, d2) supported on the same equidistant 4 × 4 grid. The corresponding centroid
set in (1.11) is given by a 10 × 10 grid and displayed by purple triangles.

The function Fp is referred to as p-Fréchet functional and any minimiser within P(Y)

is called a p-Wasserstein barycenter. Some examples are found in Figure 1.7 and

Figure 1.8. Note, that such barycenters exist under mild conditions [Le Gouic and

Loubes, 2017], but in general are not unique4. The weights of 1/J at each summand

can be easily generalised to an arbitrary sum of positive values λ1, . . . , λJ, summing to

1. This has no significant impact on any of the results discussed later, thus it is avoided

for brevity and simplicity of presentation in this thesis.

Critically, even though the space Y is not necessarily finite, any p-Wasserstein barycen-

ter of the finitely supported measures µ1, . . . , µJ has a finite support. In particular, define

the centroid set5

C =

arg min
y∈Y

J∑
i=1

dp(y, xi)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Xi, ∀i = 1, . . . , J

 , (1.10)

4Considering e.g. µ1 = (δ(0,−1) + δ(0,1)) and µ2 = (δ(−1,0) + δ(1,0)) it can quickly be seen that any convex
combination of (δ(−0.5,0.5) + δ(0.5,−0.5)) and (δ(−0.5,−0,5) + δ(0.5,0.5)) is a 2-Wasserstein barycenter of these
two measures.

5Note, that there might be multiple sets fulfilling this definition, since the argmin in (1.10) is not
necessarily unique.
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then it holds for any p-barycenter µ? of µ1, . . . , µJ that supp(µ?) ⊂ C [Le Gouic and

Loubes, 2017]. If Y = Rd, d is the Euclidean distance and p = 2, then the centroid set

simplifies to

C =

1
J

J∑
i=1

xi

∣∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Xi, ∀i = 1, . . . , J

 . (1.11)

Two key consequences of this property are that

inf
µ∈P(Y)

Fp(µ) = inf
µ∈P(C)

Fp(µ)

and that for any p-Wasserstein barycenter µ? of µ1, . . . , µJ it holds

µ? =
∑
x∈C

axδx.

For an illustration of the structure of the centroid set, see Figure 1.9 (a). Note, that (1.11)

implies that if all J measures are supported on an equidistant G1×· · ·×Gd grid in [0, 1]d,

then the corresponding centroid set is simply an equidistant J(G1 − 1) + 1× · · · × J(Gd −

1) + 1 grid in [0, 1]d (compare Figure 1.9 (b)). Thus, any 2-Wasserstein barycenter

in this setting is supported on a (roughly) J-times finer grid. This simplification is

based on the fact that due to the identical support sets and structure of the grids, many

N-tupels of points construct the same centroid points, thus reducing the overall size

of the set. A notable insight from this is the observation that while the centroid set

might be of the size of the product of the support sizes in the worst case, in practice it

is often significantly smaller. Furthermore, there always exists [Anderes et al., 2016]

a barycenter which support size is a most linear in the support sizes of the underlying

measures. Specifically, there exists a p-Wasserstein barycenter µ? of µ1, . . . , µJ, such

that |supp(µ?)| ≤
∑J

i=1 Mi − J + 1. For comparison, the size of the centroid set scales at

the worst case as
∏

Mi, which is exponential in the individual support sizes. Hence,

there exists barycenters which are only supported on a relatively small subset of C.

However, determining these point remains a difficult combinatorial problem. In fact,

the problem of finding the sparsest p-Wasserstein barycenter is NP-hard [Altschuler

and Boix-Adsera, 2022].

1.4 Multi-Marginal Optimal Transport

Closely related to the notion of p-Wasserstein barycenters is the notion of multi-marginal

optimal transport (MMOT). Consider measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(Y) and a cost function
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c : YJ → R. Define Π(µ1, . . . , µJ) :=
{
π ∈ P(YJ) | ρi#π = µi

}
. The elements of

Π(µ1, . . . , µJ) are called multi-couplings of µ1, . . . , µJ. The goal of MMOT is to find an

optimal multi-coupling with respect to the cost c, i.e.

π? ∈ arg min
π∈Π(µ1,...,µJ)

∫
YJ

c(x1, . . . , xJ)dπ(x1, . . . , xJ). (1.12)

Using the fact that all J measures have finite support sets X1, . . . , XJ, this can be

rewritten as

π? ∈ arg min
π∈Π(µ1,...,µJ)

∑
x1∈X1

· · ·
∑

xJ∈XJ

c(x1, . . . , xJ)π(x1, . . . , xJ). (1.13)

Denote the objective function of (1.13) as G. For specific costs based on dp, the MMOT

problem and the p-Wasserstein barycenter problem are closely related. In particular, for

any p ≥ 1, let T J,p be the barycentric application given by

T J,p(x1, . . . , xJ) ∈ arg min
y∈Y

J∑
i=1

dp(y, xi)

and

c(x1, . . . , xJ) :=
J∑

i=1

dp(xi,T J,p(x1, . . . , xJ)).

Thus, the cost of a J-tupel x1, . . . , xJ is precisely the optimal value of the Fréchet

functional associated with these J points and for any optimal multi-coupling π? and

any p-Wasserstein barycenter µ? it holds F(µ?) = G(π?). Moreover, for any optimal

multi-coupling π?, the pushforward measure T J,p#π? is a p-Wasserstein barycenter

of µ1, . . . , µJ and for any p-barycenter µ?, there exists an optimal multi-coupling π?,

such that µ? = T J,p#π?.6 As they tend to be geometrically more interesting for many

applications, this thesis usually treats the barycentric viewpoint instead of the multi-

marginal formulation. However, the MMOT equivalence provides a powerful tool for

establishing theoretical properties as well as for computational approaches. For proofs

and a more detailed discussion of this equivalence see Chapter 3 of Panaretos and Zemel

[2020].

6Note, that there might be several multicouplings which create the same barycenter in this manner,
since a location x might be the d-barycenter of different points. More details are found in Section 3.1.
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1.5 Linear Programs

To utilise OT in statistics or data analysis, it is is necessary to solve it numerically.

Unfortunately, the OT problem does not have a closed form solution outside of very spe-

cific cases. Thus suitable algorithms to tackle this problem are necessary. Early works

on OT [Tolstoi, 1930, Hitchcock, 1941, Kantorovich, 1942] considered a formulation

which would later become known as a special case of a general linear program (LP).

A thorough treatment of general LP theory and algorithms is found in Bertsimas and

Tsitsiklis [1997].

Linear Programming

Recalling (1.3), OT can be considered in the framework of LPs. Before discussing this

reformulation, however, a brief description of general LPs is in order. The foundations

for the modern theory of linear programming were laid in the 1940’s. Following early

findings on the OT problem the general formulation of a linear program (LP) was

introduced by Dantzig [1948]. Other early notable contributions in this field include

Koopmans [1951] and Ford and Fulkerson [1956].

The goal of linear programming is to find the solution of a (linearly constrained)

optimisation problem posed with respect to a linear objective function. Let c ∈ RL be

the cost vector of the problem, A ∈ RK×L the constraint matrix of full row rank7 and

b ∈ RK the constraint vector. For a LP in standard form the goal is to solve

min
x∈RL

cT x

s.t. Ax = b, x ≥ 0.
(1.14)

Duality

The minimisation problem in (1.14) is often referred to as the primal LP. One key result

in LP theory is the existence of a related dual LP given by

max
x∈RL

bT y

s.t. AT y ≤ c.
(1.15)

In particular, duality theory connects the objective values of the primal and dual pro-

grams. For any feasible primal solution x and any feasible dual solution y, it holds

bT y ≤ cT x. This property is known as weak duality. The strong duality theorem states

7The row rank of a matrix is equal to the dimension of the linear space spanned by its rows.
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that if (1.14) has an optimal solution x?, then (1.15) has an optimal solution y? and it

holds cT x? = bT y?. For a proof and more thorough treatment of LP duality refer to

Chapter 4 of Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [1997].

The Geometry of Linear Programming

Intuitively, the linear constraints in (1.14) define a constraint polyhedron P = {x ∈

RL
+ | Ax = b}. A point x ∈ P is called a vertex of P if there exists no non-zero vector

v ∈ RL, such that x + v, x − v ∈ P. Notably, a point x ∈ R is a vertex of P if and only

if there exist a set of indices i1, . . . , iL, such that the columns Ai1 , . . . , AiL are linearly

independent and xi = 0 for i , i1, . . . , iL. In this sense, vertices are sparse point of P.

Since any LP which has a minimiser, can be shown to have one which is a vertex of

its constraint polyhedron, this implies in particular the existence of sparse solutions to

LPs. Note, that this sparsity property for the vertices only implies an upper bound on

the number of non-zero components. There might be vertices which have less than L

non-zero entries. Such vertices are referred to as degenerate. A polyhedron can be fully

described in terms of its vertices, more precisely a non-empty, bounded polyhedron

is the convex hull8 of its vertices. As an immediate consequence, it can be seen, by

linearity of the objective function, that each optimal solution is a convex combination of

optimal vertices and the set of all optimal solutions is a polyhedron again. Its vertices

are precisely the set of optimal vertices of P.

Integer LP

A related problem to classical LPs are integer LPs, where the set of feasible solutions is

restricted to vectors with only integer components. While these problems in general

differ significantly from usual LPs and require different methods to be solved numeri-

cally9, there are specific conditions, which can ensure that a general LP has an integer

solution without imposing any further restrictions on the constraint set.

A matrix A ∈ RK×L is called totally unimodular (TU) if any of its square sub-matrices

8The convex hull of vectors x1, . . . , xR is the set of all convex combinations of these vectors.
9Classical approaches are for instance the cutting plane method, the branch and bound algorithm and

the branch and cut algorithm combining the two former methods. For a detailed discussion of integer
LPs see Section 10 of Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [1997].
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has determinant 1,−1 or 0. For a simple example consider the TU matrix
1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1

 . (1.16)

Now, consider a LP as in (1.14), then if b ∈ ZK and A is TU, then for any vertex v ∈ P

it holds v ∈ ZL and therefore there exists an optimal solution x? ∈ ZL. This allows to

ensure that a solution of a LP is integer, before actually solving it. It also removes the

need to utilise integer LP solvers over standard LP solvers, which significantly reduces

computational effort.

Optimal Transport

It remains to pose OT as a LP. Rewriting (1.4) as

Wp
p(µ1, µ2) = min

π∈RK×L

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

d(x1
k , x

2
l )pπkl

s.t.
L∑

l=1

πkl = a1
k , k = 1, . . . ,K,

K∑
k=1

πkl = a2
l , l = 1, . . . , L,

(1.17)

it becomes obvious that it is possible to pose the p-Wasserstein distance as a LP by

considering the transport plans as vectors instead of matrices. Let D = (d(x1
k , x

2
l )p)kl be

the matrix containing the transport costs. The cost vector of the LP is then obtained by

stacking the columns of D on top of each other from left to right, to obtain a vector of

length LK. Correspondingly, it is possible to obtain an OT plan from the solution to the

LP by columnwise filling the entries of the optimal solution vector into a K × L matrix.

The constraint vector is given by (a1, a2)T and the constraint matrix is given by

A =

IK
⊗

1T
L

1T
K

⊗
IL

 ∈ R(K+L)×(KL), (1.18)

where
⊗

is the Kronecker product. Notably, with this definition the row rank of A is

K + L − 1, i.e. A is not of full rank. However, removing any arbitrary row from A yields

a full rank matrix. This does not affect the solution of the problem. Assume w.l.o.g.
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that the removed row is the one corresponding to a2
L. Since both measures are assumed

to have the same total mass intensity, it holds

a2
L =

K∑
k=1

a1
k −

L−1∑
l=1

a2
l

and thus, the value of a2
L is implicitly specified by the K + L − 1 remaining constraints.

Hence, the row can be removed without changing the solution to the problem.

Furthermore, the resulting constraint matrix A is TU10. Thus, if µ1 and µ2 have integer

mass at all locations, there always exists an OT plan which also only has integer entries.

In the special case, where for some a > 0 it holds µ1(x), µ2(x) ∈ {0, a} for all x ∈ Y,

the marginal constraints imply in particular that any entry of the corresponding integer

OT plan is in {0, a} as well. Hence, there is an optimal plan which corresponds to a

one-to-one matching of the support points of the two measures. This observation is

sometimes referred to as the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem11.

Solving OT

Since OT can be posed as a LP, any algorithm of choice for solving LPs can be deployed

to solve it. Though, naturally also more specialised methods, taking advantage of the

specific structural properties of OT, have emerged. Prominent examples include the net-

work simplex, the transportation simplex (see Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [1997] for details

on simplex methods), dual ascent methods, the most well-known being the Hungarian

algorithm [Kuhn, 1955], the auction algorithm Bertsekas [1979], dynamic formulations

based on the celebrated Benamou-Brenier formula [Benamou and Brenier, 2000] and

(more recently) OT surrogate computations. Among the latter class of methods, the idea

of entropy penalised optimal transport [Cuturi, 2013] has reached particular popularity

in the past decade, due to its simplicity and ease of parallel implementation, which

made it an attractive choice for many machine learning applications.

10For a range of different characterisations of TU matrices and a proof that this constraint matrix is
TU, see Chapter III.1 of Wolsey and Nemhauser [1999].

11The Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem, in fact, provides the stronger assertion that the vertices of the
polyhedron of doubly stochastic matrices, i.e. matrices with positive entries and row and column sums
equal to one, are precisely the permutation matrices.
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Wasserstein Barycenters as Linear Programs

Recall that for any p-Wasserstein barycenter µ? of µ1, . . . , µJ it holds

µ? =
∑
x∈C

axδx,

where C is the centroid set from (1.10). Hence, the p-Fréchet functional is a sum of

Wasserstein distances between finitely supported measures and can be rewritten for any

µ ∈ P(C) as

F(µ) =
1
N

J∑
i=1

min
π(i)∈Π(µ,µi)

|C|∑
j=1

Mi∑
k=1

π(i)
jkci

jk. (1.19)

where ci
jk = dp(C j, xi

k) is the p-th power of the distance between the j-th point of C and

the k-th point in the support of µi. Since µ is supported on the finite set C, it can be

identified with a vector a ∈ R|C|+ of weights on the centroid set. Rearranging the different

minima and explicitly stating the marginal constraints yields

min
π(1),...,π(J),a

1
J

J∑
i=1

|C|∑
j=1

Mi∑
k=1

π(i)
jkci

jk

subject to
Mi∑

k=1

π(i)
jk = a j ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀ j = 1, . . . , |C|

|C|∑
j=1

π(i)
jk = ai

k ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi

π(i)
jk ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , J ∀ j = 1, . . . , |C|, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi.

(1.20)

This problem can be intuitively understood as solving J OT problems linked together

by a common marginal a, while also optimising over the weights of said marginal.

As for the OT problem, this can be turned into a LP in standard form by vectorising

the problem accordingly. It should be noted that the size of this LP grows rapidly

in the support sizes of the measures. This minimisation problem has |C| +
∑J

i=1 Mi

equality constraints12 and |C|
(
1 +

∑J
i=1 Mi

)
variables (|C| has a worst-case size scaling

as
∏J

i=1 Mi).

One potential way of reducing the size of the considered LP is to consider the MMOT

12Not yet accounting for possible redundancies in the constraints.
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instead of the barycenter problem. Rewriting (1.13) as an LP yields

argmin
π∈R

M1×···×MJ
+

∑
(i1,...,iJ)∈I

ci1,...,iJπi1,...,iJ ,

s.t.
∑

(i1,...,iJ)∈I,ir=s

πi1,...,iJ = br
s 1 ≤ s ≤ Mr, r = 1, . . . , J,

(1.21)

where I = {(i1, . . . , iJ) ∈ NJ | 1 ≤ ir ≤ Mr ∀ r = 1, . . . , J}. While this requires careful

handling of the index set, (1.21) can also be vectorised into a LP in standard form. This

LP has
∑J

i=1 Mi equality constraints and
∏J

i=1 Mi variables. By the same argument as

for the OT case, one constraint can be removed for J − 1 of the measures, without

changing the set of optimal solutions. Thus, the row rank of the constraint matrix is in

fact only
∑J

i=1 Mi − J + 1 and the problem size can be reduced accordingly. Notably,

this observation immediately recovers the, previously mentioned, sparsity bound for

OT barycenters, as each optimal vertex of the LP has at most
∑J

i=1 Mi − J + 1 non-zero

entries and therefore the pushforward under the barycentric application also yields a

measure with a support size bounded from above by this value. Depending on the size

of C, either (1.20) or (1.21) yields a more efficient approach to solve the problem. If in

the definition of C only a relatively small number of constructed centroids coincide, i.e.

|C| is close to its maximal potential value of
∏J

i=1 Mi, then solving the MMOT problem

instead of the OT barycenter problem is usually computationally more efficient.

1.6 Computing Wasserstein Barycenters

While the LP formulations in (1.20) and (1.21) theoretically allow to solve any OT

barycenter problem between finitely supported measures, the complexity of the problem

grows too rapidly. In particular, the scaling in the number of measures J is highly

problematic. Assume µ1, . . . , µJ all have support size M, then the LP for the MMOT

has MJ variables. To put this into perspective, this implies that for J = 10 measures

supported on an equidistant 32 × 32 grid, the LP in (1.21) has over 1030 variables,

which is already out of reach even for modern high-performance-computing systems13.

Recalling Figure 1.9 (b), note that |C| = 96721 and thus the LP in (1.20) has over

109 variables, which is also already pushing the boundaries of what can be practically

computed. Note, that the problem size in this example is still small, compared to

potentially interesting data analysis applications, where each measure might correspond

to a high resolution image of resolution 1024 × 1024 and where it is reasonable to

13For reference, the strongest super computer on the TOP500 list (for details on the list see Dongarra
et al. [2003]) in June 2022 has about 1016 bytes of RAM.
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consider hundreds or even thousands of images. This renders the LP approach infeasible

for most interesting applications. Notably, this approach does still have its merits. For

smaller-scale problems where it is feasible, it is guaranteed to provide an exact solution

and not an approximate one. Even when infeasible, the LP approach sheds light on

some structural properties of OT, such as the bound on the support size of the smallest

barycenter.

The iterative method to approximate Wasserstein barycenter which brought them into

broader interest for data analysis is due to Cuturi and Doucet [2014]. They propose to

perform a subgradient method with respect to the weights of the barycenter a, supported

on a fixed set X of size M. For X = C this clearly computes a p-Wasserstein barycenter

of µ1, . . . , µJ. Though, as discussed before, |C| is usually infeasibly large. Hence, it can

be replaced by a general finite set, usually an equidistant grid, to search for a minimiser

of the p-Fréchet functional among the probability measures which are supported on

X. This is referred to as the fixed support barycenter problem. An advantage of this

approach is that it is immediately possible to interpret the resulting barycenter as an

image again if the measures µ1, . . . , µJ correspond to images14. However, choosing

a sufficiently high resolution can still lead to an infeasible problem size in some

situations. An alternative is to also optimise over the locations of the elements of

X. This leads to a Llyod-type (compare the classical K-means algorithm in Lloyd

[1982]) procedure alternating between optimising the weights a, for fixed locations X

and then updating the positions X for fixed weights a. Unfortunately, this procedure

is only guaranteed to converge to a local minimum, as optimising the positions X is a

non-convex problem. However, in many practical applications this seems to perform

reasonable well. Recalling the sparsity result for the OT barycenter, there is a barycenter

with at most
∑J

i=1 Mi − J + 1 support points, hence if X is at least of this size, then it is

theoretically possible to obtain an exact barycenter of the measures with this approach

(at least if the method is initialised sufficiently close to an optimal solution).

However, Cuturi and Doucet [2014] do not deploy the previously described approaches

directly. Instead, they turn to a specific type of surrogate OT distance, namely entropy

regularised optimal transport. Here, an entropic penalty term scaled with a penalty

parameter ε is added to the objective function of the OT, rendering the problem strictly

convex. Following the previous work in Cuturi [2013], this problem can be solved

using Sinkhorn’s algorithm [Sinkhorn and Knopp, 1967]. This matrix scaling algorithm

only relies on matrix-vector and matrix-matrix-multiplication, which allows for easy

parallelisation. The ease of parallel GPU computing with this method, pushed this

14A grayscale image of resolution G×G can be considered to be a measure supported on an equidistant
G ×G grid on ([0, 1]2, d2), where the mass intensity at each grid point is proportional to the grayscale
intensity of the corresponding pixel.
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approach into popularity, particularly within the machine learning communities. For

ε → 0 the solution to the regularised problem converges to a solution of the original

one. However, for small values of ε, computations in the naive Sinkhorn algorithm

tend to become numerically unstable. There have been modification to stabilise the

algorithm for small ε [Schmitzer, 2019], but this stabilisation comes at a significant

computational cost. Notably, there are applications where it might be desirable to

consider a moderately sized regularisation instead of the smallest possible value, since

the induced blurring effect can reduce the impact of potential discretisation artefacts

within the data.

The subgradient approach to solve the fixed-support Wasserstein barycenter problem

now requires solving J OT problems at each iteration. As solving OT is computationally

costly, Cuturi and Doucet [2014] propose to replace all instances of OT in the algorithm

with regularised OT and use this to approximate a true barycenter. Notably, this approach

still relies on a reasonable choice of ε. Critically, there does not appear to be a universal

method for choosing this parameter optimally for a given dataset. Hence, it requires

tuning for given problems and can provide inaccurate results if set incorrectly. Still,

entropy regularised OT enjoys great popularity and it has sparked a long line of research

focused on its theoretical properties [for some examples see Carlier et al., 2017, Genevay

et al., 2018, Feydy et al., 2019, Klatt et al., 2020] as well as improving the computational

tools for solving it [Altschuler et al., 2017, Dvurechensky et al., 2018, Lin et al., 2019,

Schmitzer, 2019]. One noteworthy extension of this approach is to apply the entropy

regularisation directly to the barycenter problem instead of replacing each individual

subgradient computation with it. This idea [Benamou et al., 2015] reduces run-time by

orders of magnitude and can still be implemented in terms of Sinkhorn iterations. In

particular, it can still be implemented efficiently in terms of matrix-matrix- and matrix-

vector-multiplications. One downside however, is the fact that this method strictly

requires all measures to have full support on a joint support set. This assumptions is

usually satisfied for image datasets or other data supported on equidistant grids, but for

measures with more general support structures, this method is not applicable. In these

cases, the free support approach can be significantly more efficient. However, the naive

Lloyd type approach does not offer any theoretical guarantees on the convergence to

the true barycenter. The main issue behind this, is the fact that the p-Fréchet functional

is convex in the weights of the measures for fixed locations, but not jointly convex in

weights and locations. One alternative is to deploy a Frank-Wolfe algorithm instead.

Luise et al. [2019] utilise regularity properties of the entropy regularised problem to

obtain convergence rates for a free-support method in this context. Notably, this method

does not require the specification of the support size or even an upper bound of the
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support size at initialisation. Instead, the iterations can be initialised with a single Dirac

measure and in each iterations the direction finding step of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm

is shown to add (at most) one additional Dirac measure with a certain weight. However,

this approach is still faced with the approximation error and stability issues inherent

to entropy regularised OT. Attempting to avoid these downsides, there also has been

approaches aiming to provide efficient solutions to the unregularised p-Wasserstein

barycenter problem. Motivated by the results in Benamou et al. [2015] the idea in Xie

et al. [2020] is conceptually similar. Their approach is build on an inexact proximal

point method. This can be seen as a nested loop, where the inner loop is nearly identical

to the iterations performed in the entropy-regularised context, while the outer loop

modifies the problem in each iterations. They report good convergence properties to an

exact barycenter given sufficient outer iterations for a small number of inner iterations.

An alternative approach is to tackle the LP version of the problem directly. While

naively using a standard LP solver, as discussed above, quickly becomes infeasible

even at small data sizes, it is possible to modify a solver specifically for this problem

class. The MAAIPM [Ge et al., 2019] method is a modification of a classical predictor-

corrector interior point method (IPM) (see Nocedal and Wright [2006] for a general

introduction into IPMs), which specifically exploits the structural properties of the

p-Wasserstein barycenter problem. In particular, the problem can be decomposed into

J related subproblems and a full solution can be constructed from the solutions to these

subproblems. They can also be solved efficiently, due to their specific structure.

It should be stressed that the list of approaches above is by no means complete and the

number of methods to approach p-Wasserstein barycenter problems is growing steadily.

Though, the presented methods provide a good overview of the different avenues utilised

to solve this problem.

1.7 Wasserstein Distance on Trees

While in general the computation of p-Wasserstein distances is a difficult ordeal, for

measures supported on the leaves of ultra-metric trees, this problem does in fact have

a closed-form solution. To discuss this formula some basic definitions for trees are

recalled. A rooted, metric tree T = (V, E) is an undirected, circle-free graph endowed

with a metric dT possessing a designated element r ∈ V which is referred to as the root

of T . Each edge e ∈ E is assigned a non-negative weight w(e). Two nodes v,w ∈ V are

connected by a unique path denoted P(v,w) either represented by a sequence of nodes

or as a sequence of edges. The distance dT (v,w) is equal to the sum of the weights of

those edges contained in P(v,w). A leaf of T is any node, which is not the root, such
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that its degree (number of edges attached to the node) is equal to one and the set of

all leaf nodes is denoted as L ⊂ V . A node v? is termed parent of node v denoted by

par(v) = v? if both are connected by a single edge but v? is closer to the root than v.

The parent of the root node is set to par(r) = r. For a node v its children are the elements

of the set C(v) = {w ∈ V | v ∈ P(w, r)}. Notice that with this definition v is a child of

itself.

A rooted tree T with root r and endowed with a distance dT is called ultrametric if

all its leaf nodes have the same distance to r w.r.t. dT . Denote the set of leaf nodes of

T by L. In particular, a tree is ultrametric if and only if there exists a height function

h : V → R+ with dT (v, par(v)) =
∣∣∣h(v) − h(par(v))

∣∣∣ that is monotonically decreasing

meaning that h(par(v)) ≥ h(v) and such that h(v) = 0 for v ∈ L.

Let T be an ultrametric tree with height function h and measures µL, νL supported on

the leaf nodes L ⊂ V . Then, Kloeckner [2015] showed that the p-Wasserstein distance

between µL and νL has a closed form solution given by

Wp
p(µL, νL) = 2p−1

∑
x∈V

h(par(x))p − h(x)p|µ(C(x)) − ν(C(x))|. (1.22)

While the assumption of ultrametric trees is rather strict and there are little applications

where it is reasonable (for an example on certain phylogentic trees see Gavryushkin

and Drummond [2016]), it has powerful theoretical implications for controlling the

statistical deviation of the p-Wasserstein distance (see Sommerfeld et al. [2019] and

Chapter 2).
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CHAPTER 2

Empirical Deviation Bounds for Wasserstein
Barycenters

In practice, the population measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(Y) are not necessarily accessible,

but only empirical versions µ̂1
N1
, . . . , µ̂J

NJ
generated from data are available. Specifically,

for each i = 1, . . . , J consider independent and identically distributed random variables

Xi
1, . . . , X

i
Ni

and define

µi
Ni

=
1
Ni

Ni∑
i=1

δXi
Ni
.

This chapter summarises the results from Heinemann et al. [2022b]1 to treat upper

bounds on the statistical error created by estimating a p-Wasserstein barycenter of

the population measures by a p-Wasserstein barycenter of their empirical versions.

This extends control on the expected error of the the plug-in estimator Wp(µ̂1
N , µ̂

2
N) for

Wp(µ1, µ2) and its approximation properties. Since by the reverse triangle and Jensen’s

inequality it holds

E
[
|Wp(µ̂1

N , µ̂
2
N) −Wp(µ1, µ2)|

]
≤ E

[
Wp

p(µ1, µ̂1
N)

]1/p
+ E

[
Wp

p(µ2, µ̂2
N)

]1/p
,

it is sufficient for this to understand the Wasserstein deviation of a single measure from

its empirical measure to understand the deviation of the plug-in estimator2. It holds (see

Sommerfeld et al. [2019] for the original result and Heinemann et al. [2022b] for the

1To streamline presentation results which have been taken from this work are therefore not referenced
explicitly in the following section.

2In the naive upper bound based on the triangle inequality the potentially slower rate of the two
measures dominates the speed of convergence. However, there are scenarios where the opposite holds
true [Hundrieser et al., 2022]. This phenomenon is known as lower complexity adaptation. Since in
this scenario both measures are finitely supported the upper bound has the same convergence rate as the
left-hand side, however.
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refined version given here)

E
[
Wp

p(µ1, µ̂1
N)

]
≤
Ep(X1)diam(X1)p

N1/2 , (2.1)

where

Ep(X1) = 2p−1 inf
q≥1,L∈N

qp

q(−L+1)p
√

M1 +

(
q

q − 1

)p L∑
l=1

q−lp
√
|N(X1, q−ldiam(X1))|

 .
Here, N(X, ε) denotes an ε-covering of a space X. It should be stressed, that this

convergence rate does not exhibit a curse of dimensionality as common in many high-

dimensional estimation problems. Instead the dimension (of the possible ambient

space the support of µ1 is embedded in) enters only as a constant. Intuitively, the

constant Ep(X1) describes in some sense the complexity of the support of µ1. In detail,

this constant stems from the proof strategy which is based on an ultra-metric tree

approximation. For each l = 0, . . . , L a q−ldiam(X1)-covering of X1 is constructed, such

that for l = L, each covering set contains at most one point fromX1. Using this sequence

of coverings, it is possible to construct an ultra-metric tree (T , dT ), which has the points

of X1 as its leafs. In particular, this can be done in such a manner that for any two points

x, y ∈ X1 it holds d(x, y) ≤ dT (xT , yT ).3 Similarly, µ1 can be considered as a measure

µ1,T supported on the leafs of T , such that it holdsWp
p(µ1, µ̂1

N) ≤ Wp
p(µ1,T , µ̂1,T

N ). By

monotonicity of the expectation it suffices to control the empirical deviation for the

tree-version of the measure. This greatly simplifies the problem as for ultra-metric trees

their exist a closed form solution for the Wasserstein distance (recall Section 1.7). Using

this, the bound in (2.1) can be derived. For the explicit details of the construction refer

to the appendix of Sommerfeld et al. [2019] or Section 3.2 for a similar construction.

2.1 Deviation Bounds

Let FN
p be the p-Fréchet functional of the empirical measures given by

FN
p (µ) =

J∑
i=1

Wp
p(µ, µ̂i

Ni
).

Any minimiser of FN
p is referred to as an empirical barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ. Note, that

neither the barycenter of the population measures nor the one of the empirical measures

is necessarily unique. Thus, let B denote the set of barycenters of the population

3Here, xT and yT denote the points x and y as leafs of T , respectively.
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measures and B̂ the set of empirical barycenters. Let µ? ∈ B and µ̂? ∈ B̂, then it holds

for any p ≥ 1 that

E[|F p(µ?) − F p(µ̂?)|] ≤
2p diam(Y)p

J

J∑
i=1

E1(Xi)
√

Ni
, (2.2)

where E1(Xi) is the constant from (2.1). In particular, if p = 2 and Ni = N for all

i = 1, . . . , J, then it holds

E[|F2(µ?) − F2(µ̂?)|] ≤
4 diam(Y)2

J
√

N

J∑
i=1

E1(Xi).

For any i = 1, . . . , J, the constant Ep(Xi) can be understood as a measure of the

complexity of the set Xi in Y as it depends heavily on covering numbers of Xi. If Xi

has a complex structure, this value tends to be large, while for simple support structures

this value is usually small. The upper bound in (2.2) scales as

Ē =
1
J

J∑
i=1

E1(Xi).

Thus, the size of the deviation bound for the Fréchet value of the empirical barycenter

depends on the average complexity of the support sets of the population measures.

This makes sense intuitively. If one of the population measures has a difficult support

structure which makes it hard to estimate correctly, then its impact on the barycenter

is harder to quantify and thus the estimation error for the barycenter should increase.

However, if it is just one out of J measures for which estimation is difficult, then

this should have little effect on the overall quality of the barycenter estimate if J is

sufficiently large. Therefore, the dependence of the deviation bound on the average

complexity of the supports of the population measures and thus in some sense on the

average difficulty of estimating these measures, is reasonable. In particular, it seems

unlikely that there could be any tight upper bound which is not impacted in some form

by the difficulty of the individual estimation problems for the population measures. The

second factor within the sum, namely the power of the diameter of Xi is also unlikely to

be avoidable. Simply multiplying the locations of the support points of all measures

by the same constant should clearly change the objective value of the problem by the

respective power of this constant.

Finally, the rate of N−
1
2 is sharp, since the rate in the deviation bound of the barycenter

can in general not be faster than for any individual population measure. For J = 1, the

p-Wasserstein barycenter of µ1 is µ1 and the empirical barycenter is given by µ̂1
N . In this
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case, the error in the p-Fréchet functional is equal to Wp
p(µ1, µ̂1

N), which is equivalent

to the estimation of a single measure by its empirical counterpart. Since the N−
1
2 rate

is already known to be optimal in this setting [Fournier and Guillin, 2015], it is also

optimal for the estimation of the optimal Fréchet value.

Extending the control on the error in the p-Fréchet functional to control over the p-

Wasserstein distance between a barycenter of the population measures and a barycenter

of the empirical measures is a more delicate issue. In particular, the fact that neither

barycenter is necessarily unique requires additional care. Let p ≥ 1 and assume that

Ni = N for all i = 1, . . . , J, then, it holds

E

 sup
µ̂?∈B?

inf
µ?∈B?

W p
p (µ?, µ̂?)

 ≤ pĒ diam(Y)p

VP
N−

1
2 , (2.3)

where VP is a strictly positive constant given by

VP := VP(µ1, . . . , µJ) := (J + 1)diam(Y)−p min
v∈V\V?

cT v − f ?

d1(v,M)
,

where V is the vertex set of the linear programming formulation of the barycenter

problem (1.20), V? is the subset of optimal vertices, c is the cost vector of the pro-

gram, f ? is the optimal value,M is the set of minimisers of the problem (1.20), and

d1(v,M) = infx∈M ‖v − x‖1.

The sup-inf in (2.3) can be understood as follows: For each empirical p-Wasserstein

barycenter its distance to the closest p-Wasserstein barycenter of the population mea-

sures is computed. The only major difference between the upper bounds in (2.2) and

(2.3) is the factor VP. This constant stems from the proof of this deviation bound and has

a geometric interpretation. The constraint set of the LP formulation of the barycenter

problem is a high dimensional polyhedron P. Within P there is a lower dimensional

polyhedron M, characterised by the set of vertices V?, which contains the optimal

solutions to this problem. The constant VP now depends on the direction of the slowest

rate of ascent in the objective value within P from any vertex in V?. More precisely, it

depends on the pair of vertices v ∈ V\V? and v? ∈ V? which minimises

cT v − cT v?

d1(v, v?)

among all possible pairs of such vertices. Notably, this minimum is always attained for

a pair of vertices which are adjacent in P. This constant is related to the sub-optimality
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Figure 2.1: One realisation of an empirical 2-Wasserstein barycenter of eight probability
measures for different sample sizes N. The underlying measures are supported on four
nested ellipses in ([0, 1]2, d2) discretised into 4000 support points with mass 1/4000
each. From top-left to bottom-right the sample sizes are 100, 200, . . . , 1000.

gap4 of the problem, but a major difference between the two objects is that the minimum

in VP depends on the distance between the two vertices. In particular, for this minimiser

it does not suffice that the objective values of v and v? are close, but their objective

values must be close relative to their distance w.r.t. the d1 distance in P. Thus, VP

becomes small (an thus the deviation bound large), if there exists a vertex v of P which

is relatively far from the set of optimal solution, but has an objective value which is

close to the optimal one. In this context it also becomes clear why the distance between

a barycenter of the population measures and an empirical barycenter is likely to be large.

An empirical barycenter might be close to v instead ofM, since there is a change in the

right hand side of the constraints of the LP problem induced through the estimation of

the measures. Now, by assumption the empirical barycenter is far fromM, even though

its objective value is close to the optimal one. Thus, in this context the deviation bound

in (2.3) should be larger.

The counterpart to this case is a problem where the optimal setM is well separated in

the sense, that there are no vertices which have an objective value close to the optimal

one relative to their distance toM. In this case, VP becomes large (and the constant in

the deviation bound small) and a low objective value tends to imply proximity to the set

M.

The usefulness of statistical deviation bounds also extends beyond the setting where

the population measures are unknown. Even if the population measures are available,

their support size might be out of reach for any available solver for the OT problem.

4For a LP with cost vector c, vertex set V and optimal value f ? the sub-optimality gap is given by
minv∈V\V? cT v − f ?
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One possible approach to reduce the size is to replace the population measures µ1 and

µ2 by their empirical counterparts µ1
N , µ

2
N . Then, the plug-in estimator Wp

p(µ1
N , µ

2
N) can

be used to obtain an approximation of Wp
p(µ1, µ2). Repeating this procedure multiple

times and averaging over the resulting distances between the empirical measures can

be used to increase the quality of the approximation and reduce the variability induced

through the sampling. Statistical deviation bounds, such as (2.1), now allow to tune

the runtime of the algorithm against the desired accuracy of the approximation. This

approach of randomised computations for Wasserstein distances has become popular

within the machine learning community where it is often known as mini-batch OT

[Fatras et al., 2021]. The deviation bounds in (2.2) and (2.3) now allow to extend

this idea of randomised OT computations from transport between pairs of measures

to the barycenter of an arbitrary number of measures. Since p-Wasserstein barycenter

computations are computationally demanding, the benefit of randomised computations

is even more paramount. In particular, it enables fast, rough computations of barycenters

on personal computers, instead of requiring dedicated high-performance computing

facilities to compute barycenters at large datasizes. If a first, rough, computation

indicates interesting results, it is then possible to increase the sample size to achieve

improved accuracy of the approximation. Exemplary outcomes of this procedure for

measures supported on nested ellipses and different sample sizes are found in Figure 2.1.

The randomised computation of 2-Wasserstein barycenters can be further accelerated

with the use of a helpful heuristic. Recall that for two measures with M support points

of mass one each by the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem there exists an OT plan given

by an optimal assignment between the two measures. In particular, the OT plan only

has entries 1 and 0. From the initial definition of a barycenter between two measures as

the mid point of a geodesic, it is immediate that the 2-Wasserstein barycenter is also a

measure with mass 1 at M locations (namely the mid points of the geodesics in Y w.r.t.

d between pairs of matched points). An extension of this result to J > 2 measures is not

straightforward, however. Recalling the relation between the p-Wasserstein barycenter

problem and the corresponding MMOT problem, the LP formulation of the MMOT

problem in (1.21) can be considered. For J = 2 the constraint matrix of this LP is

TU, thus by the consideration in Section 1.5 any vertex of the corresponding constraint

polyhedron is integer. Since by standard LP theory there is always an optimal solution

which is a vertex, this yields that there must be an integer solution.

Proofs of the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem rely on all vertices being integer. For

J ≥ 3 and M1,M2,M3 ≥ 3, this does not hold, i.e. the constraint matrix is not TU [Lin

et al., 2020] and consequently the vast majority of vertices of the polyhedron are not

integer. Thus, the existing proofs of the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem do not seem to
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be adaptable to the case of more than two measures. In particular, they only rely on the

constraints of the LP and not on the cost. Though, while MMOT admits non-integer

solutions for certain costs, the polyhedron corresponding to the MMOT LP does have

some integer vertices. In particular, this implies the existence of integer solutions for

some costs. The key questions is under which conditions on the cost the existence of

integer solutions can be guaranteed.

The result appears to hold in the geometrically important case of W2-barycenters on

(Rd, d2). While it has not been verified theoretically even for this specific case, a large

scale simulation study of over 108 examples did not yield a single example where this

2-Wasserstein barycenter problem did not admit an integer solution. Consequently, it

seems reasonable to base a heuristic for the approximation of 2-Wasserstein barycenters

on this empirical observation.

The previous overview of algorithms for Wasserstein barycenter computations are

broadly distinguished between two settings: fixed-support and free-support methods.

Fixed-support methods, where all measures are required to be supported on the same

shared support set, are inevitably ill-suited for randomised computations. The main

advantage of replacing the population measures with empirical ones is the reduction

of problem size due to the artificially introduced sparsity. A method that requires

all measures to be supported on the same equidistant grid, considers even measures

supported on a sparse subset of this grid as measures on the whole set. This immediately

negates any advantages the randomisation brings. Thus, approaches which can exploit

the sparsity of the measures, such as free-support methods, are well-suited for this

context. To avoid any regularisation and further surrogate usage, the subgradient

method by Cuturi and Doucet [2014] (without entropy regularisation) is used. Their

Lloyd-type approach is based upon alternating between optimising the positions and the

weights of a barycenter candidate. Due to the sparsity bound on the support size of the

barycenter this generally requires at least
∑J

i Mi − J + 1 support points in the candidate

to be able to approximate the true barycenter. Assuming the previous conjecture on

the existence of integer solutions of barycenters with uniform weights is true, this

bound can be improved. By considering each point of the empirical measure with mass

k/N as k points with mass 1/N at the same location the conjecture implies that there

exists an empirical 2-Wasserstein barycenter with mass 1/N at N (possibly non-distinct)

locations. Thus, the number of points in the barycenter candidate can be reduced to

N. Additionally, there is no longer any need for an alternating procedure. Since the

weights of a barycenter are already known, it suffices to optimise the positions with

respect to these weights once. This reduces the run-time of the algorithm by several

orders of magnitude. Thus, the combined usage of randomised barycenter computations
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to create artificial sparsity and enforce uniformity of the measure and the heuristic based

on the uniformity conjecture reduces the runtime of the method by orders of magnitude.

In particular, this allows for approximate computations at low computational cost on

personal computers. This method is referred to as the stochastic-uniform-approximation

(SUA)-method.

2.2 Discussion and Related Work

There is a large body of literature treating empirical deviation bounds for OT distances.

An early entry in this line of work can be found in Dudley [1969] for the bounded

Lipschitz metric which relates closely to the 1-Wasserstein distance. More recently, the

topic has received renewed attention in more general frameworks. Using an explicit

coupling construction Dereich et al. [2013] obtain more general deviation bounds for

OT. Building on their ideas, Fournier and Guillin [2015] generalise their construction to

obtain general deviation bounds for Wp
p for arbitrary measures with sufficient moment

conditions on Rd. With a related partition technique Weed and Bach [2019] establish

sharp deviation bounds on compact, separable metric spaces. Notably, they also observe

a difference in behaviour for convergence properties of the Wasserstein distances

between small and large sample sizes. Extensions beyond the bounded case have also

been achieved for unbounded Banach spaces and separable Hilbert spaces [Lei, 2020].

These general deviation bounds for empirical p-Wasserstein distances suffer from a

curse of dimensionality, where the N−
1
2 rate in (2.1) is usually only achieved if the

dimension D of the ground space is smaller than 2p. For D > 2p the convergence

usually follows the slower N−
p
d rate. For the critical case D = 2p, the corresponding

rates contain an additional logarithmic factor in N.

The deviation bounds in (2.2) and (2.3) for the empirical p-Wasserstein barycenter

recover the dimension free rate where the dimension ofY only enters through a constant

which is independent of N. It should be pointed out, that replacing the role of (2.1) with

one of the general upper bounds would allow to recreate an analog to the bound in (2.2)

without being limited to finitely supported measures. However, since the proof of (2.3)

relies on the specific characterisation of the barycenter of finitely supported measures,

there is no straight-forward approach to replicate these results in those more general

frameworks. Establishing an analog of (2.3) for general population measures requires a

lower bound of the form
F p(µ) − F p(µ?)

Wp
p(µ, µ?)

≥ C > 0.
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For p = 1, this is a reversed version of the usual Lipschitz condition

F1(µ) − F1(µ?) ≥ CW1(µ, µ?), (2.4)

for some C > 0. Note, that F p is Wp Lipschitz, since

|F p(µ) − F p(ν)| =
1
J

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
J∑

i=1

Wp
p(µi, µ) −Wp

p(µi, ν)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ pdiam(Y)p−1 1

J

J∑
i=1

|Wp(µi, µ) −Wp(µi, ν)| ≤ pdiam(Y)p−1Wp(µ, ν).

For more general p > 1 this relation to a Lipschitz condition is no longer valid, since

Wp
p is generally not a metric, but it still has a similar interpretation. In particular, the

constant C now takes the role of VP in (2.3). It is equal to the direction in the Wasserstein

space along which the value of F increases slowest relative to its distance to µ?. In the

proof of the deviation bound in the finitely supported setting the control of this ascend

is achieved with the help of the LP formulation of the problem. Since the objective

function there is linear, it is reasonable to expect a bound akin to (2.4) to hold. For

general measures this remains open.

While the estimation of Wasserstein distances between empirical measures has received

this large amount of attention, the estimation of the Wasserstein barycenter based on the

Wasserstein barycenter of empirical measures is still only at its beginning. In particular,

the two deviation bounds in (2.2) and (2.3) are novel and are the first of their kind.

However, there is a related, but different, notion of Wasserstein barycenter for which

estimation has been considered in the literature. Let (Y, d) be a metric space and let

µ ∈ Pp(Pp(Y)) be a probability measure on the space of probability measures. Any

minimiser of

ν 7→

∫
P(Y)

Wp
p(µ, ν)dµ (2.5)

is referred to as a population p-Wasserstein barycenter. Let µ1, . . . , µN ∼ µ be an i.i.d.

sample of probability measures drawn from µ. Then, the empirical version of µ is

denoted as

µN =
1
N

N∑
i=1

δµi (2.6)
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and any minimiser of

ν 7→

∫
P(Y)

Wp
p(µ, ν)dµN =

1
N

N∑
i=1

Wp
p(µi, ν) (2.7)

is referred to as an empirical (population) p-Wasserstein barycenter. This context

differs significantly from the previously discussed deviation bounds. Here, the popu-

lation level measure is a distribution on the space of probability distribution and the

corresponding barycenter is the center of mass of this distribution with measure valued

realisations. The empirical barycenter problem in this context then coincides with the

population level problem in the earlier considerations. In the context of population

p-Wasserstein barycenters results on convergence and deviation bounds usually consider

the convergence of the solution of (2.7) to the solution of (2.5). This field of population

Wasserstein barycenters has received significant attention in recent years.

Its modern analysis was popularised by the study of barycenters of measures on

Hadamard spaces5 [Sturm, 2003]. In this context, several variants of a law of large num-

bers have been established. Let (Y, d) be a Hadamard space, µ ∈ P(Y) be a probability

measure on Y and X1, . . . , XN ∼ µ be i.i.d. samples from µ. Let µ̂N = 1
n

∑n
i=1 δXi be the

empirical version of µ based on these samples. Then, the solution of

y 7→
∫
Y

dp(x, y)dµN =
1
N

N∑
i=1

dp(µi, ν) (2.8)

converges to the unique minimiser of

y 7→
∫
Y

dp(x, y)dµ (2.9)

at a rate of N−1. Exploiting the fact that Hadamard spaces are uniquely geodesic, it is

possible to derive alternative statements. Let S 1 = X1 and define the sequence (S N)N∈N

inductively by setting S N = VN
N−1 for N ≥ 2, where (VN

t )[0,1] is a constant speed geodesic

w.r.t. d between S N−1 and XN . If µ has bounded support, then the sequence (S N)N∈N

converges to the solution of (2.9) almost surely at a rate of N−1. If µ fulfils a second

moment condition, the convergence still holds in probability. Notably, this alternative

notions of a law of large numbers does not require any understanding of the behaviour of

the empirical barycenter. The construction of the sequence S N requires only geodesics

on the space (Y, d), but it still converges to the population level barycenter of µ. From a

computational point of view this also implies that only the abilities to generate samples

5A Hadamard space is a nonempty, complete metric space with globally non-positive curvature. For
an overview over different notions of curvature consult Chapter 12.3 of Ambrosio et al. [2005].
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from µ and to compute geodesics between two elements of (Y, d) are required to

approximate the population barycenter.

Unfortunately, the Wasserstein space has non-negative (and on most spaces even strictly

positive) curvature6 and hence Sturm’s results are not applicable there. While existence

of population barycenters and consistency of their empirical counterparts can be verified

under very mild conditions [Le Gouic and Loubes, 2017], controlling the rate of this

convergence seems to require stronger assumptions on the geometry of the space and the

measure. The rate of convergence obtained in first consideration [Ahidar-Coutrix et al.,

2020] on spaces of non-negative curvature suffers from the curse of dimensionality.

A refined analysis in Le Gouic et al. [2022] is based on the geometrically interesting

assumption of bi-extendable geodesics emanating from the population barycenter. A

constant speed geodesic (vt)t∈[0,1] between two points x, y in a metric space (Y, d) is

set to be (λ1, λ2) bi-extendable (for some λ1 < 0 and λ2 > 1) if there exists another

constant speed geodesic ṽ : [λ1, λ2]→ X such that ṽ[0,1] = v. Under this assumption it

is possible to recover the dimension-free N−1 convergence rate inherent in the strong

law of large numbers. For the 2-Wasserstein space with a Hilbert space as the ground

space, the abstract, general condition of bi-extendable geodesics can be replaced by a

more intuitive sufficient condition. Assume that there exists µ0 ∈ P(Y) such that for

all µ ∈ supp(µ) there exists a map α > 0-strongly convex and β > 0 smooth map ψµ0,µ

such that µ = (∇ψµ0,µ)#µ0. If β − α < 1, then the empirical population barycenter µ?N
and the population barycenter µ? are unique and it holds

E
[
Wp

p(µ?, µ?N)
]
≤

4σ2

(1 − β − α)2n
,

where

σ2 =

∫
P(Y)

Wp
p(µ, µ?)dµ. (2.10)

Besides using empirical versions of the population measures µ1 and µ2 to reduce the

problem size, it is also possible to consider deterministic approximations of these

measures. One immediate advantage of the sampling approach, however, is the fact that

the sampling can be done in negligible time (relative to the computation of the OT),

while any (reasonable) deterministic approximation inevitably leads to an optimisation

problem which yields the deterministic approximation as a solution. A natural choice

might be to replace a measure µ1 by its N-quantiser, i.e. the measure which minimises

6For a discussion of the curvature properties of the Wasserstein space consult Chapter 7 of Ambrosio
et al. [2005].
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Wp
p(µ1, ·) among all measures with a support size of at most N. However, this problem

is difficult even for one dimensional measures [Graf and Luschgy, 2007]. A related

approach is to consider a uniform N-quantiser of µ1, i.e. a measure which minimises

Wp
p(µ1, ·) among all measures with support size N and µ1(y) ∈ {0, 1/N} for all y ∈ Y

[Chevallier, 2018]. This uniform, deterministic approximation converges, in the worst

case, at a rate of log(N)/N, which is faster than the N−
1
2 convergence rate for the

empirical measures. Though, replacing the role of the deviation bound in (2.1) with

respective deviation bounds for N-quantisers, allows to replicate the bound in (2.2) with

the respective rate of convergence of the quantiser. However, the computation of such

uniform quantisers still requires solving an involved optimisation problem. Moreover,

in contrast to the empirical measures, the support of a quantiser (uniform or not) of µ1

is not contained within the support of µ1, the support of the barycenter of the quantised

measures is in general also not contained within the centroid set C in (1.11). Therefore,

it is not clear whether an analog of (2.3) holds true for the deterministic quantisers.



CHAPTER 3

The (p,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance:
Structure and Estimation

Despite its conceptual appeal and favourable geometric properties, OT still has one

significant, inherent limitation. It is limited to measures of equal total intensities. Thus,

OT based data analysis requires the normalisation of the measures’ total intensities.

However, this can destroy important geometric features such as the underlying stoi-

chiometry. In Figure 3.1(a), the mass-splitting OT plan between two measures in [0, 1]2

is displayed. Depending on the application, it might not make sense to allow for mass

splitting or to normalise the measures. If, for instance, each support point in a measure

corresponds to the location of a certain protein, then it might make sense to find close

pairs of proteins, but it would be unreasonable to consider a third of a protein at some

location. With the growing interest in OT tools for modern data analysis, this limitations

quickly surfaced and a range of UOT formulations emerged to generalise the concepts

to measures of arbitrary total intensity. This chapter first summarises the results of

Heinemann et al. [2021] to present a detailed structural analysis of a specific model of

UOT (in Figure 3.1(b) a possible UOT plan1 based on this model of UOT is displayed)

and then presents a first statistical analysis of this UOT model based on Heinemann

et al. [2022a]2

3.1 Structural Properties

LetM+(Y) denote the set of a positive measures with finite mass on the space Y and

define for any measure µ the total intensity functionM(µ) = µ(supp(µ)). Define the set

1In general, UOT plans allow for mass-splitting, however, in the specific case of uniform, finitely
supported measures it can be seen that there is always a non-mass splitting UOT plan.

2To streamline presentation results which have been taken from these two works are therefore not
referenced explicitly in the following sections.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Transport between two measures (blue and red) with uniform mass on their
support points located in [0, 1]2. The ground cost is set to be the squared euclidean
distance. (a) The measures have been normalised to probability measures (the blue
points have mass 1/6 and the red ones 1/13). The OT plan between them is displayed
in terms of its transport graph. (b) The UOT plan for C = 0.2 between the two
unnormalised measures (all points have mass 1).

of subcouplings of two measures µ, ν ∈ M+(Y) as

Π≤(µ, ν) = {π ∈ M+(Y) | π(A,Y) ≤ µ(A), π(Y, B) ≤ ν(B), ∀ A, B ∈ B(Y)} .

For p ≥ 1 and a parameter C > 0, the considered notion of UOT between two measures

µ and ν is defined as

UOTp,C(µ, ν) B min
π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

∫
Y

dp(x, y)dπ + Cp

(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)
. (3.1)

If µ and ν have finite support, then this simplifies to

UOTp,C(µ, ν) B min
π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

∑
x,x′∈X

dp(x, x′)π(x, x′) + Cp

(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)
. (3.2)

Based upon this concept of UOT the (p,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance between

two measures µ and ν is defined as

KRp,C(µ, ν) B
(
UOTp,C(µ, ν)

) 1
p
. (3.3)

In some instances it is helpful to reformulate the penalty term to show its relation to the
marginal constraints more clearly. For finitely supported measures, the penalty term
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Figure 3.2: The two measures considered in Figure 3.1(b). The graph of available edges
along which transport is possible according to (3.5) is displayed in black for different
values of C. From top-left to bottom-right the values for C are 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.

can be equivalently replaced with

Cp
(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)
=

Cp

2

∑
x∈X

(µ(x) − π(x,X)) +
∑
x′∈X

(
ν(x′) − π(X, x′)

) . (3.4)

While in (3.2) the parameter C > 0 is seen to control the deviation of the total mass

of π, the alternative representation in (3.4) demonstrates its marginal characterisation.

Here, any mass deviation of the subcoupling from the original marginals is penalised

with cost of Cp/2 per unit mass.

The first notable property of the (p,C)-KRD is that it defines a metric on the space of

non-negative measuresM+(X) for any C > 0 and p ≥ 1. Though it should be noted that

this observation has already been made in specific instances, e.g., for p = 1 (Piccoli

and Rossi [2014]) and uniform measures on point patterns (Müller et al. [2020]). The

fact that the KRD is a distance is to be expected, given its similarity to the Wasserstein

distance, but is stil novel in this generality.

The second notable property of the (p,C)-KRD concerns its dependence on the penalty

parameter C. It can be seen that C governs the maximal scale at which any transport can

be optimal. More precisely, if πC is a solution to (3.2), then the length of any directed

path P from the corresponding transport graph G(πC)3 is bounded by

L(P) ≤ Cp. (3.5)

This implies, in particular, that if d(x, x′) > C then for any optimal solution of 3.2 it

holds πC(x, x′) = 0. An illustration of the possible transports for varying C is found
3Let π ∈ Π(µ, ν). Let V = X and E = {(x, x′ ∈ X2 | π(x, x′) > 0}. The directed graph given by (V, E)

is referred to as transport graph corresponding to π.
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Figure 3.3: Three measures in ([0, 1]2, d2) (with support points displayed as blue, green
and red, circles respectively) and their restricted centroid set CKR(3, 2,C) (displayed as
purple triangles) for different values of C. From top-left to bottom-right the values of C
are 0.2, 0.3, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2. The sets for C = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 have been omitted,
since they are identical to the one for C = 0.3.

in Figure 3.2. For certain values of C, the KRD can be related to the total variation

distance and the p-Wasserstein distance. If C < minx,x′ d(x, x′), then any UOT plan π?

can only have positive mass on its diagonal. These entries have a cost of zero, though.

Hence, the transport term of the KRD vanishes and only the penalty remains. This

can be easily seen to be equal to (Cp/2)TV(µ, ν)4. Thus, for sufficiently small values

of C > 0 the KRD is proportional to the total variation distance. For C > diam(X),

it is by construction cost-optimal to transport the maximal possible amount of mass.

Thus, for any UOT plan π? between µ and ν it holds M(π?) = min(M(µ),M(ν)). In

particular, if M(µ) = M(ν), then it also holds M(µ) = M(π?) and the penalty term

vanishes. Thus, for measures of equal total mass intensity the (p,C)-KRD coincides

with the p-Wasserstein distance for sufficiently large C. For intermediate values of C

the (p,C)-KRD interpolates between the Wasserstein distance and the total variation

distance. Note, that the (p,C)-KRD is increasing in C, i.e. for C1 < C2 it holds

KRp,C1(µ, ν) ≤ KRp,C2(µ, ν).

While computing the KRD is challenging in general, for measures defined on ultra-

metric trees there exists, similarly as for the p-Wasserstein distance, a closed form

solution. Consider an ultrametric tree T with leaf nodes L and height function h : V →

4The total variation distance between two finitely supported measures µ1, µ2 ∈ M+(X) is defined as
TV(µ1, µ2) =

∑
x∈X|µ(x) − ν(x)|.
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R+ inducing the tree metric dT . Define the set

R(C) B
{
v ∈ V

∣∣∣∣ h(v) ≤
C
2
< h(par(v))

}
(3.6)

with the convention that R(C) = {r} if C
2 ≥ h(r) and for a node v ∈ V set

µL(C(v)) B
∑

w∈C(v)∩L

µL(w),

where C(v)) denotes the set of children of v in T . Then, for any p ≥ 1 and two measures

µL, νL ∈ M+(L) supported on the leaf nodes of T it holds that

KRp
dp
T
,C

(
µL, νL

)
=∑

v∈R(C)

(
2p−1

∑
w∈C(v)\{v}

(
(h(par(w))p − h(w)p)

∣∣∣µL(C(w)) − νL(C(w))
∣∣∣ )

+

(
Cp

2
− 2p−1h(v)p

) ∣∣∣µL(C(v)) − νL(C(v))
∣∣∣ ).

(3.7)

A notable novelty of this formula compared to the one for the Wasserstein distance on

ultrametric trees (recall Section 1.7) is the fact this formula decomposes the optimisation

problem into several subproblems. Due to the control of C on the maximal distance of

transport in UOT plans, any edges with a weight over Cp/2 can be removed without

changing the solution to the problem. This creates a forest of ultrametric trees on which

the UOT problems can be solved independently. The UOT cost between two measures

is then given by the sum of the costs over the forest. While this result is an interesting

geometrical result for KRD in its own right, it is crucial in the statistical deviation

bounds for the (p,C)-KRD in Section 3.2.

The KRD also allows to define a notion of a barycenter for a collection of measures

as a generalisation of p-Wasserstein barycenter defined only for probability measures

µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(Y) as in (1.9). Any measure

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) B
1
J

J∑
i=1

KRp
p,C(µi, µ) (3.8)

is then said to be a (p,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein barycenter or (p,C)-barycenter for

short. As for the p-Wasserstein barycenter this is straight-forward to generalise to

arbitrary positive weights summing to one. As before this is omitted for brevity.

The p-Wasserstein barycenter of finitely supported measures has finite support itself,

so the most natural first question which arises is whether this also holds for the (p,C)-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: The same measures as in Figure 3.3 considered as probability measures
with mass 1/3 at each support point. (a) The centroid set (displayed in orange) of
the 2-Wasserstein barycenter problem corresponding to the three measures. (b) The
2-Wasserstein barycenter of the three measures (displayed in orange) and their (2, 0.3)-
barycenter (displayed in purple). All displayed points of all measures have mass 1/3.

barycenter. Recall the barycentric application T L,p given for any p ≥ 1 and L ∈ N

by

T L,p(x1, . . . , xJ) ∈ arg min
y∈Y

L∑
i=1

dp(y, xi).

Define the full centroid set of the measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X) as

CKR(J, p) =
{
y ∈ Y | ∃L ≥ dJ/2e, ∃(i1, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J},

x1, . . . , xL : xl ∈ supp(µil)

∀l = 1, . . . , L : y = T L,p(x1, . . . , xL)
}
,

(3.9)

and the restricted centroid set

CKR(J, p,C) =
{
y = T L,p(x1, . . . , xL) ∈ CKR(J, p) | ∀1 ≤ l ≤ L :

dp(xl, y) ≤ Cp;
L∑

l=1

dp(xl, y) ≤
Cp(2L − J)

2

}
.

(3.10)

An illustration of the restricted centroid set for different values of C is found in

Figure 3.3. The corresponding Wasserstein centroid set for the same measures is shown

in Figure 3.4(a) for reference. One critical caveat of the definition of this centroid

sets is the fact that the barycentric application T L,p is in general not a map and the
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respective minimiser is not necessarily unique. In particular, it is possible for multiple,

even infinitely many, sets to fulfil the definitions of the centroid sets. To circumvent

this issue, for each L-tupel one fixed representative of T L,p(x1, . . . , xL) is chosen for the

construction of the centroid set CKR(J, p,C). All following statements regarding the

centroid set are to be understood in the sense that there exists a choice of CKR(J, p,C)

such that the statement holds true. To streamline presentation, this ambiguity is hidden

in the following presentation.

Using the restricted centroid set it is possible to characterise the support of (p,C)-

barycenters. It holds,

min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) = min
µ∈M+(Y)

supp(µ)⊆CKR(J,p,C)

Fp,C(µ). (3.11)

Moreover, any (p,C)-barycenter µ? satisfies supp(µ?) ⊆ CKR(J, p,C). Thus, not only

does it suffice to take the minimum over measures supported on the (finite) centroid

set, but every (p,C)-barycenter is supported on this set. However, this results does

not only guarantee a finite support for any barycenter, which is of critical importance

for theoretical as well as practical matters, but it also provides an explicit geometrical

characterisation of the possible support points of (p,C)-barycenters.

For the sake of simplicity let p = 2 and d the Euclidean distance. For µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(Y),

recall that the support points of any 2-Wasserstein barycenter are contained in the set1
J

J∑
i=1

xi

∣∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Xi

 .
Thus, each support point of a barycenter µ? can be constructed by picking one specific

point out of each of the J support sets of the measures, respectively, and computing

the mean of these points. Now, for the (2,C)-barycenter (3.11) provides a similar

characterisation. It holds

CKR(J, 2,C) =

{
y =

1
L

L∑
k=1

xik

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∃L ≥ dJ/2e, ∃(i1, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J},

x1, . . . , xL : xl ∈ supp(µil), d2(xl, y) ≤ C2

∀l = 1, . . . , L;
L∑

l=1

d2(xl, y) ≤
C2(2L − J)

2

}
.

(3.12)

In particular, this centroid set has far greater flexibility than the one for the 2-Wasserstein

barycenter. While for the Wasserstein barycenter, for the construction of each support

point, one point from each µi is necessary, for the (2,C)-barycenter it suffices to pick
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any number of points L between J/2 and J, where each of the L points is in the support

of a different µi. Obviously, it holds that C ⊂ CKR(J, p). The restricted centroid set is

now constructed from the full centroid set, by removing any points which can not be

optimal due to the control of C on the distances of any OT. The first inequality in the

definition of CKR(J, p,C) ensures that transport between the centroid the locations it is

constructed from is possible w.r.t. KRp,C. The second one ensures that if any mass is

placed at a given centroid, the objective value can not be improved by removing this

support point from the measure. Notably, for 2L < J, this inequality is never fulfilled,

which is essentially the reason for the L ≥ J/2 restriction in the definition of the centroid

set.

While the centroid set for the (p,C)-barycenter grows, in the worst case, as
∏J

i=1(Mi +1)

its support can be shown to be sparse within this set. In particular, there exists a (p,C)-

barycenter which has a support size less or equal to
∑J

i=1 Mi. Notably, depending on

the size of C and the structure of the support sets Xi, the cardinality of the restricted

centroid set might be smaller than the sum of the support sizes. Therefore, the support

size of the barycenters can be bounded further in this setting.

On (Rd, d2) there exist non-mass splitting OT plans w.r.t. W2 between probability

measures µ1, . . . , µJ and their 2-Wasserstein barycenter [Anderes et al., 2016]. Under

some assumptions, the same holds true for the (2,C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(Rd).

In particular, there exists UOT plans between the (p,C)-barycenter and the underlying

measures that can be characterised by transport maps. More precisely, let µ? be

a (p,C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ, then there exist UOT plans πi between µ? and µi

for i = 1, . . . , J, respectively, such that if πi(y, x) > 0, then there exists L ≥ dJ/2e,

xl ∈ supp(µil) for l = 2, . . . , L, (i2, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J} and il , i for l = 2, . . . , L

with y = T L,p(x, xi2 , . . . , xiL), π j(y, x j) > 0 if j ∈ {i2, . . . , iL}. Additionally, if for any

(x1, . . . , xL) ∈ YL it holds that

T L,p(x1, . . . , xL) = T L,p(y1, x2, . . . , xL)⇔ x1 = y1, (3.13)

then πi(y, x) ∈ {0, µ?(y)} for i = 1, . . . , J. Since on (Rd, d2) it holds T L,2(x1, . . . , xL) =
1
L

∑L
l=1 xl, the condition clearly holds on this space.

This property is useful for theoretical as well as practical purposes as it allows for

a more explicit characterisation of an optimal solution as well as the optimal value.

It is, for instance, used to derive an upper bound on the total mass intensity of any

(p,C)-barycenter µ?. While for any UOT plan between two measures it is clear by

construction that the mass of the subcoupling is bounded by the minimum of total

intensities of the two measures, the total mass intensity of a (p,C)-barycenter is not
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necessarily bounded by the minimum ofM(µ1) . . . ,M(µJ). In particular, the mass of a

(p,C)-barycenter is not even necessarily bounded by the maximum of these values. For

an easy example of this consider

µ1 = δ−1 + δ0, µ2 = δ0 + δ1, µ3 = δ−1 + δ1.

The (2, 0.01)-barycenter of these measures is given by µ? = δ−1 + δ0 + δ1, thus it holds

M(µ?) = 3 > 2 = M(µ1) = M(µ2) = M(µ3).

For a first, rough upper bound on the total mass intensity, note that if a (p,C)-barycenter

µ? has mass larger than
∑J

i=1M(µi), then for any UOT plans π1, . . . , πJ between µ?

and µi, respectively, there exists a part M0 of the mass of µ? that is not transported

to any of the µi, but is instead always destroyed. Thus, removing this mass from µ?

decreases the objective value by CpM0 > 0. Hence, µ? is not a (p,C)-barycenter and

for any (p,C)-barycenter µ? it holds M(µ?) ≤
∑J

i=1M(µi). Denote µ? =
∑K

k=1 akδxk .

By the construction of (3.12), each of the xk for k = 1, . . . ,K is constructed from at

least J/2 support points of the µi. Combined with the previous, rough upper bound this

implies J
2

∑K
k=1 ak ≤

∑J
i=1M(µi) and therefore M(µ?) ≤ 2

J

∑J
i=1M(µi). Hence, the total

mass intensity of a (p,C)-barycenter is bounded by double the mean of the individual

total masses. Notably, while the Fréchet value is monotone in C, i.e. for C1 < C2, it

holds Fp,C1(µ
?
C1

) < Fp,C2(µ
?
C2

), the total mass intensity of the (p,C)-barycenter is not

necessarily monotone in C. If the measures µ1, . . . , µJ have pairwise disjoint support,

then for sufficiently small C, the (p,C)-barycenter has mass zero. For increasing

C, the sum of the penalty terms starts to dominate the value of the (p,C)-Fréchet

functional, thus intuitively for sufficiently large C, the mass of the barycenter should be

the minimiser of

a 7→
J∑

i=1

a +M(µi)
2

−min(a,M(µi)) =
1
2

J∑
i=1

|a −M(µi)|.

The minimiser of this function is the median of M(µ1), . . . ,M(µJ). The worst-case

threshold for this turns out to be C > J1/pdiam(Y), i.e. if C > J1/pdiam(Y) then there

always exists a barycenter µ?, such that M(µ?) = med(M(µ1), . . . ,M(µJ)). Though,

for certain examples, this can also already occur for smaller values of C (e.g. in

Figure 3.4(b) the (2, 1.5)-barycenter of the measures coincides with the 2-Wasserstein

barycenter shown there in orange and has mass one as the three underlying measures).

For intermediate values of C, however, it is possible forM(µ?) to exceed the median of
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the individual total mass intensities.

The (p,C)-barycenter is also closely connected to barycenters with respect to the TV

and the p-Wasserstein distance. If C > 2
1
p diam(Y) and M(µ1) = M(µ2) = · · · =

M(µJ), then any p-Wasserstein barycenter is also a (p,C)-barycenter and vice versa.

To consider the relation to TV-barycenters, let Z B
⋃J

i=1Xi ∪ CKR(J, p) and define

d′min B minx∈Z\CKR(J,p), y∈CKR(J,p) d(x, y). If C ≤ d′min, then the (p,C)-barycenter µ? is

given by

µ? =
∑

xk∈∪
J
i=1Xi

med(a1
k , . . . , a

J
k )δxk ,

where {ai
1, . . . , a

i
K} are the weights of µi considered as a measure on ∪J

i=1Xi. In particular,

this implies that

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

J∑
i=1

TV(µi, µ).

While these relations allow to characterise (p,C)-barycenter for relatively large and

small regimes of C, it is in general difficult to obtain more precise characterisation,

besides the structure of the centroid set, for intermediate values of C. One exception is

the case where all measures are supported on well-separated clusters and C is adapted

suitably to the cluster size. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(Y) with finite support set X1, . . . ,XJ

such that for all i = 1, . . . , J it holds Xi ⊂ ∪
R
r=1Br for some B1, . . . , BR ⊂ Y with

diam(Br) ≤ C for all r = 1, . . . ,R and d(Bk, Bl) > 21/pC for all k , l. For r = 1, . . . ,R,

let

µ?r ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(conv(Br))

1
J

J∑
i=1

KRp
p,C(µ, µi

|Br
), (3.14)

where conv(Br) is the convex hull of Br for r = 1, . . . ,R. Then, the measure
∑R

r=1 µ
?
r is

a (p,C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ. Thus, for measures supported on well-separated clus-

tered, the respective (p,C)-barycenter can be decomposed into R independent, smaller

(p,C)-barycenter problem. In particular, (3.14) implies that the (p,C)-barycenter re-

spects the cluster structure within the supports of the measures if the clustered are

sufficiently separated and C is adapted according to the cluster size, which is potentially

interesting for data analysis.

Lifts to Optimal Transport

The backbone of the proofs of the properties of the (p,C)-KRD and its barycenter is

their equivalence to certain balanced OT problems. The fundamental idea is to augment
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the spaces X and Y by a dummy point d. For a fixed C > 0, the augmented spaces are

defined as X̃ B X ∪ {d} and Ỹ B Y ∪ {d} and the metric on them is given by

d̃p
C(y, y′) =



dp(y, y′) ∧Cp, y, y′ ∈ Y,

Cp

2 , y ∈ Y, y′ = d,

Cp

2 , y = d, y′ ∈ Y,

0, y = y′ = d.

(3.15)

Here, the metric on X̃ is assumed to be the restriction of d̃C to X̃. For any p ≥ 1, let

W̃p denote the p-Wasserstein distance with respect to d̃C on Ỹ . Consider the subset

MB
+(Y) B {µ ∈ M+(Y) | M(µ) ≤ B} ⊂ M+(Y) of non-negative measures whose total

mass is bounded by B. Setting µ̃ B µ + (B −M(µ))δd, any measure µ ∈ MB
+(X) defines

an augmented measure µ̃ on X such thatM(µ̃) = B. Following the arguments in Guittet

[2002] it is straightforward to see that for any µ, ν ∈ M+(X) and their augmented

versions µ̃, ν̃ ∈ M+(X) it holds

KRp
C,p(µ, ν) = W̃ p

p (µ̃, ν̃).

Similarly, the (p,C)-barycenter problem can be augmented. For this, let Ỹ B Y∪{d} be

endowed with the metric d̃C in (3.15) and augment the measures µ1, . . . , µJ to µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J

where µ̃i = µi +
∑

j,iM(µ j)δd for 1 ≤ i ≤ J. This augmentation is valid, since by

an earlier argument, the mass of any (p,C)-barycenter is bounded from above by the

sum of all total mass intensities. In particular,M(µ̃i) =
∑J

j=1M(µ j) and the augmented

p-Fréchet functional is defined as

F̃p,C(µ) :=
1
J

J∑
i=1

W̃ p
p (µ̃i, µ).

Any minimiser of F̃p,C onM+(Ỹ) is referred to as as augmented (p,C)-barycenter. No-

tably, the restriction of an augmented (p,C)-barycenter to Y yields a (p,C)-barycenter.

The augmented formulation can also be used to derive a related multi-marginal OT

problem.

LP-Formulation for the (p,C)-Barycenter

Combining the finite support set of the (p,C)-barycenter with the augmented problem

formulation it is possible to rewrite the augmented (p,C)-barycenter problem as a linear
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program based on the augmented restricted centroid set C̃KR(J, p,C) = CKR(J, p,C)∪{d}

(recall (3.12) for the definition of CKR(J, p,C)) of the augmented measures. This yields

the LP

min
π(1),...,π(J),a

1
J

J∑
i=1

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑
j=1

Mi∑
k=1

π(i)
jkci

jk

s.t.
Mi∑

k=1

π(i)
jk = a j, ∀ i = 1, . . . , J,∀ j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p,C)|,

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑
j=1

π(i)
jk = ai

k, ∀ i = 1, . . . , J,∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi, (3.16)

π(i)
jk ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , J,∀ j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p,C)|,

∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi,

where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ J Mi = |X̃i| is the cardinality of the support of the augmented

measure µ̃i. Here, ci
jk denotes the distance between the j-th point of |C̃KR(J, p,C)| and

the k-th point in the support of µ̃i, while ai is the vector of masses corresponding to µ̃i.

3.2 Estimation of Unbalanced Optimal Transport

As in the OT setting, in practice the population measures µ, ν, µ1, . . . , µJ are not nec-

essarily available or have to be sampled for randomised but feasible computations.

However, while for a probability measure it is straightforward to generate samples,

there is no single well-defined approach to sample from a measure of arbitrary intensity.

Statistical Models

In the following, the statistical models discussed in Heinemann et al. [2022a] are

presented. It should be stressed, however, that the considered approach is not specific

to these models and thus not limited to them. In particular, it provides a template to

potentially analyse a range of statistical models in the UOT context.

Multinomial Model

In Chapter 2 it has been seen that randomised algorithms for the computation of p-

Wasserstein distance or p-Wasserstein barycenters enable fast approximations of these

quantities and non-asymptotic statistical deviation bounds allow to control the expected

error of the approximations. Aiming to enable analog tools for the (p,C)-KRD and its
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barycenter the multinomial model first normalises the measures to define probability

measures and then samples in the classical sense. The resulting empirical estimators are

rescaled to the original total intensities to keep retain the information on the measures’

total mass intensities. Formally, consider independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random variables X1, . . . , XN
i.i.d.
∼

µ

M(µ) , where the total intensityM(µ) is assumed to be

known. The corresponding unbiased empirical estimator is then defined as

µ̂N B
M(µ)

N

∑
x∈X

|{k ∈ {1, . . . ,N} | Xk = x}| δx. (3.17)

This approach is best suited to resampling approaches similar to those discussed in

Chapter 2. In this context the total mass intensity of the measures is known and the

sample size N provides an upper bound on the computational complexity of the UOT

problem between the estimators.

Bernoulli Model

The Bernoulli model is motivated by tasks in fluorescence cell microscopy, where a

fluorescent marker is introduced into the sample to make the objects of interest visible in

the proper experimental setup [Kulaitis et al., 2021]. However, this process is limited by

the marker’s labelling efficiency which determines the probability with which a location

is in fact labelled. Formally, consider a point cloud encoded as a measure µ with mass

one at each location. Let Bx∼Ber(sx) with a fixed success probability sx ∈ [0, 1] for

each location x ∈ X. The vector sX := (sx1 , . . . , sx|X|) is referred to as success vector. A

suitable unbiased estimator for µ is defined by

µ̂sX B
∑
x∈X

Bx

sx
δx. (3.18)

Poisson Intensity Model

The Poisson intensity model is closely related to the Bernoulli model. However, in this

model there exists two independent layers of randomness. Motivated by various tasks

in photonic imaging [see e.g. Munk et al., 2020] any given point x ∈ X is observed with

a fixed probability of s ∈ [0, 1], then, if it is observed, a Poisson random variable is

observed based on the intensity of the underlying measure at x. In particular, this model

is no longer restricted to point clouds. Formally, consider a collection of independent

Bernoulli random variables Bx ∼ Ber(s) for each x ∈ X. Additionally, consider an

independent Poisson random variable Px∼Poi(tµ(x)) with intensity tµ(x), where the

parameter t > 0 usually models the observation time of the experiment. A suitable
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unbiased estimator for µ is defined by

µ̂t,s B
1
st

∑
x∈X

BxPxδx. (3.19)

Sampling Bounds

This section summarises the results on the expected Kantorovich-Rubinstein deviation

for the the three statistical models introduced above. Inspired by the approach of Som-

merfeld et al. [2019] to control the empirical deviation of the p-Wasserstein distance,

the main tool in this section is an approximation of the finite ground space X by an

ultrametric tree, which then allows to use the closed form solution in (3.7).

Tree Approximation of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance

Fix some depth level L ∈ N. For some q > 1 and level j = 0, . . . , L consider the

covering set Q j B N(X, q− jdiam(X)) ⊂ X and let QL+1 B X. Any point x ∈ Q j is

considered as a node at level j of a tree T and denoted as (x, j) to emphasise its level

position. For level j = 0 this yields a single element in Q0 which serves as the root of

the tree. For j = 0, . . . , L a node (x, j) at level j is connected to one node (x′, j + 1) at

level j + 1 if their distance satisfies d(x, x′) ≤ q− jdiam(X) (ties are broken arbitrarily).

The edge weight of the corresponding edge is set equal to q− jdiam(X). Consequently,

the height of each node only depends on its assigned level 0 ≤ l ≤ L + 1 and is defined

as hq,L : {0, . . . , L + 1} → R by

hq,L(l) =

L∑
j=l

q− jdiam(X) =
q1−l − q−L

q − 1
diam(X). (3.20)

By definition the space X is embedded in level L + 1 as the leaf nodes of T with

height hq,L(L + 1) = 0. By a straightforward computation it holds for two points

x, x′ ∈ X considered to be embedded in T as (x, L + 1) and (x′, L + 1) that dp(x, x′) ≤

dp
T

((x, L + 1), (x′, L + 1)). The measures µ, ν are embedded into T as measures µL, νL

supported only on leaf nodes of T and thus it follows that

KRp,C(µ, ν) ≤ KRdp
T
,C

(
µL, νL

)
,

where KRdp
T
,C denotes the (p,C)-KRD on the space (T , dT ). In combination with the

closed formula from (3.7) this yields an upper bound on the (p,C)-KRD. Whenever

clear from the context the notation is alleviated by writing v ∈ Ql instead of (v, l) ∈ Ql.
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Having established the framework of the tree-approximation, it is possible able to

state the main deviation bounds explicitly. There exist constants EMult
p,X,µ(C), EPois

p,X,µ(C),

EBer
p,X,µ(C) such that for any p ≥ 1 and for any measure µ and its estimator µ̂ derived

from either (3.17), (3.18) or (3.19), respectively, it holds

E
[
KRp,C (µ̂, µ)

]
≤



EMult
p,X,µ(C)

1
p N−

1
2p , if µ̂ = µ̂N ,

EPoi
p,X,µ(C)

1
p φ(t, s)

1
p , if µ̂ = µ̂t,s,

EBer
p,X,µ(C)

1
p ψ(sX)

1
p , if µ̂ = µ̂sX ,

where

φ(t, s) =


(
2(1 − s)M(µ) + s

√
t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
, C ≤ minx,x′ d(x, x′)(

1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2
, else,

and

ψ(sX) =


(
2
∑

x∈X(1 − sx)
)
, C ≤ minx,x′ d(x, x′)(∑

x∈X
1−sx

sx

) 1
2
, else.

For

Aq,p,L,X(l) := diam(X)p2p−1

q−Lp|X|
1
2 +

(
q

q − 1

)p L∑
j=l

qp− jp|Q j|
1
2

 ,
the constant EPoi

p,X,µ(C, q, L) is equal to

EPoi
p,X,µ(C, q, L) =



{ (
Cp

2 − 2p−1
(

q−q−L

q−1 diam(X)
)p)

+ Aq,p,L,X(1)
}
,

C ≥ 2hq,L(0),

Aq,p,L,X(l),

2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2 ,

C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx,x′ d(x, x′)

)
,
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and the constant EMult
p,X,µ(C, q, L) is given by

EMult
p,X,µ(C, q, L) =



Aq,p,L,X(1) C ≥ 2hq,L(0),

Aq,p,L,X(l), 2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x) C ≤

(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx,x′ d(x, x′)

)
.

Finally, it holds EBer
p,X,µ(C, q, L) = EPoi

p,X,µ(C, q, L). The bounds in this theorem are rem-

iniscent of the deviation bounds for OT in Chapter 2. However, the key difference

between the two is the fact that the bounds in the UOT context are sensitive to the

size of C relative to the distances in the tree-approximation of X. Here, three different

regimes are distinguished. For sufficiently small C controlling the empirical (p,C)-

KRD corresponds to controlling the TV distance between the measures. Hence, the

specific properties of the tree structure do not enter into the constants and just the

value of C is relevant, since the TV distance is oblivious to the geometric structure

of the support sets of the measures. For sufficiently large values of C the constants

EPoi
p,X,µ(C, q, L),EBer

p,X,µ(C, q, L) differ from EMult
p,X,µ(C, q, L) by an additional summand based

on the estimation error in the total mass intensity. This summand does not occur in

the multinomial model, since here the total mass intensity is assumed to be known.

Therefore, EMult
p,X,µ(C, q, L) essentially recovers the constants in the OT deviation bounds.

For intermediate values of C the constants coincide and depend on the specific tree

structure of the approximation. As for the balanced setting, it is possible to construct

more explicit upper bounds on these constants on Euclidean spaces. For the Wasser-

stein distance such bounds yield case distinction between the cases 2p < d, 2p = d

and 2p > d (different behaviour in these specific cases is common in the statistical

analysis of UOT, see e.g. Fournier and Guillin [2015] or Weed and Bach [2019]). For

the (p,C)-KRD these bounds now need to distinguish these three cases as well as the

inherent distinction induced by C. The most critical dependence in this constants is the

dependence on |X|. If C is sufficiently large, the upper bounds on the constants roughly

scale as log2(|X|) for p = 2D and |X|−p/d for p < 2D. For C < dmin(X) or for 2p > d,

the constants can be bounded independently of |X|. Notably, in the former case the

bound still implicitly depends on X as it contains the sum
∑

x∈X

√
µ(x).

While a change in C induces a change in the constants in all three models, the N−1/2 rate

in the multinomial model does not change when varying C. Notably, this rate is sharp,

since for any probability measure µ and sufficiently large C, the (p,C)-KRD between

µ and its estimator µ̂N coincides with their p-Wasserstein distance. Since by the N−1/2
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rate is already optimal in this setting [Fournier and Guillin, 2015], it is also sharp of the

(p,C)-KRD. For the Poisson model there is a change in behaviour for sufficiently small

C. Though, it should be noted that for success probability s = 1 the bounds exhibit a

t−1/2 rate independently of C. Thus, this change in behaviour seems to be driven by

the success probability of the Bernoulli experiments and not the Poisson part. This is

supported by the fact that the Bernoulli model exhibits a similar behaviour. Fixing s = 1

and using the closed form solution of the mean absolute deviation of a Poisson random

variable [Ramasubban, 1958] and Stirling’s formula it is straightforward to see that the

t−1/2 rate occurring in this scenario is sharp.

Barycenter Bounds

Following arguments analog to those seen in Chapter 2 allows to extend the deviation

bounds on the (p,C)-KRD to (p,C)-barycenters. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X) and denote

Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J. Consider random estimators µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J ∈ M+(X) derived

from either (3.17), (3.18) or (3.19), respectively. Let Fp be the Fréchet functional w.r.t.

µ1, . . . , µJ. Let µ? be a (p,C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ and let µ̂? be (p,C)-barycenter

of µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J. Then, it holds

E
[
|Fp,C(µ?) − Fp,C(µ̂?)|

]
≤ 2p min{diam(Y),C}p−1



ĒMult(C) N−
1
2 , if µ̂i = µ̂N ,

ĒPoi(C) φ(t, s), if µ̂i = µ̂i
t,s,

ĒBer(C)ψ(sX), if µ̂i = µ̂sX ,

where ĒMult(C) = 1
J

∑J
i=1 E

Mult
1,Xi,µi(C) and ĒPoi(C), ĒBer(C) are defined analogously.

The statistical control on the distance between the optimal set on a population level

and its empirical counterpart requires a more elaborate statement. This again relies

on the fact that the problem can be rewritten as a LP (recall (3.16)). Let B? be the set

of (p,C)-barycenters of µ1, . . . , µJ and B̂? the set of (p,C)-barycenters of µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J.

Then, for p ≥ 1 it holds that

E

 sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRp
p,C(µ?, µ̂?)

 ≤ p min{diam(Y),C}p−1

VP



ĒMult(C) N−
1
2 , if µ̂i = µ̂i

N ,

ĒPoi(C) φ(t, s), if µ̂i = µ̂i
t,s,

ĒBer(C)ψ(sX), if µ̂i = µ̂i
sX ,
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where the constant VP is strictly positive and given by

VP B VP(µ1, . . . , µJ) := (J + 1)diam(X)−p min
v∈V\V?

cT v − f ?

d1(v,M)
,

where V is the set of feasible vertices from the linear program in (3.16), V? is the subset

of optimal vertices, c is the cost vector of the program, f ? is the optimal value,M is the

set of minimisers and d1(x,M) = infy∈M‖x−y‖1. As for the bound in (2.1), the difficulty

of this estimation problem scales roughly as the average of the J estimation problems

for the individual measures. The bound also again depends on the geometry of the

constraint polyhedron of the LP formulation of the problem and the well-separateness

of its set of minimisers.

It remains to see that the rates in two bounds above are sharp. For this, note that for

J = 1 and any p ≥ 1,C > 0 the (p,C)-barycenter of µ1 is µ1. Thus, the optimal value of

the (p,C)-Fréchet functional is zero and it holds

F(µ̂?) − F(µ?) = KRp
p,C(µ1, µ̂1).

Consequently, it also holds

sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRp
p,C(µ?, µ̂?) = KRp

p,C(µ1, µ̂1).

Thus, the rate for the convergence of the (p,C)-barycenter of the empirical measures,

can in general not be faster than the convergence rate of a single estimator. In particular,

the rates above are sharp, since the rates for single measures are sharp by the discussion

in the previous section.

3.3 Discussion and Related Work

Following the surge in popularity of OT, a range of extensions to UOT trying to

circumvent the inherent limitations of OT to measures of equal total mass intensity

emerged. In fact, this line of research already goes back to Kantorovich himself and

indeed the notion of UOT presented in this chapter is based on the seminal work in

Kantorovich and Rubinstein [1958]. This approach was considered again in the theory

of Lipschitz spaces [Hanin, 1992]. Following this work, Guittet [2002] extended these

results to a more general and modern framework. In particular, this work established the

lift from UOT to a balanced OT problem and thus the ability to pose this UOT as a LP.
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Closely related to the (p,C)-KRD is the notion of generalised p-Wasserstein distances

or Picolli-Rossi distances [Piccoli and Rossi, 2016]. For p ≥ 1 and a, b ∈ (0,∞), the

generalised p-Wasserstein distance is given by

Wa,b
p (µ, ν) =

 inf
M(µ̃)=M(ν̃)
µ̃,ν̃∈M+(Y)

apTVp(µ, µ̃) + apTVp(ν, ν̃) + bpWp
p(µ̃, ν̃)


1
p

. (3.21)

For p = 1 and b = 1 it holds

Wa,1
1 (µ, ν) = min

M(µ̃)=M(ν̃)
µ̃,ν̃∈M+(X)

aTV(µ, µ̃) + aTV(ν, ν̃) + W1(µ̃, ν̃)

= min
π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

a (TV(µ, π1) + TV(ν, π2)) +
∑

x,x′∈X

d(x, x′)π(x, x′)

= min
π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

∑
x,x′∈X

d(x, x′)π(x, x′) + a
(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)
,

where the second equality follows since the minimum in the first can be restricted

[Piccoli and Rossi, 2014] to measures µ̃, ν̃ such that µ̃(x) ≤ µ(x) and ν̃(x) ≤ ν(x)

for all x ∈ X and the third by a straightforward computation. In particular, it holds

WC,1
1 = KR1,C. For p > 1 the two distances differ in general. The most notable

difference between the two approaches, is the fact for the (p,C)-KRD the weights of the

individual measures enter linearly, while for the generalised Wasserstein distance they

enter polynomially. There are two key consequences from this. First, the (p,C)-KRD is

not geodesic for p > 1, while the generalised p-Wasserstein distance is geodesic for

any p ≥ 15. Considering the augmented formulation of the problem, it is clear that the

space Ỹ is not geodesic by construction, since the point d is isolated. For an example of

two measures without a geodesic between each other, consider µ = 2δ0 and ν = δ2. In

particular, it holds KR2,4(µ1, µ2) =
√

12. Assume there exists a (2, 4)-geodesic (νt)t∈[0,1]

between µ1 and µ2. Then, it holds KR2,4(µ1, ν0.5) = KR2,4(µ2, ν0.5) =
√

3. This implies

8|2 −M(ν0.5)| + 4a2 = 3 = 8|1 −M(ν0.5)| + 4(1 − a)2, (3.22)

where a corresponds to the timepoint of the d2-geodesic between 0 and 2 at which the

transported mass of 1 is located. Since C = 4 > 2, for any point of the geodesic νt it is

optimal to transport any mass up to 1 to µ2 and any mass up to 2 to µ1. In particular,

the mass of the geodesic at any time point must be in [1, 2]. The equation in (3.22)

5This can be seen from the analog of the Benamou-Brenier formula derived in Piccoli and Rossi
[2016].
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does not have a solution a ∈ R+, hence the assumption is wrong and there is no KR2,4

geodesic between µ1 and µ2. Thus, the (p,C)-KRD is not a geodesic distance in general.

This is unfortunate for certain geometrical applications. However, the geodesity of

the generalised p-Wasserstein distance comes at a cost. A second consequence of

the fact that the objective function of this distance is not linear in the weights of its

marginals, is that it is not possible to pose the generalised p-Wasserstein distance as

a LP for p > 1. Thus, while the Wa,b
p distance has favourable geometric properties

for studying dynamic/geodesic formulation of UOT, the KRD gains a much clearer

structural description of its solutions and the impact of the structure of the measures on

its value. Additionally, it can be solved, with minor modification, by any off-the-shelf

OT solver or general LP solver, while the generalised p-Wasserstein distance requires

more involved approaches.

Another well-known proposal [Caffarelli and McCann, 2010, Figalli, 2010] to define a

notion of UOT between two measures µ1 and µ2 is the partial optimal transport (POT)

problem. The idea of POT is to fix a value M ∈ [0,min(M(µ1),M(µ2))] in advance and

then restrict any OT plan between µ1 and µ2 to have total intensity M. Formally, for any

p ≥ 1 it is defined as

POTp,M(µ1, µ2) = arg min
π∈M(X2),M(π)=M

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

d(x1
k , x

2
l )pπkl. (3.23)

POT and UOT are closely related. In fact, it is straightforward to see that for every

C > 0 there exists M > 0 such that the solutions of POTp,M and UOTp,C coincide. Let

πUOT be an UOT plan for KRp,C(µ, ν). Let MC = M(πC) and let πPOT be a POTp,MC plan

between µ and ν. It holds by optimality of πUOT that

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πUOT
kl + Cp

(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(πUOT)

)

≤

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πPOT
kl + Cp

(
M(µ) +M(ν)

2
−M(πPOT )

)
.

Since by construction it holdsM(πUOT) = M(πPOT ), the two penalty terms coincide and

this implies

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πUOT
kl ≤

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πPOT
kl .
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However, by optimality of πPOT for the POTp,MC problem the converse inequality is

also true and it holds

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πPOT
kl =

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

dp(xk, yL)πUOT
kl .

Thus, πUOT is also a POTp,MC plan and by equality of the penalty terms, πPOT is also a

solution to KRp,C. Hence, for any C > 0 there exists an M > 0 such that the solutions to

the two problems coincide. To see that the opposite is not true it suffices two consider

µ = δ0 and ν = δ1. For C < 1 the UOT plan is given by π = 0 and for C > 1 the UOT

plan is equal to π = δ(0,1). For C = 1 both plans are optimal. Thus, for all C > 0 any

UOT plan has either mass 0 or 1. Hence, for e.g. M = 0.5, there is no C > 0 such that

the solutions to UOT and POT coincide. However, inferring which M corresponds to a

given C requires solving the KRp,C problem. Despite their close connection, the two

models have quite different viewpoints. For M = 0 and C < dmin for disjoint measures

µ,ν both approaches yield a plan with mass zero. For M = min(M(µ),M(ν)) and

C > diam(Y) both approaches intuitively transport as much mass as possible between

the two measures. However, for intermediate values of M there is little intuition on the

geometry of the POT plan, besides the fact that its total mass intensity is fixed. Hence,

in this model it is not possible to incorporate geometric, structural information on the

measures into the choice of the parameter. For the KRp,C on the other side, there is a

clear structural connection between the choice of C and the geometry of UOT plan as

detailed before. In particular, C governs the largest scale at which transport can occur in

OT plans. From a geometric viewpoint, the UOT model is therefore often preferable to

the POT model. Though, naturally the POT model has the advantage if the applications

provides prior information or constraints on the amount of mass to be transported. For

geometrical data analysis however the former setting seems to be more likely to arise.

More recently, the rich class of entropy-optimal transport (EOT)6 problems has been

considered [Liero et al., 2018]. For a parameter λ > 0, a cost function c and an entropy

function E, it is defined as

EOTλ(µ1, µ2) = arg min
π∈M(X2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

c(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl + λ

(
E(µ1, π1) + E(µ2, π2)

)
,

where πi denotes the i-th marginal of π. For a comprehensive, general overview of EOT

see Liero et al. [2018]. Some specific choices of cost and entropy have received detailed

attention. In the context of machine learning this concept has also been considered under

6Despite the similarity in names, this is not to be confused with the concept of entropy-regularised
OT discussed above.
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the name of robust OT [Mukherjee et al., 2021]. Setting E to be the Kullback-Leibler

divergence (KLD)7

KL(µ1, µ2) =
∑
x∈X

µ1(x) log
(
µ1(x)
µ2(x)

)
,

and c as the squared Euclidean distance yields the Gaussian Hellinger-Kantorovich

distance

GHKλ(µ1, µ2) = arg min
π∈M(X2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

d2
2(x1

k , x
2
l )πkl + λ

(
KL(µ1, π1) + KL(µ2, π2)

)
.

As for POT it is difficult to infer properties of the optimal value or the optimal coupling

from the value of λ. By construction, the GHK distance is increasing in λ, but any

further connection is in general unclear.

A different approach which recently gained popularity is obtained by keeping E as the

Kullback-Leibler divergence, but setting

c(x, y) = − log(cos2
σ(d2(x1

k , x
2
l )),

where σ ∈ (0, π/2] and cosσ(z) = cos(min(z, σ)). This yields the Hellinger-Kantorovich

[Liero et al., 2018, Chizat et al., 2018a] distance (also known as Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao

distance) given by

HKλ,σ(µ1, µ2) = arg min
π∈M(X2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

− log(cos2
σ(d2(x1

k , x
2
l ))πkl + λ

(
KL(µ1, π1) + KL(µ2, π2)

)
.

While the effect of λ is similar to the previous case of the GHK distance, the HK

distance has an additional parameter σ which is usually referred to as cut-off locus. It

controls, in a non-trivial way, the maximum distance at which mass is still transported

on the corresponding optimal plan. However, in general the relation between σ, λ and

the optimal plan and value of the distance remains open.

Setting E to be the total variation distance and λ = Cp recovers the (p,C)-KRD. Denote

EOTTV
p,λ(µ

1, µ2) = arg min
π∈M(Y2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl + λ

(
TV(µ1, π1) + TV(µ2, π2)

)
. (3.24)

The key property that needs to be established is the fact that restricting the minimisation

in (3.24) to Π≤(µ1, µ2) does change the result. Let π a solution of (3.24) such that w.l.o.g.

7The KLD is neither symmetric, nor does it fulfil the triangle inequality. Hence it is not a distance.
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π1 ≥ µ1 and denote µ1
> = π1, µ

2
> = π2. Define µ1

≤ by

µ1
≤(x) = min{µ1(x), µ1

>(x)}

and let µ2
≤ be the image of µ1

≤ under π. It holds

TV(µ1, µ1
≤) + TV(µ1

≤, µ
1
>) =

∑
x∈X1

|µ1(x) − µ1
≤(x)| + |µ1

≤(x) − µ1
>(x)|

=
∑
x∈X1

µ1(x) − µ1
>(x)

≤
∑
x∈X1

|µ1(x) − µ1
>(x)|

= TV(µ1, µ1
>),

where the second equality follows from the construction of µ1
≤. Since by construction it

holds µ1
≤ ≤ µ

1
>, µ

2
≤ ≤ µ

2
> andM(µ1

≤) = M(µ2
≤),M(µ1

>) = M(µ2
>), it follows that

TV(µ1
>, µ

1
≤) =

∑
x∈X1

|µ1
>(x) − µ1

≤(x)| =
∑
x∈X1

µ1
>(x) − µ1

≤(x)

= M(µ1
>) −M(µ1

≤) = M(µ2
>) −M(µ2

≤) = TV(µ2
>, µ

2
≤).

From this and the previous calculation it follows

TV(µ1, µ1
≤) + TV(µ2, µ2

≤) ≤ TV(µ1, µ1
>) − TV(µ1

>, µ
1
≤) + TV(µ2, µ2

>) + TV(µ2
>, µ

2
≤)

= TV(µ1, µ1
>) + TV(µ2, µ2

>).

Since π≤ is by construction a restriction of π, it also holds that

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )π≤kl ≤

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl.

Exchanging the roles of µ1 and µ2 yields the converse result for µ2. Thus, if π is not

a subcoupling, then it is possible to construct a subcoupling π≤ which has at least the

same objective value. Therefore, it suffices to restrict the optimisation in (3.24) to the

set Π≤(µ1, µ2). From this it follows

EOTTV
p,λ(µ

1, µ2) = arg min
π∈Π≤(µ1,µ2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl + λ

(
TV(µ1, π1) + TV(µ2, π2)

)
= arg min

π∈Π≤(µ1,µ2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl +

λ

2

∑
x∈X

(µ1(x) − π1(x) + µ2(x) − π2(x))
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= arg min
π∈Π≤(µ1,µ2)

M1∑
k=1

M2∑
l=1

dp(x1
k , x

2
l )πkl + λ

(
M(µ1) +M(µ2)

2
−M(π)

)
.

Hence, it holds EOTp,λ(µ1, µ2) = KRp
p,λ1/p(µ1, µ2) for all µ1, µ2,M+(Y).

One notable feature of the EOT problems in general is that their solutions can be ap-

proximated with a modification of entropy regularised OT [Chizat et al., 2018b]. While

this is naturally prone to the same computational difficulties emerging from balancing

the penalisation between approximation accuracy and numerical stability that entropy

regularised OT is faced with for balanced OT, this still enables fast approximations of

the corresponding EOT plans.

UOT Barycenter

Any concept of UOT which defines a distance dUOT onM+(Y) can also be used to define

notion of barycenter of measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(Y) similar to the (p,C)-barycenter

given by

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

J∑
i=1

dUOT(µ, µi). (3.25)

However, as for the distances themselves, there is limited insight into the geometrical

properties of these barycenters. In particular, even some natural properties of the p-

Wasserstein barycenter do not apply in general. For instance, for the HK-barycenter,

the barycenter of finitely supported measures does not necessarily have finite support.

Characterising the support of the HK-barycenter is also difficult even if it is finitely

supported. Even for three Dirac measures on Rd describing the HK-barycenter is highly

involved and requires a multitude of case distinctions between the locations of three

measures and the masses on these locations. In particular, the information on the

supports of the J measures and the model parameter of the HK-barycenter are not

sufficient to understand its support structure. For a detailed analysis of this example see

Friesecke et al. [2021].

Recalling the previously discussed equivalence between the POTp,M plan and the

UOTp,C plan, it is natural to extend this comparison to the context of barycenters. A

straightforward notion of POTp,C barycenter is given by

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

J∑
i=1

POTp,M(µ, µi). (3.26)
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However, this problem is ill-posed, since POTp,M is not well-defined for M(µ) ≤ M.

Thus, the optimisation has to be restricted to measures of total mass intensity at least M:

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y),M(µ)≥M

J∑
i=1

POTp,M(µ, µi). (3.27)

Unfortunately, this definition is problematic for any sort of geometrical data analysis.

Since the deviation of mass between the measure µ in (3.26) and the µi is not penalised,

choosing µ =
∑J

i=1 µ
i yields an objective value of zero for any M and is hence optimal.

A more suitable notion of barycenter might be found in the restriction

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y),M(µ)=M

J∑
i=1

POTp,M(µ, µi), (3.28)

where the previous issue is resolved by fixing the mass of the barycenter to be M.

By construction, for each i = 1, . . . , J the entire mass of µ? is transported to µi. In

particular, this implies that any support point x of µ? is a p-barycenter (with respect to

d) of points x1, . . . , xJ with xi ∈ supp(µi) for all i = 1, . . . , J. Consequently, any such

POT barycenter is supported on the centroid set C of the p-Wasserstein barycenter in

(1.11). In particular, the POTp,M-barycenter is significantly less flexible than the (p,C)-

barycenter, as it is restricted to the same structure of support set as the p-Wasserstein

barycenter. Thus, it is likely to fail capturing the geometry of certain, e.g. clustered,

support sets. One approach to rectify this, is to allow different values of M for the

individual µi. Fix M > 0 and M1, . . . ,MJ ≤ M and consider

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y),M(µ)=M

J∑
i=1

POT p
p,Mi

(µ, µi). (3.29)

Any solution of (3.29) is supported on the set

CPOT
f ull =

{
y ∈ Y | ∃L = 1, . . . , J, ∃(i1, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J},

x1, . . . , xL : xl ∈ supp(µil)

∀l = 1, . . . , L : y = T L,p(x1, . . . , xL)
}
,

(3.30)

This set is in particular larger than the centroid set for the (p,C)-barycenter problem,

as it allows all values of L = 1, . . . , J instead of requiring L ≥ J/2. However, while

knowledge on the geometric structure of the measures allows to tune the value of

C for the (p,C)-barycenter to certain measures, there is far less intuition on how

choosing M,M1, . . . ,MJ influences the POTp,M-barycenter. This formulation of the
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POT-barycenter is closely related to the (p,C)-barycenter. Let µ?KR be a (p,C)-barycenter

of µ1, . . . , µJ and let πi be an UOT plan between µ?KR and µi. Set M = M(µ?) and

Mi = M(πi) for i = 1, . . . , J, then it holds

1
J

J∑
i=1

POTp,Mi(µ
i, µ?KR) =

1
J

J∑
i=1

KRp
p,C(µi, µ?KR).

In particular, by the same argument as for the UOT plans, this implies that for any C > 0

there exist M,M1, . . . ,MJ such that any (p,C)-barycenter is also a solution to (3.29).

However, again the converse does not hold true. As before it suffices to consider J = 2

two measures µ1 = δ0 and µ2 = δ1. For any C > 0 the (p,C)-barycenter of µ0 and µ1

has either mass 0 or 1. Hence, for any other value of M there exists no (p,C)-barycenter

problem which is equivalent to this POT-barycenter problem.

Statistical Modelling for alternative UOT Models

Naturally, the statistical models discussed above can also be applied to the alternative

formulations of UOT discussed in the previous section. For the POT model deviation

bounds on the expected error E
[
POTM(µ1, µ̂1)

]
can be derived from deviation bounds

on (p,C)-KRD. For any M for which there exists a CM such that the two problems are

equivalent, the corresponding deviation bounds for KRp,CM (µ1, µ̂1) apply. If there is

no such CM, then it is still possible to choose the CM0 corresponding to closest value

M0 > M for which the equivalence holds. In this case the POTM error can still be

controlled by the KRp,CM0
error. A similar argument can be used to control the Picolli-

Rossi distance for p = 1 due to its equivalence to the (p,C)-KRD. Beyond the models

of UOT which have a direct correspondence to a certain variant of the (p,C)-KRD, the

statistical deviation of said distances have to be controlled explicitly. In theory, it would

be possible to utilise the same approach of approximating the ground space by a tree

and then control the distance on this tree. However, while the (p,C)-KRD, similar to

the p-Wasserstein distance, enjoys a closed form solution on ultrametric trees, there

are currently no analog results on the other UOT functionals considered. If for any

UOT formulation a similar formula or at least a sharp upper bound of it on ultrametric

trees could be derived, then this could be used to recreate the deviation bounds on

the (p,C)-KRD. One bound for which this would not be sufficient though, is the one

on the distance between the sets of population level and empirical barycenters. Their

proofs make particular use of the structural properties of the (p,C)-barycenter which

allow to pose it as the solution to a LP problem. Without an analog characterisation an

alternative proof strategy for this bound would be necessary. In particular, this approach
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fails if for UOT barycenters which are not guaranteed to have finite support.

One possible avenue to recreate the deviation bounds when there is no knowledge

on specific properties of the UOT model on trees, is to make use of a possible dual

formulation of the problem. Classical OT omits a strongly related dual formulation

(recall LPs and their dual formulation in Chapter 1) and many UOT models, such as the

(p,C)-KRD or any EOT model [Liero et al., 2018] yields an equivalent dual problem.

In particular, the dual problem in this context can be understood as taking the supremum

of an expectation of a function class. This naturally leads to the rich field of empirical

process theory (for an overview see Vaart and Wellner [1996] and Wainwright [2019]).

Similar arguments have already been used to establish deviation bounds in the usual OT

context [Chizat et al., 2020]. These line of reasoning might lead to a general statistical

theory for any EOT models. In particular, it could allow for extensions of the results

presented in this chapter to a (p,C)-KRD defined for measure without finite support.

Pursuing this sort of generalisations and extensions is an interesting direction for further

research.

Another interesting question is whether considering the dual formulation of the (p,C)-

barycenter problem directly and then using tools from empirical process theory would

allow to recover a phenomenon similar to the lower complexity adaptation [Hundrieser

et al., 2022]. The constants in empirical deviation bounds in this chapter depend on

the average of the constants arising from J individual estimation problem. It seems

worthwhile to investigate whether this can be improved to depend on the minimum of

these values instead of their mean.

Alternative Statistical Modelling

Besides considering the properties of the statistical models in alternative UOT models,

another obvious avenue of extension, is to consider different statistical models to

generate the empirical measures. It should be stressed that the tree-approximation does

not only allow to derive bounds for the three models previously discussed, but creates

a framework which theoretically allows to analyse a range of statistical models. The

key feature required to deploy this approach for a given statistical model is control

on the mean absolute deviation of the mass placed into a given subtree of the tree

approximation. Highly beneficial in this regard is the ability to aggregate the individual

random weights within this subtree efficiently. This is for instance the case for the

multinomial and Poisson model. There, it is irrelevant which specific points within a

subtree are assigned the mass, since the distribution of the sum of the individual masses

is easily derived and controlled. As long as the distribution has second moments, the

mean absolute deviation can then be controlled by the root of the variance, which is a
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good approximation in many scenarios.

Let ux ∼ Px,θ for all x ∈ X for some parametric family Px,θ and some parameter θ.

Now, let µ̂ be an unbiased estimator based on the ux. The key step now is to control

E|µ(A) − µ̂(A)| for specific sets A ⊂ X by a function of φ(θ). If there exists θ0, such that

φ(θ)→ 0 for θ → θ0, then E
[
KRp

p,C(µ, µ̂)
]

converges at the same rate.

One way to construct such an estimator, similar to the approach used to construct the

estimator in the Bernoulli model, is to set

µ̂ =
∑
x∈X

ux

E [ux]
δx.

This is an unbiased estimator by construction. Assume that the random variables ux

are independent. Bounding the mean absolute deviation by the variance yields a naive

upper bound. It remains to control

Var(µ̂(A)) =
∑
x∈A

Var(ux)
E [ux]2 =

∑
x∈A

 E
[
u2

x

]
E [ux]2 − 1

 . (3.31)

Hence, the determining factor in the convergence in this model is the rate at which the

ratio of expectation of the square and square of the expectation converges to one. Thus,

if E
[
u2

x

]
/E [ux]2 → 1 for θ → θ0 for all x ∈ X at a rate of φ(θ), then E

[
KRp

p,C(µ, µ̂)
]

converges at a rate of
√
φ(θ). It should be stressed though, that this approach does

in general not allow for the aggregation of the weights of the empirical measure on

the subset A. It is also likely to yield problematic constants in many scenarios, as the

pointwise consideration of the elements of A is likely to translate to a
√
|X| dependence

for the empirical (p,C)-KRD. This is essentially the dependence obtained by controlling

the total variation distance between the measures and ignoring the geometry of their

supports entirely. Statistical models where it is possible to control the variance (or even

better the mean absolute deviation) of µ̂(A) directly are therefore preferable for this

framework.

For a simply example where the ratio in (3.31) does not converge assume that ux follows

an exponential distribution with mean µ(x)θ for some parameter θ > 0 for all x ∈ X.

Since for the exponential distribution it holds Var(ux) = E[ux]2, the ratio is one and does

not converge to zero for any sequence of θ. In particular, even though the estimator µ̂ is

unbiased it does not converge to µ for any sequence of θ.

A more specific approach which is closely related to the multinomial model can be found

by sampling without replacement instead of with replacement from µ. In particular, this

guarantees the samples X1, . . . , XN ∼ µ to be distinct. For the purpose of randomised

computations, the population level measures are known, thus it is reasonable to consider
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the estimator

µ̂1
N =

M(µ1)∑N
k=1 µ

1(Xk)

N∑
k=1

µ1(Xk)δXk . (3.32)

One advantage of this model in the context of randomised algorithms compared to the

resampling one in (3.17), is the fact that it fully utilises the knowledge on the population

measure instead of just their total mass intensity. Additionally, it also controls the

computational complexity accurately, as the number of support points of the estimators

is always known to be exactly N, while for the resampling approach it can be less than

N (in which case a larger sample size would have been possible). As the sample size

approaches the support size of the measure, the estimation error vanishes. In particular,

for sufficiently large sample size, the subsampling approach is always superior to the

resampling one which does not achieve an error of zero for finite sample sizes. However,

for smaller sample size, this does not necessarily hold true. In particular, it is possible

for the resampling approach to yield a lower error than the subsampling one at small

sample sizes and simulations suggest that there are examples (even ones in real data

applications) where this occurs. However, outside of simulation studies this effect is

hard to quantify. The main reason for this, is the fact that it is difficult to establish

deviation bounds for the subsampling model due to the dependency structure within

the samples. These dependencies significantly complicate the problem and lead to

the analysis of Wielands noncentral hypergeometric distribution for which there is no

closed form solution for the mean and variance known. However, due to the importance

of randomised methods for large scale OT, it seems highly worthwhile to investigate

the relation between these sampling models in more detail. Particularly, the answer to

the question in which scenario which approach is preferable is a clear target for further

research.
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Addenda

The following three articles form the basis of this thesis. This short summary provides

their respective reference and abstract.

Randomised Wasserstein Barycenter Computation: Resampling with Statistical
Guarantees
Florian Heinemann, Axel Munk, and Yoav Zemel.

SIAM Journal on Mathematics of Data Science, 4(1):229–259

Abstract: We propose a hybrid resampling method to approximate finitely supported

Wasserstein barycenters on large-scale datasets, which can be combined with any exact

solver. Nonasymptotic bounds on the expected error of the objective value as well as the

barycenters themselves allow to calibrate computational cost and statistical accuracy.

The rate of these upper bounds is shown to be optimal and independent of the underlying

dimen- sion, which appears only in the constants. Using a simple modification of the

subgradient descent algorithm of Cuturi and Doucet, we showcase the applicability

of our method on a myriad of simulated datasets, as well as a real-data example from

cell microscopy which are out of reach for state of the art algorithms for computing

Wasserstein barycenters.

Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance and barycenter for finitely supported measures:
Foundations and Algorithms
Florian Heinemann, Marcel Klatt, and Axel Munk

preprint available arXiv:2112.03581, 2021

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic discussion of a general-

ized barycenter based on a variant of unbalanced optimal transport (UOT) that defines

a distance between general non-negative, finitely supported measures by allowing for

mass creation and destruction modeled by some cost parameter. They are denoted
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as Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR) barycenter and distance. In particular, we detail the

influence of the cost parameter to structural properties of the KR barycenter and the KR

distance. For the latter we highlight a closed form solution on ultra-metric trees. The

support of such KR barycenters of finitely supported measures turns out to be finite in

general and its structure to be explicitly specified by the support of the input measures.

Additionally, we prove the existence of sparse KR barycenters and discuss potential

computational approaches. The performance of the KR barycenter is compared to the

OT barycenter on a multitude of synthetic datasets. We also consider barycenters based

on the recently introduced Gaussian Hellinger-Kantorovich and Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao

distances.

Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance and barycenter for finitely supported measures:
A statistical perspective
Florian Heinemann, Marcel Klatt, and Axel Munk

in preparation

Abstract: In this paper we propose and investigate specific statistical models and

corresponding sampling schemes for data analysis based on unbalanced optimal trans-

port for finitely supported measures. Specifically, we analyse Kantorovich-Rubinstein

(KR) distances with penalty parameter C > 0 between measures generated by some

underlying statistical model. The main result provides non-asymptotic bounds on the

expected error for the empirical KR distance as well as for its barycenters. The impact

of the penalty parameter C is studied in detail. Our approach allows for randomised

computational schemes for UOT which can be used for fast approximate computations

with any exact solver. Using synthetic and real datasets, we empirically analyse the

behaviour of the expected errors in simulation studies and illustrate the validity of our

theoretical bounds.
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Randomised Wasserstein Barycenter
Computation: Resampling with Statistical

Guarantees

Florian Heinemann* Axel Munk *� Yoav Zemel �

May 27, 2021

Abstract

We propose a hybrid resampling method to approximate finitely sup-
ported Wasserstein barycenters on large-scale datasets, which can be com-
bined with any exact solver. Nonasymptotic bounds on the expected error
of the objective value as well as the barycenters themselves allow to cali-
brate computational cost and statistical accuracy. The rate of these upper
bounds is shown to be optimal and independent of the underlying dimen-
sion, which appears only in the constants. Using a simple modification of
the subgradient descent algorithm of Cuturi and Doucet, we showcase the
applicability of our method on a myriad of simulated datasets, as well as a
real-data example from cell microscopy which are out of reach for state of
the art algorithms for computing Wasserstein barycenters.

1 Introduction

Recently, optimal transport (OT), and more specifically the Kantorovich (also
known as Wasserstein) distance, have achieved renewed interested as they have
been recognised as attractive tools in data analysis. Despite its conceptual appeal
in many applications (e.g., Rubner et al. [59]; Evans and Matsen [31]; Klatt et al.
[44]), optimal transport-based data analysis has been triggered on the one hand
by recent computational progress (see e.g., Peyré and Cuturi [57], Schmitzer [62],

*Institute for Mathematical Stochastics, University of Göttingen, Goldschmidtstraße 7, 37077
Göttingen

�Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Am Faßberg 11, 37077 Göttingen
�Centre for Mathematical Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 0WB
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Figure 1: From left to right: Mean, Mean after recentering and Wasserstein
barycenter of 20 randomly generated ellipses in R2.

Solomon et al. [64], Altschuler et al. [4]) and on the other hand by a refined
understanding of its statistical properties when estimated from data (e.g., del
Barrio et al. [22]; Sommerfeld et al. [65]; Weed and Bach [70]). This also lead
to an increasing interest in Fréchet means, or barycenters, with respect to that
distance. Since their introduction in the landmark paper of Agueh and Carlier
[1], interest in the so-called Wasserstein barycenters sparked. Among the plethora
of their potential applications, one can name unsupervised dictionary learning
(Schmitz et al. [60]), distributional clustering (Ye et al. [72]), Wasserstein principal
component analysis (Seguy and Cuturi [63]), neuroimaging (Gramfort et al. [39])
and computer vision (Rabin et al. [58]; Solomon et al. [64]; Bonneel et al. [13]). An
appealing feature of Wasserstein barycenters is their ability to successfully capture
geometric properties of complex data objects, thus allowing to define a meaningful
notion of average for such objects.
Figure 1 illustrates this by displaying the, numerically computed, Wasserstein
barycenter of a collection of ellipses (associated with uniform probability measures
on their surface) along with their pixel-wise mean. It is seen that the former
is a single “average” ellipse, whilst the latter gives a blurry object that is not
representative of a “typical realisation” from this dataset. In fact, in this case the
collection of probability measures forms a location-scatter family, and it is known
(Álvarez et al. [5]) that the barycenter must again lie in the same family. Hence,
the OT-barycenter of these ellipses is again an ellipse.

1.1 The OT-Barycenter Problem

One of the most fundamental questions in statistics and data analysis is inferring
the mean of a random quantity on the basis of realisations x1, . . . , xN thereof.
Whilst this is conceptually straightforward when the data lie in a Euclidean space

2
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or a Hilbert space, many datasets exhibit complex geometries that are far from Eu-
clidean (e.g., Billera et al. [11]; Dryden et al. [25]; Bronstein et al. [17]), catalysing
the emergence of the field of non-Euclidean statistics (e.g., Patrangenaru and
Ellingson [56]; Huckemann and Eltzner [42]; Dryden and Marron [26]). Utilising
the fact that the mean of points x1, . . . , xN ∈ RD is characterised as the unique
minimiser of x 7→ ∑N

i=1 ‖xi − x‖2, the notion of a barycenter (or Fréchet mean;
Fréchet [33]; Huckemann et al. [41]) extends this to the non-Euclidean case by
replacing the norm ‖xi − x‖ with an arbitrary distance function. Motivated from
the preceding paragraphs, our work focusses on OT-barycenters, where the dis-
tance defining the barycenter is an optimal transport distance. More specifically,
in this paper we are concerned with OT-barycenters of finitely supported proba-
bility measures i.e., collections of weighted points. To set up notation, consider a
finite metric space (X , d) and N measures of the form

µi =

Mi∑

k=1

bikδxik , xik ∈ X , bik ≥ 0,

Mi∑

k=1

bik = 1, i = 1, . . . , N,

where δx is a Dirac measure at x ∈ X . In imaging applications, the xik = xi’s
could be points on a regular grid in [0, 1]2 with the weights bik being the greyscale
intensity of image k at pixel xi. The above, more general formulation allows to
also treat irregular points clouds that are unrelated to each other. In this setting
the p-Wasserstein distance (Kantorovich [43]; Vaserstein [68]) between any two of
these measures, µi and µj, is

Wp(µi, µj) =

(
min

π∈Π(µi,µj)

Mi∑

k=1

Mj∑

l=1

πkld(xik, x
j
l )
p

)1/p

,

where p ≥ 1 and the set of couplings between µi and µj contains all the joint
distributions on X 2 having µi and µj as marginal distributions, and is given by

Π(µi, µj) :=
{
π ∈ RMi×Mj |π1Mi

= bi,1
T
Mj
π = bTj

}
, 1M = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ RM .

In particular, it can be shown that Wp is a distance on the space of probability
measures on X (see e.g., Villani [69, Chapter 6]; or Zolotarev [74] for an early
reference). To define barycenters with respect to this distance we need to choose
an ambient space Y containing X , since any reasonable choice of such a barycenter
should be allowed to have mass at positions that may differ from the support points
of the N data measures. Let P(Y) be the space of measures on Y . The p-Fréchet
functional F : P(Y)→ R+ associated with µ1, . . . , µN is defined as

F p(µ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

W p
p (µi, µ). (1)

3
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Figure 2: Three different centroid sets for the same set of three measures (red,
blue, yellow). The lines connect to the support points of the measures from which
a centroid point has been constructed. Here, it holds |C| = 12. Top left: Centroids
for p = 3 in orange. Top right: Centroids for p = 2 in green. Bottom left:
Centroids for p = 1 in violet. Bottom right: All three centroids superimposed
onto each other.

We call any minimiser of F p a p-Fréchet mean or p-Wasserstein barycenter
of µ1, . . . , µN . When p is omitted, it is assumed to be equal to 2.
The starting point of our paper is an observation made by Le Gouic and Loubes
[47, Theorem 8], who showed that when the ambient Y is geodesic (e.g., Y = RD),
any p-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µN is supported on the p-centroid set

C :=

{
arg min
y∈Y

N∑

i=1

dp(xi, y)
∣∣∣xi ∈ supp(µi)

}
=

{
arg min
y∈Y

N∑

i=1

dp(xiki , y)
∣∣∣ki ∈ {1, . . . ,Mi}

}
,

where, by a slight abuse of notation, d(·, ·) denotes a metric on Y that extends the
original metric d on X and supp denotes the support of the measure. Thus, even
though Y is usually not a finite space, the minimisation can always be carried out

4
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on measures supported on a finite set C ⊆ Y . For this reason, defining Wp for
finitely supported measures suffices for the purpose of the present paper. In this
setting of finitely supported measures barycenters always exist, but they are not
necessarily unique.
The choice of the ambient space Y is not unique. Whilst it can typically assumed
to be a Euclidean space RD, certain applications might warrant setting it to be
a curved space of lower dimension D′ < D to better represent the given data.
This could for instance apply to data on a sphere, where it might be natural
to restrict the barycenter to this set as well. The upper bounds we provide in
Section 3 depend on the dimension of the chosen ambient space Y . It is usually
the case that our bounds improve with decreasing dimension of the ambient space.
Therefore, choosing a curved low-dimensional ambient space may not only better
capture the structure of the data, but also improve the statistical guarantees on
the approximation error.
We would like to stress that the definition and our later algorithms can be adapted
in a straightforward way to Fréchet means with non-uniform weights other than
1/N in (1). We avoid this generality for brevity and simplicity. When p = 2 and d
is the Euclidean metric, the argmin is the linear average

∑
xi/N and C simplifies

to

C :=

{
1

N

N∑

i=1

xi

∣∣∣xi ∈ supp(µi)

}
=

{
1

N

N∑

i=1

xiki

∣∣∣ki ∈ {1, . . . ,Mi}
}
.

As the set C plays an important role in the following, it is illustrated in Figure 2
for different powers of the Euclidean metric in R2. In particular, C is finite with
cardinality at most

∏N
i=1 Mi and the Fréchet functional can be expressed as a sum

of sums over at most |C|∑N
i=1Mi summands. Identifying any candidate barycenter

µ with its weights vector a ∈ R|C| on C, this allows to rewrite the minimisation
of the p-Fréchet functional as a linear program (LP) which computes optimal
transport plans π(i) ∈ Π(µ, µi) between µ and µi for i = 1, . . . , N , whilst at the
same time also minimising over the weights vector a of µ. The LP can then be
denoted as

5
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min
π(1),...,π(N),a

1

N

N∑

i=1

|C|∑

j=1

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk c

i
jk

subject to

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk = aj ∀ i = 1, . . . , N, ∀j = 1, . . . , |C|

|C|∑

j=1

π
(i)
jk = bik ∀ i = 1, . . . , N, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi

π
(i)
jk ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , N ∀j = 1, . . . , |C|, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi,

(2)

where cijk = dp(Cj, xik) is the p-th power of the distance between the j-th point of
C and the k-th point in the support of µi.
Unfortunately, the size of C typically grows as

∏
Mi, rendering this linear program

intractable for even moderate values of N and Mi (see Figure 2). Borgwardt and
Patterson [15] provide some reformulations and improvements, but ultimately, this
approach is currently infeasible for meaningful applications to large-scale data. To
illustrate the size of this linear program consider a set of N = 100 greyscale
images of size Mi = M = 256 × 256. We assume the images to be probability
measures supported on an equidistant grid in [0, 1]2 equipped with the Euclidean
distance. Even if we exploit the fact that for p = 2 the set C is simply an N -times
finer grid (see Anderes et al. [6]), this LP still has over 1015 variables and over 1010

constraints. If the support points would be in more general positions the LP would
have over 10488 variables and over 10483 constraints. To put this into perspective,
we note that in November 2020 the highest ranking supercomputer in the TOP500
list (for details on this list see Dongarra et al. [24]) had about 1015 bytes of RAM.

1.2 OT-Barycenter Computation

To overcome this computational obstacle and to utilise the impressive geometrical
power of the OT-barycenter (recall Figure 1), there has been a great effort in
constructing algorithms that yield approximations of the OT-barycenter whilst
reducing the computational complexity of the exact LP-formulation by several
orders of magnitude. In fact, it is known that already for three measures in
two dimensions finding an exact Wasserstein barycenter is NP-hard, in general
(Borgwardt and Patterson [14]).
Cuturi and Doucet [21] proposed a subgradient descent method to compute the
best approximation of the Wasserstein barycenter, which is supported on a pre-
specified support set. If we choose this set to be equal to C, then this algorithm

6
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approximates a true barycenter of the measures. However, as we discussed previ-
ously, the set C is far too large for efficient computations (see Figure 2 for a small
scale example). Its size, which controls the number of variables in the linear pro-
gram (2), can be as large as the support size of the product measure µ1⊗· · ·⊗µN
of the N data measures. Cuturi and Doucet also introduced an alternating, Lloyd-
type procedure, that switches between optimising the weights of the barycenter
measure on a specific support set and updating the support set according to the
new weights. Since there always exists a barycenter with support size bounded
above by

∑N
i=1|Mi| − N + 1 (Anderes et al. [6]), we can simply choose a sup-

port set of this size to approximate the true barycenter. This option to compute
an exact barycenter without using the set C comes at a tangible cost, however.
This alternating procedure is highly runtime extensive, since it involves solving
the fixed-support barycenter problem in each step. Still, it is vastly superior to
the direct LP-approach. However, this alternating procedure yields a non-convex
minimisation problem, which is prone to converge to local minima instead of global
ones.
The computational burden can be alleviated by means of regularisation, most
commonly in the form of an additive entropy penalty, which leads to the so-called
Sinkhorn distance (Cuturi [20]). Cuturi and Doucet [21] compute the barycenter
with respect to the Sinkhorn distance by means of subgradient descent. Benamou
et al. [8] exploit the relation of entropy to the Kullback–Leibler divergence and
solve this regularised problem by iterative Bregman projections. These approaches
reduce the runtime by orders of magnitude, and approximate a regularised sur-
rogate for the exact Wasserstein barycenter. Unfortunately, (entropic) regulari-
sation is not without its drawbacks, particularly the choice of the regularisation
parameter is a delicate issue. Although the regularised solution converges towards
the real solution with maximal entropy as the regularisation parameter vanishes
([8]), computations become costly and numerically unstable for small parameters
(Altschuler et al. [4]; Dvurechensky et al. [30]; Klatt et al. [44]), which reflects a
”no free lunch” scenario. Workarounds like log-stabilisations (Schmitzer [62]) exist,
but do not completely address this problem, as with increasingly smaller regular-
isation there can still be numerical instabilities, and the stabilisation sacrifices
a significant portion of the computational gain resulting from the regularisation.
Moreover, whilst runtime and memory requirements of the regularised methods
scale linearly in the number of measures, the scaling in the support sizes of these
measures is still problematic. There have been multiple iterations of improve-
ments on the naive Sinkhorn algorithm (e.g., [4, 30]), but the approximation of
Wasserstein barycenters already for relatively small ensembles of medium sized
data objects, say 100 images with around 105 pixels each, becomes nevertheless
infeasible in terms of computation time and required memory.

7
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Recently, Xie et al. [71] have proposed an inexact proximal point method which
allows to solve the fixed-support OT-barycenter problem at a similar complexity
as the regularised problem, whilst avoiding to introduce a regularisation term.
Their simulations also suggest that they achieve sharper images as barycenters
compared to the standard entropy-regularised methods. However, their method
has an increased memory demand and is still not applicable to large scale data as
the scaling in the support size is still identical to the Sinkhorn algorithm. For fur-
ther recent contributions, see e.g., Tiapkin et al. [67]; Ge et al. [34]; Dvurechenskii
et al. [29]; Lin et al. [51]; Li et al. [50].
To summarise the above, the computational aspect of the OT-barycenter problem
has attracted significant interest over the last years and an ever growing and im-
proving toolbox of methods is available to tackle this problem. However, the size
of problems which can be solved is still rather limited; modern applications e.g.
in medical high-resolution imaging, are currently out of reach. Additionally, most
methods consider the fixed-support OT-barycenter problem, where all measures
are assumed to be supported on the same finite set. These methods cannot ex-
ploit sparsity in the support of the measures if it is present. In particular, if the
measures have vastly different supports, fixed support methods are likely to be
inefficient.

1.3 Our Approach

In this work we are primarily concerned with measures having potentially very
different supports (as in the synthetic example in Figure 2). We decrease the
problem size by generating random sparse approximations to the data measures.
This will have a very limited effect on the runtime of fixed-support methods, but,
for instance, the original, alternating subgradient descent by Cuturi and Doucet
can fully exploit the advantages of this reduced problem size (see Section 4). In
the same spirit any other method which takes advantage of sparse support aligns
well with our resampling method. We stress that the proposed resampling method
to compute random approximations of Wasserstein barycenters does not rely on
any type of regularisation.
Our approach extends work by Sommerfeld et al. [66] on randomised optimal trans-
port computation to the barycenter problem by replacing the original measures by
their empirical counterparts, obtained from S independent random samples. Then,
the true barycenter µ∗ is estimated by the barycenter of the empirical measures
µ̂∗S. We provide nonasymptotic L1-type bounds on the objective values of µ∗ and
µ̂∗S, as well as on the distance between the set of empirical barycenters and the
true ones. These bounds are optimal in terms of the dependence on the resampling
size S. As an example, we will see that for N measures with M support points in

8
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[0, 1]D, it holds that

E[|F 2(µ∗)− F 2(µ̂∗S)|] ≤ 4D3/2S−
1
2





2 +
√

2 D = 1

2 + log2(M) D = 2

(3 +
√

2)M
1
2
− 1

D D ≥ 3

(3)

where F 2 corresponds to p = 2 in (1), i.e., the two barycenters are compared with
respect to the W 2

2 distance. Two key aspects of our upper bound appear striking
to us. First, the bound is uniform in the number of measures N , which has im-
portant consequences for randomised computations on a large number of datasets;
and second, the convergence rate is S−

1
2 , independently of the dimension D of the

ambient space Y in which the measures reside (see [66] for N = 2). This is in
contrast to the case of absolutely continuous measures, where this rate is typically
achieved when D < 2p, whereas if D > 2p, convergence holds at the slower rate
S−

p
D (see e.g., Dudley [27]; Dereich et al. [23]; Lei [49] and references therein),

exhibiting a curse of dimensionality. In Figure 3 we showcase two examples of
sampling approximations of barycenters in three dimensions, where we obtain vi-
sually striking approximations of a barycenter whilst reducing the support size
of the measures by an order of magnitude. The bound (3) is particular case of
our general results as stated in Theorem 3.1 below. It is important to stress that
the upper bound depends on the intrinsic dimension of X and not on that of the
ambient space Y . If, for example, X can be embedded in a set that is a Lipschitz
image of a lower dimensional cube [0, 1]D

′
with D′ < D, then (3) still holds with D

replaced by D′. This is analogous to a similar well-known phenomenon in manifold
learning (e.g., Genovese et al. [35]).
To the best of our knowledge, the best complexity bounds on the computation of
the optimal transport for two measures are of order Õ(M

5
2 ) (Lee and Sidford [48]),

i.e., this resampling scheme reduces the runtime by a factor of order Õ(
(
M
S

) 5
2 ). For

instance, by resampling 15% of the data points, the runtime is reduced by a factor
of more than 100. For N = 2 Sommerfeld et al. [66] report empirical relative errors
of around 5% for S = 2000 on 128× 128 images, which translates to S ≈ 0.12M .
These results are striking and provided the motivation to extend this method to
the barycenter problem for general N , which suffers even more than the optimal
transport problem from prohibitive computational cost.
Furthermore, in the case D = 2, the upper bound depends only logarithmically
on the support size M . Thus, in the (ever important) case of two dimensional
images, we have only logarithmic dependence on the resolution of the image. This
suggests a good performance of our sampling method on high-resolution image-
datasets. We explore this empirically in Section 4.
Finally, to perform our simulations, we leverage some empirical observations on
the barycenters of uniform, finitely supported measures to modify an existing it-

9
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Figure 3: Upper Left: Projections of N = 10 torsos in R3, discretised on about
M = 62500 points. Lower Left: Projected stochastic barycenter approximation
with S = 4000 from the same angle (left) and from an adjusted angle (right). Up-
per Right: Projections of N = 10 pentagonal prisms in R3, discretised on about
M = 85000 points. Lower Right: Projected stochastic barycenter approximation
with S = 4000 from the same angle (left) and from an adjusted angle (right).10
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erative method for our needs in order to obtain a stochastic method that excels at
solving the barycenter on large, sparsely supported datasets, which we in the fol-
lowing refer to as Stochastic-Uniform-Approximation (SUA)–method. We explore
the quality of our bounds empirically in large-scale simulation studies and test the
visual performance of our method on artificial and real data.

Population Barycenters. Let us stress that in this paper, the collection of
measures µ1, . . . , µN is viewed as fixed. A different but related problem is that
of estimating a population barycenter when the measures µi are realisations of a
random probability measure µ in P(Y) (i.e., the distribution of µ is an element
of P(P(Y))); see e.g., Pass [55]; Bigot and Klein [10]. The minimiser of (1)
is then an empirical barycenter, whose asymptotic properties (as N → ∞) are
studied in the form of consistency (Le Gouic and Loubes [47]), rates of convergence
(Ahidar-Coutrix et al. [3]; Le Gouic et al. [37]) and, in very specific cases, central
limit theorems (Panaretos and Zemel [54]; Agueh and Carlier [2]; Kroshnin et
al. [46]). From a computational perspective, (stochastic) gradient descent-type
methods have been shown to converge in some situations (Zemel and Panaretos
[73]; Backhoff-Varaguas et al. [7]; Chewi et al. [19]). Most of these papers focus on
absolutely continuous measures that are fully observed; closer to our context is the
recent work of Dvinskikh [28], where the measures are discrete and the regularised
and unregularised settings are both discussed. In summary, the stochasticity in
the two problems is of a different nature: In the population barycenter context, it
arises in P(Y), i.e., at the level of the measures; whereas in our setting it takes
place on the space Y itself, i.e., at the level of each individual measure µi via the
resampling.

Deterministic Approaches. Instead of generating random smaller-sized prob-
lem, one could approximate the data measures µi by some deterministic approxi-
mations supported on a small number of points. One immediate advantage of our
random approach is that our error bounds readily apply in case the data measures
are random realisations obtained from some experiment (also compare the previ-
ous paragraph on population barycenters). Our results in Section 3 then allow to
control the error between the barycenter of the observed data and the barycenter
corresponding to the underlying mechanism that generated the data measures.
Though, even if the µi’s are considered to be fixed, the sampling approach has sig-
nificant computational advantages, since generating the empirical measures µSi can
be done in negligible time. In contrast, a deterministic approximation inevitably
involves some sort of optimisation problem. The related problem of finding the
quantiser, i.e., the best S-supported measure approximating (in Wp) a given mea-
sure µ, which is extremely difficult even in one dimension (Graf & Luschgy [38]),
provides a serious challenge that to some extent inspired the study of the rate
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of convergence of the empirical measure (Dereich et al. [23]). Furthermore, the
quantisers will typically not be uniform on their S support points, so computing
the barycenter of the quantisers is more complicated than computing the barycen-
ter of empirical measures, for which we can deploy a faster approach due to their
uniform weights (see Section 4).
One may also consider the uniform quantisers µSi,unif , the best approximation that
is uniform on S points (Chevallier [18]). These deterministic approximations con-
verge, in the worst case, at rate logS/S (faster than 1/

√
S of µSi ), and, being

uniform, allow for quick computation of the approximate barycenter (see Sec-
tion 4). Notably, if we replace the empirical measures by uniform quantisers and
invoke [18, Theorem 3.3], then we can replicate the proof of Theorem 3.1 and also
obtain a worst case rate of logS/S for the error of the barycenter of the uniform
quantisers in the Fréchet functional.
Whilst these stronger bounds are theoretically appealing, there are two significant
drawbacks arising from this approach. Firstly, there is little theoretical control on
the support of µSi,unif ; as a consequence, the barycenter of the N uniform quantisers
will usually not be supported on the centroid set C, in which any true barycenter
must lie. Secondly and more importantly, like quantisers with unrestricted weights,
finding µSi,unif or a reasonable surrogate thereof is computationally intractable
unless M is small.
Reduction of the support size is not unlike the notion of multi-scale methods
for optimal transport (see for instance Gerber and Maggioni [36], Merigot [52],
Oberman and Yuanlong [53]). These start by computing a coarse (i.e., with small
support size) approximation of the measures and solving the optimal transport
between the coarse versions. One then uses the resulting solution as a good initial
point to the optimal transport between finer approximations, and the procedure is
iterated until the full-scale problem is solved. Thus, these methods speed up the
computations substantially by finding a good initial point. Unfortunately, they
will ultimately fail in large-scale problems for which even having a good initial
point is insufficient. One may argue that in such circumstances one should stop
the multi-scale approach on a smaller-scale version of the problem (for instance by
merging adjacent grid points). This will inevitably cause a loss of information by
blurring the data. In contrast, whilst our sampling approach also reduces the size
of the problem, we still have a chance to observe any small feature of the data and
if we take a sufficient amount of repeats, we will do that without ever having to
move to the full-scale problems.
A potentially more suitable comparison might be given by the “shielding-neighbourhood”
approach of Schmitzer [61]. It allows to solve dense, large-scale problems by solv-
ing a sequence of smaller, sparse problems instead. In particular, one can obtain
an exact optimal solution of the full-scale problem without the need to solve it
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directly. Shielding performs particularly well when the measures have regular sup-
ports, such as in the case of images. A challenge in applying this method is that
without strong a-priori assumptions, it is not clear what size exactly the small
problems should have, and their construction could be costly, potentially hinder-
ing the computational benefits. In problems having a less regular structure, this
method is less efficient. One might then be willing to compute an inexact, ap-
proximate, solution, but it is difficult to tune the size of the smaller problems to
match the desired computational effort. In contrast, our sampling approach allow
for exact control of the size of the reduced problems, which enables precise control
of the trade-off between desired computational effort and needed accuracy in the
results.

1.4 Outline

The paper is stuctured as follows. Section 2 introduces the randomised optimal
transport computation and gives a refined version of the results of [66] for N = 2.
In Section 3 we extend this to the case N > 2 and show theoretical guarantees on
the quality of the stochastic approximation. Finally, Section 4 presents numerical
results on simulated and real data, and gives more details on the SUA-algorithm.
Some proofs are omitted from the main text, and are developed in an Appendix.
An implementation of SUA and a selection of the aforementioned algorithms is
available as part of the CRAN R package WSGeometry.

2 Randomised Optimal Transport

Our approach will be based on reducing the size of the problem by choosing random
approximations to the data measures. To this end, we draw an independent sample
X1, . . . , XS from each µi and use the empirical measure

µSi (x) :=
#{k|Xk = x}

S
, x ∈ X

as a proxy for µi. We begin with a discussion for N = 1 and provide a refined
version of Theorem 1 in [66], which we require in the following.

Theorem 2.1. Let µ be a measure on a finite space X = {x1, . . . , xM} endowed
with a metric d, and let µS be the corresponding empirical measure obtained from
a sample of size S from µ. Then

E[W p
p (µS, µ)] ≤ diam(X )pE√

S
,
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where the constant E := E(X , p) is given by

E := 2p−1 inf
q>1,lmax∈N0

qp

[
q−(lmax+1)pM

1
2 +

(
q

q − 1

)p lmax∑

l=1

q−lp
√
N (X , q−ldiam(X ))

]
.

Here N (X , δ) denotes the δ-covering number of X , and diam(X ) = supx,y∈X d(x, y).

Moreover, if p = 1 the factor
(

q
q−1

)p
can be removed. When (X , d) ⊂ (RD, ‖ · ‖2),

we have for all integers q ≥ 2 that

E
[
W p
p (µ, µS)

]
≤ S−

1
2D

p
2 2p−1diam(X )pqp





(
q
q−1

)p
qp
′

1−qp′ if p′ < 0

1 +
(

q
q−1

)p
D−1 logqM if p′ = 0

M
1
2
− p

D +
(

q
q−1

)p
qp
′M

1
2−

p
D

qp′−1
if p′ > 0,

where p′ = D/2− p and the factor
(

q
q−1

)p
can be omitted if p = 1. In particular,

using q = 2 and p = 1 gives

E
[
W1(µ, µS)

]
≤ S−

1
2 2D

1
2 diam(X )





1 +
√

2 if D = 1
1 + 2−1 log2M if D = 2

M
1
2
− 1

D + 2D/2−1M
1
2−

1
D

2D/2−1−1
if D > 2.

Theorem 2.1 improves upon [66, Theorem 1] by running the sum over l from 1
instead of zero and allowing a better prefactor than q2p. The proof, however,
follows similar lines as that of Theorem 1 in [66] and is based on constructing
an ultrametric tree on X (see Kloeckner [45]) that dominates the original metric
d (see also Boissard and Le Gouic [12]). The differences from [66] are given in
Appendix A. In our proofs in Section 3, we shall apply the bound in Theorem 2.1
with p = 1, in which case the improvement over [66] is a factor of at least 2.

3 Empirical Wasserstein Barycenter

In this section we present our main results. The stochastic approximation in The-
orem 2.1 naturally extends from the optimal transport problem to the barycenter
problem by computing the barycenter of empirical versions of the N data measures
(see Algorithm 1). We point out that at this point step 8 in Algorithm 1 could be
performed with any solver for the barycenter problem (see Section 4); no specific
method is needed at this step in order for Algorithm 1 to work. However, we
will later utilise a specialised version of the iterative method introduced by Cuturi
and Doucet [21], which we modify to obtain significantly better performance for
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empirical measures (see Section 4). As in the classical optimal transport setting,
we can average our results over multiple runs to reduce variability, leading to R
empirical barycenters µ̄1, . . . , µ̄R. As a final estimator we take the linear aver-
age of those empirical barycenters. This is computationally preferable to using
µ̄r∗ = argminr≤RF (µ̄r), since evaluating the Fréchet functional amounts to solving
N large-scale optimal transport problems, and is thus computationally costly. In
fact, we expect the linear mean to have good performance since convexity of the
Wasserstein distance extends to the Fréchet functional:

F p

(
1

R

R∑

r=1

µ̄r

)
≤ 1

R

R∑

r=1

F p(µ̄r), p ≥ 1. (4)

For a more detailed discussion on the choice of R as well as the estimator obtained
from R repeats, we refer to Subsection 4.2.1.
We now provide the theoretical justification for our resampling method, by giving
nonasymptotic bounds on the expected error of the empirical barycenter. These
exhibit convergence rate of S−

1
2 independently of the dimension. It will be assumed

henceforth that (X , d) is a subspace of a geodesic space Y , so that the set C is
well-defined. Since any normed vector space is a geodesic space, our results are
valid, in particular, when X can be embedded in a Euclidean space of arbitrary
dimension. The minimum in the Fréchet functional is taken over all measures in
P(Y), but can also be equivalently taken only on P(C). In view of the above
inequality (4), it suffices to consider the case R = 1 in the following for simplicity
(see Remark 3.5 for details).

Algorithm 1 Sampling approximation of the Wasserstein barycenter

1: Data Measures: µ1, . . . , µN , sample size S, repeats R
2: for r = 1, . . . , R do
3: for i = 1, . . . , N do
4: Draw X

(i)
1 , . . . , X

(i)
S ∼ µi

5: µSi = 1
S

∑S
k=1 δX(i)

k

6: end for

7: Solve µ̄r ∈ arg min
µ∈P(C)

1
N

N∑
i=1

W p
p (µ, µSi )

8: end for

9: Set µ̂∗S = 1
R

R∑
r=1

µ̄r return Approximation of the empirical Wasserstein barycen-

ter µ̂∗S
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Theorem 3.1. Let µ1, . . . , µN be probability measures on X and let µS1
1 , . . . , µ

SN
N

be the corresponding empirical measures based on Si ∈ N independent samples. Let
F p and F̂ p

S , p ≥ 1, denote the respective p-Fréchet functionals given by

F p(µ) :=
1

N

N∑

i=1

W p
p (µi, µ), F̂ p

S(µ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

W p
p (µSi

i , µ)

and let µ∗ and µ̂∗S be their respective minimisers. Then

E[|F p(µ∗)− F p(µ̂∗S)|] ≤ 2p diam(X )p

N

N∑

i=1

E(supp(µi), 1)√
Si

,

for E as in Theorem 2.1. In particular, when p = 2 and Si = S for all i = 1, . . . , N ,
we have

E[|F (µ∗)− F (µ̂∗S)|] ≤ 4 diam(X )2

N
√
S

N∑

i=1

E(supp(µi), 1).

Proof. In [65] it is shown that for arbitrary measures µ, µ′, ν ∈ P(X ) and p ≥ 1,
it holds that

|W p
p (µ, ν)−W p

p (µ′, ν)| ≤ W1(µ, µ′) p diam(X )p−1.

Therefore, for any µ ∈ P(S),

E
[
|F p(µ)− F̂ p

S(µ)|
]
≤ 1

N

N∑

i=1

E
[
|W p

p (µSi , µ)−W p
p (µi, µ)|

]

≤ 1

N

N∑

i=1

E
[
W1(µi, µ

S
i )
]

diam(X )p−1p

≤ 1

N

N∑

i=1

E(Xi, 1)diam(X )pp√
Si

,

where Xi := supp(µi). Since µ∗ and µ̂∗S are minimisers of their respective Fréchet
functionals, deduce that

E[|F p(µ̂∗S)− F p(µ∗)|] = E[F p(µ̂∗S)− F p(µ∗)]

≤ E[F p(µ̂∗S)− F̂ p
S(µ∗)] +

1

N

N∑

i=1

E(Xi, 1)diam(X )pp√
Si

≤ E[F p(µ̂∗S)− F̂ p
S(µ̂∗S)] +

1

N

N∑

i=1

E(Xi, 1)diam(X )pp√
Si

≤ 2

N

N∑

i=1

E(Xi, 1)diam(X )pp√
Si

.
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Using the bound on E from Theorem 2.1 on the space X = [0, 1]D with p = 2, we
obtain

E[|F 2(µ∗)− F 2(µ̂∗S)|] ≤ S−
1
2

{
8
√

2(2 + log2(M)) D = 2

183.5M
1
6 D = 3.

This result gives the rate of approximation in terms of the objective value. Ap-
proximating the optimisers is a more delicate matter, which can be addressed using
the linear programming structure of the problem. Since the barycenters are not
necessarily unique, the best we can hope for is to approximate one of them.

Theorem 3.2. Let µ1, . . . , µN be probability measures on X and let µS1 , . . . , µ
S
N be

empirical measures obtained from S i.i.d. samples. Let B∗ be the set of barycenters
of the µi and B∗S the set of barycenters of the µSi . Then for p ≥ 1

E

[
sup
µ̂∗S∈B∗S

inf
µ∗∈B∗

W p
p (µ∗, µ̂∗S)

]
≤ pĒ diam(X )p

CP
S−

1
2 ,

where Ē =
∑N

i=1 E(supp(µi), 1)/N and CP is a strictly positive constant given by

CP := CP (µ1, . . . , µN) := (N + 1)diam(X )−p min
v∈V \V ∗

cTv − f ∗
d1(v,M)

,

where V is the vertex set of the linear programming formulation of the barycenter
problem (2), V ∗ is the subset of optimal vertices, c is the cost vector of the pro-
gram, f ∗ is the optimal value, M is the set of minimisers of the problem (2), and
d1(v,M) = infx∈M ‖v − x‖1.

Remark 3.3. Using the convexity of P and the linearity of the objective function,
one can show that the minimum in CP is attained at a vertex v ∈ V \ V ∗ which is
adjacent to some v∗ ∈ V ∗.
Remark 3.4. A stronger version of Theorem 3.2 can be shown, if one uses total
variation instead of the p-Wasserstein distance. This can be achieved by skipping
the last inequality of the proof.

Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.2 can be generalised, using (4), to a general R, in which
case the statement becomes slightly more complicated, however. For r = 1, . . . , R
let B∗S,r be the set of barycenters of the N empirical measures from the r-th repeat.
The set B∗S needs to be replaced by the set

{
1

R

R∑

r=1

µr

∣∣∣∣∣ µr ∈ B∗S,r

}
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of measures that can be obtained as a linear average of barycenters from the R
repeats. The upper bound remains the same.

Remark 3.6. The rate S−
1
2 is optimal. This can already be seen in the case N = 1,

where the Fréchet functional is simply the p-th power of the p-Wasserstein distance
between a measure µ and its empirical version µS. For a finitely supported and
nondegenerate measure µ, this has a lower bound scaling as S−

1
2 (e.g., Fournier

and Guillin [32]), implying optimality of our rate. For a concrete example let
µ = 1

2
(δ0+δ1). By construction we have for some random variable K ∼ Bin(S, 1/2)

that

E
[
W p
p (µ, µS)

]
= E

∣∣∣∣
1

2
− K

S

∣∣∣∣ = S−1|E[K]−K| ≥ S−12−
1
2

√
S/4 =

√
2S−

1
2/4,

where the inequality follows from the properties of the mean absolute deviation of
the binomial distribution (Berend and Kontorovich [9]).

The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires two auxiliary, geometric results that may be
of independent interest. To streamline the presentation, their proofs are given in
Appendix A.
For a nonempty P ⊆ RL and x ∈ RL, define d1(x, P ) = infz∈P ‖x − z‖1. When
P is closed, the infimum is attained, since it can be taken on the compact set
P ∩ {y : ‖y − x‖ ≤ d1(x, P ) + 1}.
Lemma 3.7. Let P ⊆ RL be a nonempty polyhedron and let x, y ∈ RL. Then the
function

g(t) = d1(x+ ty, P ) = min
z∈P
‖x+ ty − z‖1, t ∈ R

is convex, Lipschitz and piecewise affine.

An illustration of Lemma 3.7 in R2 is given in Figure 4.

Lemma 3.8. Let F p be the Fréchet functional corresponding to µ1, . . . , µN ∈
P(X ). Then for any µ ∈ P(C) there exists a µ∗ ∈ arg minµF

p(µ) such that

F p(µ)− F p(µ∗) ≥ 2CPW
p
p (µ, µ∗),

where CP is the constant from Theorem 3.2.

Sketch of proof of Lemma 3.8. Let P ⊂ RL be the feasible polytope corresponding
to (2) and let f ∗ be the optimal objective value of this linear program. To each
µ ∈ P(C) corresponds a π ∈ P such that cTπ = F (µ). Fix an element π∗ ∈
arg min d1(π,M), from which we can construct a minimiser µ∗ of F . It holds that

F p(µ)− F p(µ∗) = cTπ − cTπ∗ = ‖π − π∗‖1
cTπ − f ∗
‖π − π∗‖1

≥ ‖π − π∗‖1ψ(π),
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Figure 4: Top: the polytope P and the vectors x = (−3,−2) and y = (1, 2).
Bottom: the function g(t). The different colours correspond to segments on
which g is affine. On the segment t ∈ (1, 3) the minimiser in d1(x + ty, P ) is not
unique.

Figure 5: Sketch of a path of on which ψ is nonincreasing. We start at a point in
the interior of P , then move to a face/subface until we hit a vertex.
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where

ψ(π) =
cTπ − f ∗
d1(π,M)

, π ∈ P \M.

One can now minimise ψ over all elements of P and show that the minimum is
positive and attained at a vertex of the polytope. The main idea of the proof is
that for each point π ∈ P which is not a vertex, one can find a direction in P in
which one can move without increasing the value of ψ. We can then move into
this direction until we hit a face/subface of P , at this point we can then construct
a new direction along which we can move unless we have hit a vertex. A sketch of
this in three dimensions can be seen in Figure 5. The value of ψ can be controlled
using Lemma 3.7, as it is a ratio of an affine and a piecewise affine convex function.
Finally, we can use the structure of the linear program to bound ‖π− π∗‖1 by the
Wasserstein distance between the corresponding measures µ and µ∗.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Invoking Lemma 3.8 with µ ∈ B∗S and applying Theo-
rem 3.1 yields

2pĒdiam(X )p√
S

≥ E [F p(µ̂∗S)− F p(µ∗)] ≥ E

[
2CP sup

µ̂∗S∈B∗S
inf

µ∗∈B∗
W p
p (µ̂∗S, µ

∗)

]
.

Thus

pĒ diam(X )p

CP
S−

1
2 ≥ E

[
sup
µ̂∗S∈B∗S

inf
µ∗∈B∗

W p
p (µ∗, µ̂∗S)

]
.

The constants CP and Ē are scale invariant, i.e., they remain the same if the metric
d is multiplied by a positive constant. Finding a more explicit lower bound for CP
in specific cases (such as measures supported on a regular grid) is an important
task for further research.

Remark 3.9. If the number of measures N increases whilst S is kept fixed, then the
total number of observations NS increases linearly in S. From a sample complexity
perspective, one might be interested in fixing the total sample size L =

∑N
i=1 Si.

In view of Theorem 3.1, consistency of the Fréchet value is achieved if all the Si’s
diverge to infinity. In the “uniform” case, where Si = L/N , this translates to
requiring N/L→ 0.
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4 Computational Results

4.1 The SUA-Algorithm

Over the past years many algorithms that allow to compute approximated Wasser-
stein barycenters have emerged. Most of them focus on either the regularised
problem, or on computing the barycenter on a fixed, pre-specified support set. For
reasons discussed in the introduction, we aim to solve the exact, unregularised
problem. In the context of stochastic sampling, methods that consider a common,
fixed support are inappropriate, as the resampling inevitably leads to empirical
measures with different supports. Thus, we employ a modification of the iterative,
alternating algorithm proposed by Cuturi and Doucet [21]. Alternating between
position and weight updates for general measures creates a massive computational
burden. However, there is an interesting empirical observation that renders the
algorithm of [21] particularly appealing in the context of stochastic sampling.
Suppose that the measures µ1, . . . , µN are all uniform on the same number of
points. In the notation of Section 1.1, we assume that M1 = M2 · · · = MN = M
and bik = 1/M for all i = 1, . . . , N and all k = 1, . . . ,M . When N = 2, then we can
use the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem to show that the barycenter of these two
measures is also a uniform measure on M points, regardless of the cost function. If
N ≥ 3 (and M ≥ 3), then the feasible polyhedron of the barycenter linear program
(2) has vertices that are not uniform. Consequently, it is not clear whether the
minimiser is also uniform on M points (see also Lin et al. [51]). However, we have
empirically observed that for the squared Euclidean cost, there is a barycenter
that is uniform on M points. This has been tested on an overwhelming amount
of simulations in different scenarios and, with no exception, the barycenter was
always uniform. We do not have a formal proof of this uniformity conjecture,
which poses an interesting question for further research. However, in view of the
empirical evidence we shall assume in the following that it is practically valid, and
explore its computational consequences.
Our observations suggest two immediate improvements to the alternating proce-
dure. Firstly, we no longer need to perform weight updates: they can be chosen
uniform. Secondly, we can reduce the number of support points of the candidate
barycenter from MN − N + 1 to M . This would have probably been done in
practice anyway to reduce computational strain, as, for instance, using a fixed
support approximation of the barycenter essentially implies choosing the support
size of the barycenter to be M and not performing positions updates. Our per-
iteration computational cost is therefore comparable to that of a fixed support
barycenter. However, based on this conjecture this support size is actually op-
timal. Finally, we replace the one-step Newton-type update of [21] by a proper
subgradient descent on the positions of the candidate measure. The procedure can
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be seen in Algorithm 2. Note that this problem is non-convex, so, in order to avoid
local minima, we give the algorithm a “warmstart” by performing a fixed number
of stochastic subgradient descent steps to obtain an initial point for the genuine
(i.e., non-stochastic) subgradient descent. The left panel of Figure 6 shows the
advantages of this small modification, which comes at little computational cost,
but provides a noticeable improvement. Here, performance is measured in terms
of the (empirical) relative error in the Fréchet functional, namely

F (µ̂∗S)− F (µ∗)

F (µ∗)
.

Without the warmstart our runs provided a median relative error of 5.2%, which
reduced to 0.8% with a warmstart. Over half of the runs with warmstart yielded a
relative error under 1%, which is a good indication that we can obtain good results
using very few restarts. However, even without the warmstart, we typically obtain
relative errors in the single-digit percent points, which is still tolerable in many
applications.
Whilst the measures µ1, . . . , µN are typically not uniform, the uniform approxi-
mation can be applied to their empirical versions µS1 , . . . , µ

S
N ; the algorithm is still

applicable if some points are duplicate by taking some of the rows of some Y i to
be the same. Thus, the SUA-method reduces the problem size by replacing Mi

with S, whilst at the same time enforcing a setting in which a much faster method
can be employed. This two-fold gain pushes down the computation time by orders
of magnitude, and provides the basis for our simulation results in the following
section.

4.2 Simulations

In this subsection we present empirical results on the decay of the approximation
error as the resample size S grows, for some classes of measures on R2. As we dis-
cuss the impact of the number of repeats R separately in the following subsection,
we set R = 1 whilst analysing the behaviour with respect to S.
The right panel of Figure 6 shows the simulated, expected error as a function of
S, for the datasets showcased in Figure 9. Noticeably, performance greatly varies
between different types of datasets. For simple geometric structures such as el-
lipses, crescent shapes, or Gaussian samples, we obtain the best results; for S of
the order of 10% of the original data size M we obtain expected approximation
errors of under 5%. For more complicated structures, such as the nested ellipses
and the Cauchy density on a grid, we still obtain decent empirical errors. For
S ≈ 0.1M we observe an error of under 20% in the Fréchet functional, whilst the
runtime is improved by a factor of about 300. On the unstructured data, such as
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Figure 6: Left: Relative Fréchet error from 50000 runs, on N = 4 measures with
M = 20 uniformly random positions with weights 1/M , with and without warm-
start, respectively. Right: Simulated expected error of the Fréchet functional of
N = 20 measures with M = 1024 points in R2 based on 100 repeated runs for
each value of S. Example measures from the corresponding dataset and example
barycenters for some values of S can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively.

Figure 7: Simulated expected error of the Fréchet functional of N = 10 measures
with M = 4096 points in R2 based on 100 repeated runs for each value of S
compared to their relative runtime compared to the original dataset. On the right
panel the two outlier distributions have been removed.
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Algorithm 2 Stochastic Uniform Approximation (SUA)–algorithm for the
Wasserstein barycenter

1: Data Measures: µ1, . . . , µN , sample size S, repeats R, initial position matrix
X0 ∈ RS×d, sequence of stepsizes (αn)n∈N, αn > 0 ∀ n ∈ N.

2: Π = {T ∈ RS×S | T1S = 1TSS
−1 = T T1TS}

3: for r = 1, . . . , R do
4: for i = 1, . . . , N do
5: Draw X

(i)
1 , . . . , X

(i)
S ∼ µi

6: µSi = 1
S

∑S
k=1 δX(i)

k

7: end for
8: Y i = supp(µSi )
9: while not converged do

10: for i = 1 . . . , N do

11: Ti = arg min
T∈Π

S∑
k=1

S∑
j=1

Tkj‖Xk − Y i
j ‖2

2

12: Vi = 2(X − TiY (i))
13: end for

14: Xn+1 = Xn − αn

N

N∑
i=1

Vi

15: n = n+ 1
16: end while

17: µ̄r = 1
S

S∑
k=1

δXn
k

18: end for

19: Set µ̂∗S = 1
R

R∑
r=1

µ̄r return Approximation of the empirical Wasserstein barycen-

ter µ̂∗S
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Figure 8: 1.Column: Discretised crescents with uniform weights, 2.Column: Dis-
cretised ellipses with uniform weights, 3.Column: Discretised nested ellipses with
uniform weights, 4.Column: Gaussian positions with uniform weights, 5.Column:
Discretised Cauchy density on a grid, 6.Column: Dirichlet weights on a grid,
7.Column: Dirichlet weights on uniform positions. In each column the measures
above the line are excerpts from the used dataset of N = 100 measures with
M = 4096 = 642 points.
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Figure 9: The randomised approximations of the barycenters of the data in Fig-
ure 8 obtained from the SUA-algorithm. The first row shows empirical barycenters
based on S = 100 samples, the second for S = 200, third for S = 400 and the
fourth for S = 1000. The computation of one barycenter in the last row took
about 40 minutes on a single core of an i7-7700k.

Figure 10: The dependence of the empirical barycenter approximation on the
number of repeats R. Here, the data measures are N = 20 multi-nested ellipses
supported on M = 100 support points each. The sample size S was chosen to be
33. For each R, 100 runs have been performed.
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Dirichlet weights on a grid/uniform support points, we observe the worst results.
For 10% support size we still observe errors upwards of 100%. As barycenters are
mostly used in settings where the underlying measures have some form of geomet-
ric structure, these results indicate good potential performance of our stochastic
barycenter approximation. We point out that the variance of the observed Fréchet
values was generally quite small, as can be seen in Figure 7, and decreases with
increasing sample size. This suggests that one might be best advised to increase
the number of samples S instead of increasing the number of repeats R in Algo-
rithm 1. In fact, this coincides with the observation by Sommerfeld et al. [66] for
the empirical Wasserstein distance itself as well as our own findings in the next
subsection. It is also noteworthy that the curves at the right panel of Figure 6
suggest that doubling the sample size approximatively halves the approximation
error, indicating linear decay in S instead of the rate S−

1
2 . This suggests that,

whilst asymptotically we cannot perform better than this rate, we can achieve
even better results for small sample sizes.
Since the convergence rate in Theorem 3.1 is independent of the dimension of
the ambient space of the data, it is natural to extend our simulations from the
plane to higher dimensions. In Figure 3 we provide some examples of datasets in
R3. The approximation indeed performs well, allowing to compute rather good
approximate barycenters when S is less than 5% of the original size M . Whilst
we were no longer able to approximate the barycenter of these measures directly
due to memory constraints, extrapolating from smaller datasets suggests that the
corresponding computation would take well over a week to complete. On the
contrary, our stochastic approximation took around 90 minutes on a single core of
an i7-7700k and used about 800MB of RAM with our implementation.

4.2.1 The effect of the number of repeats R

Apart from the choice of the sample size S, a discussion on the number of repeats
R is in order. Two questions arise in this regard: firstly, how to choose R; and
secondly, how to combine the R empirical barycenter into a single estimator, when
R > 1.
We address the second matter first. A natural choice is to take the empirical
barycenter that achieves the smallest value of the Fréchet functional across the R
options. This approach, however, is computationally demanding and might not
even be feasible at all for large problems, since it requires solving optimal transport
problems between the barycenter and the data measures. For this reason, we ad-
vocate taking the linear average of the R empirical barycenters, a simple procedure
that does not involve optimisation. In view of (4), it is guaranteed to have ob-
jective value that is better than the average value of the R empirical barycenters.
Moreover, our simulations suggest that in fact the linear mean performs better
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Figure 11: The eight outer confocal microscopy images show fluorescently labelled
microtubules in mouse fibroblast cells, which had their graph structure extracted
(by use of CytoSeg2.0 [16]). The images have a resolution of 642×642. The center
image (framed in red) shows their barycenter approximation obtained from the
SUA-algorithm with S = 20, 000 samples, which has been mapped back onto a
642× 642 grid to produce an image.
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Figure 12: The dependence of the empirical barycenter approximation on the
number of repeats R. Here, the data measures are N = 20 multi-nested ellipses
supported on M = 100 support points each. For each pair of R and S, 100 runs
have been performed.

than the best of the R runs for essentially any R and S. An example of this can
be seen in Figure 11. Intuitively, this superior performance can be attributed to
the fact that usually S << M , thus the linear mean has the advantage of having
a larger support size, which is closer to the support size of the original barycenter.
Having discussed the choice of the estimator, we can now proceed to analyse the
properties of this estimator with respect to R empirically. To this end, we com-
puted 100 barycenters for a range of combinations of R and S, and estimated
the mean and the standard deviation of the estimation error. Naturally, increas-
ing R improves performance, in that both the mean and the variance of the ap-
proximation error decrease. But this observation does not account for the extra
computational effort resulting in increasing R. For a fixed runtime, increasing
R necessarily amounts to decreasing S. Figure 12 shows the empirically observed
mean and standard deviation of the error as a function of the runtime, for different
choices of S. Noticeably, for a fixed runtime the standard deviation of the error
is nearly identical for all considered S, whilst the mean error clearly decreases. It
should be stressed that the fact that the lines at the left plot of Figure 12 never
intersect implies that, in this example, choosing R = 1 is best for any fixed runtime
considered in the simulation. In other words, any extra available computational
effort would be best spent by increasing S, and not R. We also point out that if
we consider both plots in Figure 12, we see that, due to the bias-variance formula,
it is also optimal in terms of the mean squared error to increases S instead of
R. This is, of course, only one example, but we believe that it provides a rather
compelling argument for choosing R small. For this reason, we use R = 1 in the
following real data example.
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4.3 A Cell Microscopy Example

An important line of research in biophysics concerns the understanding of the
structure of filament networks and cytoskeletons of proteins and their behaviour
over time when placed under certain conditions (for an overview see e.g., Huber
et al. [40]). One can envisage using barycenters here in a number of ways. One
option is to consider the barycenter of a single filament at different time points,
thus “averaging out” variability across time. Another possibility is to compute
the barycenter of a number of different filaments at the same time point, thus
averaging over the variability within certain types of proteins. In that setting one
could generate genetically identical cells from each class of protein. Although cells
at each class are genetic twins, some variability may still arise from mutations.
This variability can be averaged out by taking a barycenter from each protein
class, and by doing this at each time point, one can study the evolution of a
typical filament (represented by the barycenters) across time.
A modern, high-resolution image usually has hundreds of thousands of pixels, and
high quality images can easily extend this well into the millions. In our example,
we consider N = 8 images with resolution of M = 642 × 642 > 400, 000, which
can be seen in Figure 10. Computing the exact barycenter from these 8 images
is intractable. One could, of course, decrease the resolution in order to obtain
a problem of tractable size. Doing so, however, would result in a substantial
information loss, comparable to a decrease in the microscope’s resolution, as it
would blur the fine structure of the filaments. Instead, we compute an approximate
barycenter using our method with S = 20, 000 (Figure 10, with red frame in the
center). Upon visual inspection this approximate barycenter seems to represent
the 8 filaments well.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

Whilst the Wasserstein barycenter shows great potential in geometric data analy-
sis, its tremendous computational cost is a severe hurdle for the OT-barycenter to
become a widespread tool in analysing complex data. Even using modern solvers
(potentially with regularisation), one is quickly faced with massive memory and
runtime demands which render efficient computations on personal computers im-
possible for realistic problem sizes. This is the case for e.g. biological imaging,
where there is great interest in obtaining sharp high-resolution images of the stud-
ied objects, as, for instance, filaments or other protein structures. Since the num-
ber of discretisation points required to achieve a fixed quality grows exponentially
with the underlying dimension, the need to alleviate the computation burden is
even more paramount in three or higher dimensions in comparison to R2. Our
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SUA-algorithm might be able to bridge the gap between modern applications and
the capabilities of state-of-the-art solvers, and may thus open the door to new and
interesting data analysis in the natural sciences, where three-dimensional datasets
are not uncommon. This is backed by the fact that our convergence rate is in-
dependent of the dimension combined with the strong visual performance of our
resampled OT-barycenters in three dimensions with relatively low runtime.
Another attractive feature of our method is the possibility to adjust runtime and
memory demand depending on the required accuracy of the result, which on the
one hand allows to perform quick, rough analysis on personal computers, whilst
on the other hand still enables more precise computations on specialised high-
performance computing clusters.
Finally, our simulations suggest even better performance than guaranteed by our
theoretical bounds in many settings. Whilst we have shown that our rates cannot
be improved in general, it is still possible, and in fact suggested by simulations,
that for certain classes of measures we can obtain better bounds on the expected
error if S is a sufficiently small fraction of M (which is the relevant regime in
practice). Providing such improved bounds would render our approach even more
appealing, and is another clear avenue for further research.
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A Auxiliary Proofs

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is very similar to that of Sommerfeld et al. [66];
we only give the difference here. The key idea is to improve the bound on the height
function h of [66]. Using the same notation as [66], note that for 1 ≤ l ≤ lmax, we
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have

hp(par(x))− hp(x)

diam(X )p
= q−lp

((
q +

lmax−l∑

j=0

q−j
)p

−
(
lmax−l∑

j=0

q−j
)p)

≤ qp−lp
(

q

q − 1

)p
.

If x is a leaf, then h(x) = 0 and the difference is q−plmax and if x is a root, then
par(x) = x and the difference vanishes. Thus, we can start the sum in the definition
of E at 1 instead of 0. Also, for p = 1, we have ql(h(par(x))−h(x)) = q ·diam(X ),
where the fractional factor has vanished. Plugging this into the upper bound for
the tree metric yields

(W T
p (r, s))p ≤ 2p−1diam(X )p

[
lmax∑

l=1

(
q

q − 1

)p
qpq−lp

∑

x∈Q̃l

|(ST r)x − (ST s)x|

+ q−lmaxp
∑

x∈Q̃lmax+1

|(ST r)x − (ST s)x|
]
.

Finally, taking expectations we obtain

E
[
W p
p (µ, µS)

]
≤ S−

1
2 2p−1diam(X )pqp

[
lmax∑

l=1

(
q

q − 1

)p
q−lp

√
N (X , q−ldiam(X ))

+ q−(lmax+1)pM
1
2

]
.

For the specific case p = 1, we have a better bound:

E
[
W1(µ, µS)

]
≤ S−

1
2 diam(X )q

[
lmax∑

l=1

q−l
√
N (X , q−ldiam(X )) + q−(lmax+1)M

1
2

]
.

Imitating the proof of [66, Theorem 3] with this improved bound yields the result
for X ⊂ (RD, ‖ · ‖2). The details are a straightforward adaptation of the work in
[66, Theorem 3], and are therefore omitted.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Convexity follows from convexity of P , and we also have
|g(t)− g(s)| ≤ |t− s|‖y‖1 by the triangle inequality. To prove piecewise affineness
it suffices to show that there exists t0 > 0 such that g is affine on [0, t0]. One can
then replace x by x+ t0y and repeat the argument. Replacing y by −y yields the
result for negative values of t.
The minimum in d1(x+ ty, P ) is attained by a compactness argument. Let zt ∈ P
be such that g(t) = ‖x+ ty − zt‖1.
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Claim: It is possible to choose zt and z0 in such a way that zt → z0 as t→ 0.
We will show the stronger statement that as t↘ 0

sup
zt∈arg min d1(x+ty,P )

inf
z0∈arg min d1(x,P )

‖zt − z0‖1 → 0.

By continuity for t > 0 there exist zt ∈ arg min d1(x+ty, P ) and xt ∈ arg min d1(x, P )
which attain the supremum and the infimum. Assume that the converse of the
claim is true. Then for some sequence tk → 0, we can choose ztk ∈ arg min d1(x+
tky, P ) such that for all k and all z ∈ arg min d1(x, P ) we have ‖ztk − z‖1 > ε > 0.
By compactness of P there is a further subsequence kl such that ztkl → z. Since

‖z − x‖1 = lim
l→∞
‖ztkl − x− tkly‖1 = lim

l→∞
d1(x+ tkly, P ) = d1(x, P )

we have z ∈ arg min d1(x, P ) and therefore

0 < ε ≤ lim inf
l→∞

‖ztkl − z‖1 = 0,

a contradiction. This proves the claim.
Since P is a polyhedron, for all z0 ∈ P there exists r0(z0) > 0 such that for all
v ∈ RL with ‖v‖1 ≤ r0,

z0 + v ∈ P =⇒ z0 + 2v ∈ P.

By the previous claim, there exist z0 ∈ arg min d1(x, P ), zt ∈ arg min d1(x+ ty, P ),
and T0 > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0, T0],

‖x+ ty−zt‖1 = d1(x+ tv, P ), ‖x−z0‖1 = d1(x, P ), ‖zt−z0‖1 ≤ r0 = r0(z0).

Therefore z0 + 2(zt − z0) ∈ P for all t ∈ [0, T0] and

d1(x, P )+d1(x+2ty, P ) ≤ ‖x−z0‖1+‖x+2ty−z0−2(zt−z0)‖1 = ‖x0‖1+‖x0+2ut‖1,

where x0 = x− z0 and ut = ty − (zt − z0)→ 0. Define

I+ = {1 ≤ i ≤ L : x0
i > 0}, I− = {1 ≤ i ≤ L : x0

i < 0}, I0 = {1 ≤ i ≤ L : x0
i = 0}.

For t sufficiently small (and such that t ≤ T0) we have 2‖ut‖1 ≤ min
i/∈I0
|x0
i | (where

we define the minimum to be infinite if x = z0) and therefore

d1(x, P ) + d1(x+ 2ty, P ) ≤
∑

i∈I+
(x0

i + x0
i + 2uti) +

∑

i∈I−
(−x0

i − x0
i − 2uti) +

∑

i∈I0
2|uti|

= 2
∑

i∈I+
(x0

i + uti) + 2
∑

i∈I−
(−x0

i − uti) + 2
∑

i∈I0
|uti|

= 2d1(x+ ty, P ).
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Thus, there exists 0 < t0 ≤ T0 such that for all t ∈ [0, t0],

g(0) + g(2t) ≤ 2g(t).

Since g is convex and finite on R, this implies that g is affine on [0, t0]. As stated
at the beginning of the proof, this shows that g is piecewise affine on the real
line.

Proof of Lemma 3.8. If µ is optimal, then we can choose µ∗ = µ and there is
nothing to prove. Hence we may assume that µ is not optimal. Let P ⊂ RL be
the feasible polytope corresponding to (2). To each µ ∈ P(C) corresponds a π ∈ P
such that cTπ = F (µ). Fix an element π∗ ∈ arg min d1(π,M), from which we can
construct a minimiser µ∗ of F . It holds that

F p(µ)− F p(µ∗) = cTπ − cTπ∗ = ‖π − π∗‖1
cTπ − f ∗
‖π − π∗‖1

≥ ‖π − π∗‖1ψ(π),

where

ψ(π) =
cTπ − f ∗
d1(π,M)

, π ∈ P \M.

Next, we aim to show that the infimum of ψ is attained at a vertex of P . If π is
not a vertex of P , then there exists a vector v ∈ RL\{0} such that π + tv ∈ P for
all t ∈ [−1, 1]. Let

φ(t) := ψ(π + tv) =
cTπ − f ∗ + tcTv

d1(π + tv,M)
:=

at+ b

g(t)
, b = cTπ − f ∗,

where the nominator is affine by definition and the denominator, g(t), is piecewise
affine by Lemma 3.7. Since g is continuous and convex, we have g(t) = α+t+β for
small t ≥ 0 and g(t) = α−t+ β for small t ≤ 0, with α− ≤ α+ and β > 0. Taking
the derivative we obtain

φ′±(t) =
a(α±t+ β)− α±(at+ b)

(α±t+ β)2
=

aβ − bα±
(α±t+ β)2

,

where φ′+ and φ′− denote the right and left derivatives. We now distinguish three
cases. If φ′+(0) < 0, then ψ(π + tv) < ψ(π) for t > 0 small enough. If φ′−(0) > 0,
then ψ(π+ tv) > ψ(π) for t < 0 small enough. In both cases π is not a minimiser.
Since φ′+(0) ≤ φ′−(0), the only other possibility is that both derivatives vanish.
Replacing v by −v if necessary, we may assume that a ≥ 0. We also have b > 0
and β > 0, since π ∈ P \M by assumptions. Thus it holds α± = α = aβ/b ≥ 0.
We can now move in direction v (i.e., increasing t) until one of two things happens.
Either we can no longer move in direction v without leaving P , or the denominator
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of φ has changed since we moved into a different affine segment of g (t cannot go to
infinity since P ⊆ [0, 1]L is bounded by definition, and we cannot reachM because
a ≥ 0.). In the first case, we have reached a face of P (if π is in the interior of P ) or
a strict subface of one of the faces of P containing π (if π is on the boundary of P )
and can now search a new direction v in this (sub)face. Since P is a polyhedron,
this can only happen finitely many times until we reach a vertex of P . In the
second case we reach a point t0 > 0 at which the right derivative of g is strictly
larger than α (by convexity of g). Thus g(t0) ≥ g(0) > 0, the right derivative of φ
becomes negative, and for ε small

ψ(π + (ε+ t0)v) = φ(ε+ t0) < φ(t0) = φ(0) = ψ(π),

and consequently π is not a minimiser.
All in all, for any π ∈ P \M, either π does not minimise ψ, or there exists a vertex
v of P that is not in M and such that ψ(v) ≤ ψ(π). Hence

inf
π∈P\M

ψ(π) = min
π∈V \V ∗

ψ(π) = min
v∈V \V ∗

cTv − f ∗
d1(v,Mf )

=: C̃P ,

and therefore

F p(µ)− F p(µ∗) = cT (π − π∗) ≥ ψ(π)‖π − π∗‖1 ≥ C̃P‖π − π∗‖1.

To relate ‖π− π∗‖1 to the Wasserstein distance recall that π encodes a measure µ
as well as the optimal transport plan T i between µ and each measure µi. Hence

‖π − π∗‖1 ≥
N∑

i=1

‖T (i,1) − T (i,2)‖1 +
∑

x∈C
|µ(x)− µ∗(x)|

≥ N
∑

x∈C
|µ(x)− µ∗(x)|+

∑

x∈C
|µ(x)− µ∗(x)| = (N + 1)

∑

x∈C
|µ(x)− µ∗(x)|,

where T (i,1) is an optimal transport plan between µi and µ and T (i,2) is an optimal
plan between µi and µ∗. Thus,

F p(µ)− F p(µ∗) ≥ C̃P (N + 1)
∑

x∈C
|µ(x)− µ∗(x)|

= 2(N + 1)C̃P TV(µ, µ∗) ≥ 2CPW
p
p (µ, µ∗),

with CP = (N + 1)C̃Pdiam(X )−p. Finally, C̃P > 0 because it is a minimum of
finitely many positive numbers. Positivity of CP follows.
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic discussion of a generalized
barycenter based on a variant of unbalanced optimal transport (UOT) that defines
a distance between general non-negative, finitely supported measures by allowing for
mass creation and destruction modeled by some cost parameter. They are denoted
as Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR) barycenter and distance. In particular, we detail
the influence of the cost parameter to structural properties of the KR barycenter and
the KR distance. For the latter we highlight a closed form solution on ultra-metric
trees. The support of such KR barycenters of finitely supported measures turns out
to be finite in general and its structure to be explicitly specified by the support of the
input measures. Additionally, we prove the existence of sparse KR barycenters and
discuss potential computational approaches. The performance of the KR barycenter
is compared to the OT barycenter on a multitude of synthetic datasets. We also
consider barycenters based on the recently introduced Gaussian Hellinger-Kantorovich
and Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao distances.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, optimal transport (OT) based concepts for data analysis [for a
thorough treatment of the mathematical foundations of optimal transport see e.g. Rachev
and Rüschendorf, 1998, Villani, 2008, Santambrogio, 2015] have seen increasing popularity.
This is mainly due to the fact that OT based methods respect important features of the
data’s geometric structure. Furthermore, noteworthy advances have been achieved in var-
ious areas, such as optimisation [Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1997, Wolsey and Nemhauser,
1999, Grötschel et al., 2012], machine learning [Frogner et al., 2015, Peyré et al., 2019,
Xie et al., 2020], computer vision [Gangbo and McCann, 2000, Su et al., 2015, Solomon
et al., 2015] and statistical inference [Sommerfeld and Munk, 2018, Panaretos and Zemel,
2020, Hallin et al., 2021], among others. This methodological and computational progress
recently also paved the way to novel areas of applications including genetics [Evans and
Matsen, 2012, Schiebinger et al., 2019] and cell biology [Gellert et al., 2019, Klatt et al.,
2020, Tameling et al., 2021, Wang and Yuan, 2021], to cite but a few. Of particular
importance from a data analysis point of view are extensions to compare more than two
measures, a prominent proposal being the Fréchet mean [Fréchet, 1948], in the present con-
text known as Wasserstein barycenter [Agueh and Carlier, 2011]. Wasserstein barycenters
allow for a notion of average on the space of probability measures, which is well-adapted

∗Institute for Mathematical Stochastics, University of Göttingen, Goldschmidtstraße 7, 37077 Göttingen
†Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Am Faßberg 11, 37077 Göttingen
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Figure 1: (Unbalanced) OT between two measures (support in blue and brown, respec-
tively) with weights equal to one at each support point. Top-Left: OT plan (red) between
normalised versions of the two measures. Rest: UOT plans (red/purple) between non-
normalised measures. From top-left to bottom-right C is decreasing. The edges, which
have been removed most recently due to the reduction of C, are shown in green. Edges
which have been added to the UOT graph due to the most recent reduction of C are
marked in purple.

to the geometry of the data [Álvarez-Esteban et al., 2016, Anderes et al., 2016]. With re-
cent progress on their computation [Cuturi and Doucet, 2014, Carlier et al., 2015, Bonneel
et al., 2015, Kroshnin et al., 2019, Ge et al., 2019, Heinemann et al., 2022] they estab-
lish themselves even further as a promising tool in many fields of data analysis, such as
texture mixing [Rabin et al., 2011], distributional clustering [Ye et al., 2017], histogram
regression [Bonneel et al., 2016], domain adaptation [Montesuma and Mboula, 2021] and
unsupervised learning [Schmitz et al., 2018], among others.
However, a well known drawback of the Wasserstein distance and its barycenters in various
applications is their limitation to measures with equal total mass. In fact, in many real
world instances the difference in total mass intensity is of crucial importance. Employing
vanilla Wasserstein based tools on general positive measures necessitates the usage of a
normalisation procedure to enforce mass equality between the measures. This approach
is, by design, oblivious to the mass differences between the original measures and can limit
its use in applications. Exemplary, we mention that normalisation destroys stoichiometric
features in the analysis of protein interaction and pathways as pointed out in Tameling
et al. [2021]. Overall, this might lead to incorrect conclusions on specific applications. An
illustrative example is given in Figure 1.

1.1 Prior Work

The limitation of OT based concepts dealing only with measures of equal total mass has
opened a wealth of approaches to account for more general measures. As an early pro-
posal of this idea, the partial OT formulation [Caffarelli and McCann, 2010, Figalli, 2010]
suggests to fix the total mass of the OT plan in advance, while relaxing the marginal
constraints. Comparably more recent are entropy transport formulations1. This general

1Critically, this is not be confused with entropy regularized optimal transport, which is a popular com-
putational approach adding an entropy penalty term to the OT problem to allow for efficient, approximate
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framework removes the marginal constraints and instead uses a divergence functional to
measure the deviation between the transport marginals and the input measures. The en-
tropy transport framework encompasses the Hellinger-Kantorovich distance [Liero et al.,
2018, Chizat et al., 2018b], also known as Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao distance [Chizat et al.,
2018a] and the Gaussian Hellinger-Kantorovich distance [Liero et al., 2018]. Inherent to
all of these models is their dependency on parameters whose exact influence on the models’
properties is generally not well understood. An alternative idea is based on extending the
well-studied dynamic formulation of OT [Benamou and Brenier, 2000] to measures with
different total masses. With a focus on its geodesic properties, this approach has been
studied in several works [Chizat et al., 2018a,c, Gangbo et al., 2019].
In this paper, we rely on a simple and intuitive idea based on the seminal work of Kan-
torovich and Rubinstein [1958]. This accounts for mass construction and deletion at a
cost modeled by some prespecified parameter [for details see also Hanin, 1992, Guittet,
2002]. It leads to the Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance (KRD) which curiously has been
revisited several times under different names by various authors. For p = 1, it has been
referred to as Earth Mover’s Distance [Pele and Werman, 2008], and generalized Wasser-
stein distance [Piccoli and Rossi, 2014], while for general p ≥ 1 common terminology
includes Kantorovich distance [Gramfort et al., 2015], generalized KRD [Sato et al., 2020],
transport-transform metric [Müller et al., 2020] and robust optimal transport distance
[Mukherjee et al., 2021].

1.2 Contributions

In this work, we define barycenters with respect to the KRD and investigate their funda-
mental properties from a data analysis point of view. This extends the popular notion of
Wasserstein barycenters to unbalanced barycenters (UBCs), i.e., barycenters of measures
of different total masses. Similary, UBCs have been considered explicitly for the Hellinger-
Kantorovich distance [Chung and Phung, 2020, Friesecke et al., 2021] and for the partial
OT distance for absolutely continuous measures [Kitagawa and Pass, 2015]. Notably, the
well-known approach of matrix scaling algorithms has been shown to provide a general
framework to approximate any UBC based on entropy optimal transport [Chizat et al.,
2018b] of finitely supported measures. Closely related to our approach is the work by
Müller et al. [2020] approximating the KR barycenter in the special case of point patterns.
The KR distance: Let (X , d) be a finite metric space, where X = {x1, . . . , xN} and

M+(X ) :=
{
µ ∈ R|X | | µ(x) ≥ 0∀x ∈ X

}

is the set of non-negative measures2 on X . For a measure µ ∈ M+(X ) its total mass is
defined as M(µ) :=

∑
x∈X µ(x) and the subset of non-negative measures with total mass

equal to one is the set of probability measures P(X ). If π ∈ M+(X × X ) is a measure
on the product space X × X its marginals are defined as π(x,X ) :=

∑
x′∈X π(x, x′) and

π(X , x′) :=
∑

x∈X π(x, x′), respectively. For two measures µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) we define the
set of non-negative sub-couplings as

Π≤(µ, ν) := {π ∈M+(X × X ) |π(x,X ) ≤ µ(x),

π(X , x′) ≤ ν(x′)∀x, x′ ∈ X}. (1)

computations [Cuturi, 2013, Benamou et al., 2015, Carlier et al., 2017]
2A non-negative measure on a finite space X is uniquely characterized by the values it assigns to each

singleton {x}. To ease notation we write µ(x) instead of µ({x}). The corresponding σ-field is always to
be understood as the powerset of X .
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Figure 2: Upper two rows: An excerpt of eight instances of a dataset of N = 100
nested ellipses at up to 5 different clusters in [0, 1]2. The number of ellipses in each cluster
follows a Poisson distribution. For the cluster in the center the intensity is 2 and for
the four outer clusters the intensity is 1. Each ellipse is discretized into 50 points with
mass 1 at each location. Bottom-Left: The Wasserstein barycenter of the normalized
versions of these measures. Bottom-Right: The (2, 0.2)-barycenter of these measures.
The (2, C)-barycenter for different values of C can be seen in Figure 8.

Similarly, we denote the set of couplings between µ and ν as Π=(µ, ν), where the inequality
constraints in (1) are replaced by equalities. For p ≥ 1 and a parameter C > 0, unbalanced
optimal transport (UOT) between two measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) is defined as

UOTp,C(µ, ν) := min
π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

∑

x,x′∈X
dp(x, x′)π(x, x′)

+ Cp
(
M(µ) + M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)
.

(2)

Notably, UOTp,C(µ, ν) is finite for all measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) with possibly different total
masses and a solution of (2) always exists. Here, the parameter C penalizes deviation of
mass from the marginals of π with respect to the input measures µ, ν ∈ M+(X ). In
particular and unlike the (balanced) OT problem

OTp(µ, ν) := min
Π=(µ,ν)

∑

x,x′∈X
dp(x, x′)π(x, x′)

defined only for measures µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) with equal total mass M(µ) = M(ν), UOT in
(2) relaxes the marginal constraint and allows optimal solutions to have more flexible
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marginals. Based upon UOT we define the p-th order Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance
between two measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) as

KRp,C(µ, ν) := (UOTp,C(µ, ν))
1/p . (3)

For any p ≥ 1, it defines a distance on the space of non-negative measures M+(X ) and

it is an extension of the well-known p-Wasserstein distance Wp(µ, ν) := (OTp(µ, ν))
1/p

defined only for measures of equal total mass. Indeed, the KRD is shown to interpolate
in-between OT on small scales and point-wise comparisons on large scales (Theorem 2.2)
relative to the parameter C. This allows for an intuitive interpretation of the KRD. More
precisely, in Lemma 2.1, we detail a clear geometrical connection between the value of
C and the structure of the UOT. In particular, this contrasts the closely related partial
OT problem [Figalli, 2010] mentioned above. Employing Lagrange multipliers one can see
that for any choice of C, there exists a fixed mass m of the partial OT problem, such that
these two problems are equivalent. However, finding this value of m requires to solve the
UOT problem. We stress that the influence of m on the resulting transport is in general
hard to determine, while the impact of C is intuitively clear. Thus, this perspective seems
better suited to many applications. For the specific case of measures supported on ultra-
metric trees (Section 2.1.1) we prove (Theorem 2.3) an analogue of the well-known closed
formula for the p-Wasserstein distance [Kloeckner, 2015]. Additionally, the computation
of the KRD is known to be equivalent to solving a related balanced OT problem [Guittet,
2002], allowing to apply any state-of-the-art solver with minimal modifications to compute
the KRD and plan.

The KR barycenter: The KRD also lends itself to define a notion of a barycenter for
a collection of measures as a generalization of the p-Wasserstein barycenter defined for
probability measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ P(X ) as

µ̃ ∈ arg min
µ∈P(Y)

1

J

J∑

i=1

W p
p (µ, µi). (4)

Here, (X , d) is assumed to be embedded in some ambient space (Y, d), e.g., an Euclidean
space with X ⊂ Y. The distance d on X is understood to be the distance on Y restricted
to X . For µ1, . . . , µJ ∈M+(X ), any measure

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) :=
1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C(µi, µ) (5)

is said to be a (p, C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein barycenter or (p, C)-barycenter for short3.
We refer to the objective functional Fp,C as (unbalanced) (p, C)-Fréchet functional. No-
tably, (p, C)-barycenters’ support is not restricted to the finite space X which raises fun-
damental questions on its structural properties. In the following, we establish that there
exists a finite set containing the support of any (p, C)-barycenter (Section 2.2). Indeed,
this set can be explicitly constructed from the support of the individual µi’s, but its size
grows exponentially in the number of individual measures. However, we prove that there
always exists a sparse (p, C)-barycenter whose support size is at most linear in the num-
ber of measures (Theorem 2.5). We note that these properties are analogs of well-known
properties of Wasserstein barycenters [Anderes et al., 2016], that we re-establish for the
unbalanced setting.

3For the sake of readability, the weights in this definition are fixed to 1/J , though it is easy to adapt
all instances of their occurrence in this work to arbitrary positive weights λ1, . . . , λJ , summing to 1.
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Comparably, employing more general entropy transport distances, we are not aware of
any similar structural description of their barycenters in terms of the input measures and
the parameter. Notably, the entropy optimal transport barycenter of dirac measures is
not necessarily finitely supported itself [for an example see Friesecke et al., 2021]. In
contrast, our explicit structural description of the support of KR barycenters provides an
immediate understanding of its properties for a given choice of C. This clear link between
C and the (p, C)-barycenter also allows to incorporate previous knowledge of the mea-
sures or the ground space into the choice C. The (p, C)-barycenter can be tuned to be
more flexible and provide superior performance compared to its p-Wasserstein counterpart
by avoiding to normalise each measure. An illustrative example is included in Figure 2,
where the (p, C)-barycenter detects all clusters correctly, while the Wasserstein barycenter
does not provide any structural information on the underlying measures. This showcases
potentially superior robustness and flexibility of the (p, C)-barycenter compared to the
Wasserstein barycenter. We study this comparison in more detail on multiple synthetic
data sets in Section 4. Here, the computational results4 are based on the fact that, due
to our structural analysis of the support of the (p, C)-barycenter, it is straightforward to
modify any given state-of-the-art solver for the Wasserstein barycenter problem to solve
the (p, C)-barycenter problem (Section 4.1).

2 Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance and (p,C)-Barycenter

In this section, we provide some theoretical analysis of the structural properties inherent in
the UOT in (2) and as a consequence to the KRD in (3). We also focus on the variational
formulation defining the (p, C)-barycenter in (5).

2.1 KR Distance

In this subsection, we focus on structural properties of minimizers for UOT in (2) and
their consequences for the KRD. Notably, one can equivalently restate the penalization of
total mass in (2) as

C

(
M(µ) + M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)

=
C

2

(∑

x∈X
(µ(x)− π(x,X )) +

∑

x′∈X

(
ν(x′)− π(X , x′)

)
)
.

(6)

While in (2) the parameter C > 0 controls the deviation of the total mass of π, the
alternative representation (6) demonstrates its marginal characterization. Indeed, the
parameter C specifies the maximal distance (scale) for which transportation is cheaper
than creation or destruction of mass. More precisely, each optimal solution πC for (2)
induces a directed transportation graph G(πC) between the support points of µ (source
points) and the support points of ν (sink points). By definition, the graph G(πC) contains
a directed edge (x, x′) if and only if πC(x, x′) > 0. For a directed path P = (xi1 , . . . , xik)

in G(πC) its path length is defined as L(P ) =
∑k−1

j=1 d
p(xij , xij−1). The parameter C > 0

determines the maximal path length for any path in G(πC) as the following statement
demonstrates.

4An implementation can be found in the R package WSGeometry at https://github.com/

F-Heinemann/WSGeometry/.
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Lemma 2.1. For p ≥ 1, parameter C > 0 and measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) consider the UOT
(2) with an optimal solution πC . The length of any directed path P from the corresponding
transport graph G(πC) is bounded by

L(P ) ≤ Cp.

In particular, if d(x, x′) > C then for any optimal solution of 2 it holds πC(x, x′) = 0.

A proof is included in Appendix A.2. Lemma 2.1 shows that the underlying transportation
graph has maximal path length Cp which limits the interaction between source and sink
points. It will be of crucial importance for closed formulas on ultra-metric trees in the
following subsection. As an immediate consequence we obtain some important statements
on the KRD in (3) along with its metric property.

Theorem 2.2. For any p ≥ 1 and parameter C > 0 the following statements hold:

(i) The p-th order KRD in (3) defines a metric on the space of non-negative measures
M+(X ).

(ii) If C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′), then it holds that

KRp
p,C(µ, ν) =

Cp

2
TV(µ, ν),

where TV (µ, ν) := 1/2
∑

x∈X |µ(x) − ν(x)| is the total variation distance. The same
equality holds for all C > 0 if µ(x) ≥ ν(x) for all x ∈ X or if µ(x) ≤ ν(x) for all
x ∈ X .

(iii) If C ≥ maxx,x′ d(x, x′) and M(µ) = M(ν), then it holds that

KRp
p,C(µ, ν) = W p

p (µ, ν).

(iv) If C1 ≤ C2, then it holds

KRp
p,C1

(µ, ν) ≤ KRp
p,C2

(µ, ν).

We stress that the metric property of the KRD in Theorem 2.2 (i) has already been
established in specific instances, e.g., for p = 1 [Piccoli and Rossi, 2014]. Our proof follows
that of Theorem 2 in Müller et al. [2020] for uniform measures on point patterns with
minor modifications.
Theorem 2.2 demonstrates how two measures µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) are compared with respect
to KRD. Depending on the parameter C > 0 the optimal value interpolates between p-th
order Wasserstein distance on small scales and total variation on larger scales with respect
to C. Equivalently, these properties can be shown by considerations of the dual program
for UOT in (2) given by

UOTp,C(µ, ν) = max
f,g : X→R

f≤Cp/2, g≤Cp/2

∑

x∈X
f(x)µ(x) +

∑

x′∈X
g(x′)ν(x′) (DUOTp,C)

s.t. f(x) + g(x′) ≤ dp(x, x′), ∀x, x′ ∈ X ,

where the equality holds due to strong duality. For p = 1 this can be further specified to

UOT1,C(µ, ν) = max
f : X→R

f 1−Lipschitz
‖f‖∞≤C/2

∑

x∈X
f(x)(µ(x)− ν(x))
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which reveals its relation to the flat metric [Bogachev, 2007] as observed in Lellmann et al.
[2014], Schmitzer and Wirth [2019]. As in general M(µ) 6= M(ν), the bound f, g ≤ Cp/2 on
dual feasible solutions f, g is necessary for the dual to be finite. However, if the measures
µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) have equal total mass M(µ) = M(ν) and C ≥ maxx,x′ d(x, x′), then the
bound on dual feasible solutions is redundant and we obtain the dual of the usual OT
problem

OTp(µ, ν) = max
f,g : X→R

∑

x∈X
f(x)µ(x) +

∑

x′∈X
g(x′)ν(x′) (DOTp)

s.t. f(x) + g(x′) ≤ dp(x, x′), ∀x, x′ ∈ X .

2.1.1 KR Distance on Ultrametric Trees

For OT, the approximations of the underlying distance by a tree metric are common
tools for theoretical and practical purposes. The former is usually employed for rates of
convergence for the expectation of empirical OT costs [Sommerfeld et al., 2019] while in
the latter tree approximations serve to reduce the computational complexity inherent in
OT [Le et al., 2019]. OT on ultramatric trees is also applied for the analysis of phylogenetic
trees [Gavryushkin and Drummond, 2016]. For an efficient computational implementation
of UOT on tree metrics we refer to Sato et al. [2020]. Notably, while OT with tree metric
costs has a closed form solution, this fails to hold for its UOT counterpart. An exception
is given in terms of ultrametric trees for which not only OT [Kloeckner, 2015] but also
UOT admits a closed form solution, which we establish in this subsection.
To this end, consider a tree T with nodes V , edges E attached with (non-negative) weights
w(e) for e ∈ E and a designated root r. Two nodes v,w ∈ V are connected by a unique path
denoted P(v,w) either represented by a sequence of nodes or as a sequence of edges. The
distance dT (v,w) is equal to the sum of the weights of those edges contained in P(v,w).
A leaf of T is any node such that its degree (number of edges attached to the node) is
equal to one and the set of all leaf nodes is denoted as L ⊂ V . A node v? is termed parent
of node v denoted by par(v) = v? if both are connected by a single edge but v? is closer to
the root than v. The parent of the root node is set to par(r) = r. For a node v its children
are the elements of the set C(v) = {w ∈ V | v ∈ P(w, r)}. Notice that with this definition
v is a child of itself (Figure 3 (a) for an illustration).
A tree T is termed ultrametric tree if all its leaf nodes are at the same distance to the root.
Equivalently, there exists a height function h : V → R+ that is monotonically decreasing
meaning that h(par(v)) ≥ h(v) and such that h(v) = 0 for v ∈ L. The distance is set
to dT (v,par(v)) = |h(v)− h(par(v))| and extended on the full tree (Figure 3 (b) for an
illustration).
Consider an ultrametric tree T with height function h and measures µL, νL supported on
the leaf nodes L ⊂ V . We prove that the p-th order KRD admits a closed formula for such
a setting. Intuitively, the parameter C restricts transportation of mass up to a certain
threshold allowing to decompose T into subtrees. Mass transportation is restricted solely
within each subtree whereas mass abundance or deficiency is penalized with parameter C
for each particular subtree (Figure 4 for an illustration). We define the set

R(C) :=

{
v ∈ V | h(v) ≤ C

2
< h(par(v))

}
(7)

with the convention that R(C) = {r} if C/2 ≥ h(r) and for a node v ∈ V set

µL(C(v)) :=
∑

w∈C(v)∩L
µL(w).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: General Tree Structures: (a) A tree graph T with root r (orange), internal
nodes (black) and leaf nodes L (green). By definition par(v5) = par(v6) = v2 and the
children of v1 are equal C(v1) = {v1, v3, v4, v7, v8}. The distance from each leaf node to
the root may vary. (b) An ultrametric tree T with height function h (red) such that
0 = h43 < h3 < h2 < h1 < h0. Edge weights are defined by the the difference of
consecutive height values, e.g. w(e1) = h0 − h1. Each leaf node (green) is at the same
distance to the root r (orange).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Closed formula for the KRD on ultrametric trees: (a) Depending on
the regularization C > 0 and the underlying height function h the ultrametric tree T
introduced in Figure 3 (b) is decomposed into two subtrees. Each node in the set R(C) =
{v1, v2} (orange) serves as a new root and corresponding subtrees T (v1) := C(v1) and
T (v2) := C(v2) are equal their respective set of children with corresponding edges. (b)
The p-th height transformation Tp(v1) and Tp(v2) of the induced subtrees T (v1) and T (v2),
respectively. Each subtree is extended by a new root (blue) with an edge (lightblue) whose
distance is equal the difference of regularization Cp/2 and the p-th height transformed value
of the former root.

9
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Figure 5: Centroid sets and barycenters: The support points of three (J = 3) measures
(yellow, brown and blue dots) with unit mass at each position. Top: Different centroid
sets CKR(3, 2, C) (red squares) with increasing value of C from left to right. Bottom-
Left: The centroid set CW (3, 2) (dark green squares) corresponding to the 2-Wasserstein
barycenter. Bottom-Center: Circles corresponding to Cp (for two different choices of
C) balls around the support points. The grey colouring indicates that there is no overlap
of at least two circles in this area and thus no (2, C)-barycenter can have mass in this area.
Conversely, the green colouring indicates overlap and thus the potential support area of
the barycenter. Bottom-Right: The (2, C)-barycenter (red squares) for a specific choice
of C and the 2-Wasserstein barycenter (dark green squares).

Theorem 2.3 (KR on ultrametric trees). Consider an ultrametric tree T with leaf nodes
L and height function h : V → R+ inducing the tree metric dT . For any p ≥ 1 and two
measures µL, νL ∈M+(L) supported on the leaf nodes of T it holds that

KRp
p,C

(
µL, νL

)
=

∑

v∈R(C)

(
2p−1

∑

w∈C(v)\{v}

(
(h(par(w))p − h(w)p)

∣∣µL(C(w))− νL(C(w))
∣∣
)

+

(
Cp

2
− 2p−1h(v)p

) ∣∣µL(C(v))− νL(C(v))
∣∣
)
.

The closed formula in Theorem 2.3 decomposes the underlying UOT into two tasks. While
summing over subtrees carried out by the outer sum, the inner sum consists of two terms.
The first considers OT within each subtree whereas the second accounts for mass deviation
on that particular subtree.
The proof of this formula is given in Appendix A.2.1.

2.2 (p,C)-Barycenters

In the finite setting considered in this work a (p, C)-barycenter as defined in (5) always
exists, but is not necessarily unique. Moreover, the location and structure of the support
of the (p, C)-barycenter are not fixed and hence unknown. For the Wasserstein barycenter
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there exists a finitely supported, sparse barycenter in this context [Anderes et al., 2016,
Le Gouic and Loubes, 2017]. We establish analog properties of the (p, C)-barycenter.

Definition 2.4. Let (Y, d) be a metric space, p ≥ 1 and J ∈ N. A Borel barycenter appli-
cation T J,p associates to any points (y1, . . . , yJ) ∈ YJ a minimum y? ∈ Y of

∑J
i=1 d

p(yi, y),
i.e.,

T J,p(y1, . . . , yJ) ∈ arg min
y∈Y

J∑

i=1

dp(yi, y).

A Borel barycenter application is in general not a function since the minimum does not
need to be unique. In particular, y = T J,p(y1, . . . , yJ) only means that y is one of the
minima of the average distance function. As the measures µ1, . . . , µJ are defined on X
we usually restrict the Borel barycenter application to inputs from the space X ⊂ Y. We
define the full centroid set of the measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈M+(X ) as

CKR(J, p) =
{
y ∈ Y | ∃L ≥ dJ/2e, ∃(i1, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J},

x1, . . . , xL : xl ∈ supp(µil)

∀l = 1, . . . , L : y = TL,p(x1, . . . , xL)
}
,

(8)

and the restricted centroid set

CKR(J, p, C) =
{
y = TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) ∈ CKR(J, p) | ∀1 ≤ l ≤ L :

dp(xl, y) ≤ Cp;
L∑

i=1

dp(xl, y) ≤ Cp(2L− J)

2

}
.

(9)

We stress that for each L-tupel (x1, . . . , xL) one fixed representative of TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) is
chosen for the construction of the centroid set CKR(J, p, C). To streamline the presentation
any statement concerning CKR(J, p, C) in the following theorem is to be understood in the
sense that there exists a choice of CKR(J, p, C) such that the statement holds true.

Theorem 2.5. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) be a collection of non-negative measures on the
finite discrete space X ⊂ Y. For any C > 0 it holds that

(i)
inf

µ∈M+(Y)
Fp,C(µ) = inf

µ∈M+(Y)
supp(µ)⊆CKR(J,p,C)

Fp,C(µ).

Moreover, any (p, C)-barycenter µ? satisfies supp(µ?) ⊆ CKR(J, p, C) and its total
mass is bounded by

0 ≤M(µ?) ≤ 2

J

J∑

i=1

M(µi).

(ii) For any (p, C)-barycenter µ∗ and any point y ∈ supp(µ∗), there exist UOT plans πi
between µ∗ and µi for i = 1, . . . , J , respectively, such that if πi(y, x) > 0, then there
exists L ≥ dJ/2e, xl ∈ supp(µil) for l = 2, . . . , L, (i2, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J} and il 6= i
for l = 2, . . . , L with y = TL,p(x, xi2 , . . . , xiL), πj(y, xj) > 0 if j ∈ {i2, . . . , iL}.
Additionally, if for any (x1, . . . , xL) ∈ YL it holds that

TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) = TL,p(y1, x2, . . . , xL)⇔ x1 = y1, (10)

then πi(y, x) ∈ {0, µ∗(y)} for i = 1, . . . , J .
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(iii) If Mi := |supp(µi)| for 1 ≤ i ≤ J then there exists a (p, C)-barycenter µ? such that

|supp(µ?)| ≤ min

{
|CKR(J, p, C)|,

J∑

i=1

Mi

}
.

(iv) If C1 ≤ C2, then it holds

inf
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C1(µ) ≤ inf
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C2(µ).

(v) Furthermore, set Z :=
⋃J
i=1 supp(µi) ∪ CKR(J, p) and define

d′min := min
x∈Z\CKR(J,p), y∈CKR(J,p)

d(x, y).

If C ≤ d′min, then the (p, C)-barycenter µ? is given by

µ? =
∑

x∈X
med(µ1(x), . . . , µJ(x))δx.

(vi) Let C > J1/pdiam(Z) and let µ1, . . . , µJ be ordered such that M(µi) ≤ M(µj) for
i ≤ j. Suppose that J is odd or there there exists no point y ∈ Y contained in
at least J/2 different support sets. Then, for any (p, C)-barycenter µ? it holds that
M(µ?) = M

(
µdJ/2e

)
. Else, there exists at least one (p, C)-barycenter with this total

mass.

The proof is based on the fact that finding a (p, C)-barycenter can be proven to be equiv-
alent to solving a multi-marginal optimal transport problem (Section 3.2). Statement (i)
provides insights into the structure of the support of any (p, C)-barycenter and its de-
pendency with respect to the magnitude of C. The definition of CKR(J, p, C) can be
understood as a joint restriction on

∑L
i=1 d

p(xi, y) combined with an individual restric-
tion on each dp(xi, y) of the original centroid points of CKR(J, p). The joint restriction
ensures that simply deleting any mass at a given centroid point (and thus reducing the
total mass of the measure) does not improve the objective value. This is a minimal fea-
sibility assumption on the considered centroid point, as otherwise no measure containing
this point can be optimal. The second restriction concerns each point individually. If a
point xi has a distance larger than Cp from a point y, then, by Lemma 2.1, there is no
transport between y and xi. Thus, centroids which have have a larger distance to one of
the points x1, . . . , xL they are constructed from can not be in the support of any (p, C)-
barycenter. This also gives rise to some helpful intuition for the support structure of any
(p, C)-barycenter. Considering all Cp-neighbourhoods around any of the support points of
the µi, then a (p, C)-barycenter can only have support in regions where at least balls from
dJ/2e different measures intersect. A visual representation of this is given in the center of
bottom row of Figure 5. By definition, the sets CKR(J, p, C) are equipped with a natural
ordering in the sense that if C1 ≤ C2 then CKR(J, p, C1) ⊆ CKR(J, p, C2). Moreover, if
C is large enough then CKR(J, p, C) = CKR(J, p). We illustrate these sets in the top row
Figure 5. We observe that the cardinality of the restricted centroid set in (9) decreases
with decreasing C. In the extremes for large C the restricted centroid sets coincides with
the full centroid sets in (8) that is independent of C. For small C, if there is no point
which is contained in the support of at least J/2 measures, the restricted centroid set is
empty. For an illustration we refer to the top row of Figure 5.
Property (ii) is an analogue to a well-known characterization [Anderes et al., 2016] of the
p-Wasserstein barycenter on Rd with Euclidean distance d2, where the transport from the
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barycenter to the underlying measures is characterized by a transport map. The corre-
sponding statement for the (p, C)-barycenter holds true as well in this context. Indeed,
on (Rd, d2) condition (10), which can be understood as an injectivity-type assumption on
the barycentric application, is satisfied due to the fact that TL(x1, . . . , xL) = 1

L

∑L
l=1 xl.

However, for (Rd, d1) this assertion does not hold. Consider x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 ∈ R and
measures µ1 = δx1 + δx2 , µ2 = δx3 + δx4 , then any measure of the form µ∗ = 2δy for any
y ∈ [x2, x3] is a (p, C)-barycenter for C > 2|x1−x4|. Thus, there only exist mass-splitting
UOT plans between µ∗ and µ1, µ2 and the transport is not characterized by a transport
map. On more general spaces such as a tree T rooted at r, three leaves x1, x2, x3 and
positive edge weights e1, . . . , e3 ∈ (0, 1) the barycenter on T of any two leafs xi 6= xj , is
the root r. In particular, in this example, or in fact in any tree T = (V,E) which has a
vertex y with degree of at least three5 condition (10) fails. The unique (2, 2)-barycenter
of two measures µ1 = δx1 + δx2 and µ2 = δx2 + δx3 is given by µ∗ = 2δr. Thus, there are
again only mass-splitting UOT plans between µ∗ and µ1 and µ2. However, for the unit
circle S1 equipped with its natural arc-length distance property (10) does hold. Assume
a0 = TL(x1, . . . , xL) = TL,p(y1, . . . , xL), a1 = TL−1,p(x2, . . . , xL) and for each x ∈ S1 de-
note Hr(x) and Hl(x) as the halfcircle right and left of x, respectively. It is straightforward
to see by contraposition that if it holds a1 ∈ Hr(a0), then this implies x1, y1 ∈ Hl(a1) and
x1, y1 ∈ Hl(a0). However, it also holds d(x1, a0) = d(y1, a0), and thus 〈x1− y1, a0〉 = 0. In
particular, this implies that either x1 ∈ Hl(a0) and y1 ∈ Hr(a0) or vice versa and hence
x1 = y1. The case a1 ∈ Hl(a0) is analog and the case a0 = a1 clear.
Property (iii) guarantees the existence of sparse (p, C)-barycenters. For large C the
size CKR(J, p, C) scales as

∏J
i=1Mi, growing essentially exponentially in J . However,

here we see that there always exists a (p, C)-barycenter supported on a sparse subset
of CKR(J, p, C) which has cardinality growing only linearly in J . Part (iv) simply ex-
tends the montonicity of the (p, C)-KRD to the (p, C)-Fréchet functional. Statement (v)
yields a critical point after which decreasing C does no longer change the resulting (p, C)-
barycenter and provides a closed form characterisation of the (p, C)-barycenter in this
context. Finally, statement (vi) enables control on the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter
for large values of C. In particular, since the total mass is close to the median of the total
masses of the µi, we point out that the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter in this setting
is robust against outliers. A small amount of measures with unreasonably high mass has
no impact on the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter.
Naturally, we compare the (p, C)-barycenter to its popular Wasserstein analogue in (4).
As proven in Le Gouic and Loubes [2017] [and initially for p = 2 for Rd by Anderes et al.,
2016] the support of any p-Wasserstein barycenter is contained in

CW (J, p) =
{
y ∈ Y | y = T J,p(x1, . . . , xJ), xi ∈ supp(µi)

}
. (11)

Compared to the p-Wasserstein barycenter of the probability measures µ1, . . . , µJ the re-
stricted centroid set CKR(J, p, C) allows more flexibility for specific cases and can provide
a more reasonable representation of the data. We illustrate this in Figure 5 (bottom-
left/right) where the (2, C)-barycenter clearly represents all clusters while the 2-Wasserstein
barycenter fails to capture them. Nevertheless, if C is large enough and all measures have
equal total mass both barycenters coincide.

Corollary 2.6. If C > 2
1
p diam(Z) and M(µ1) = M(µ2) = · · · = M(µJ), then any p-

Wasserstein barycenter is also a (p, C)-barycenter and vice versa.

While this shows that the (p, C)-barycenter is a strict generalisation of the usual p-
Wasserstein barycenter as the solutions coincide for large C, for smaller values of C there

5The degree of a vertex in a graph is the number of vertices which are adjacent to it.
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can be significant differences. One such striking difference between the p-Wasserstein
barycenter and the (p, C)-barycenter comes in the form of a localization property. Let
B1, . . . , BR ⊂ Y such that supp(µi) ⊂ ∪Rr=1Br with diam(Br) ≤ C for all r = 1, . . . , R
and d(Bk, Bl) > 21/pC for all k 6= l. Here, the (p, C)−barycenter tends to place mass
between the clusters B1, . . . , BR. However, a (p, C)-barycenter is obtained by combining
R barycenters of the measures restricted to the B1, . . . , BR, respectively.

Lemma 2.7. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) such that for all i = 1, . . . , J it holds supp(µi) ⊂
∪Rr=1Br for some B1, . . . , BR ⊂ Y with diam(Br) ≤ C for all r = 1, . . . , R and d(Bk, Bl) >
21/pC for all k 6= l. For r = 1, . . . , R, let

µ∗r ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(conv(Br))

1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C(µ, µi|Br

),

where conv(Br) is the convex hull of Br for r = 1, . . . , R. Then, the measure
R∑
r=1

µ∗r is a

(p, C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ .

In particular, Lemma 2.7 implies that the (p, C)-barycenter respects the cluster structure
within the supports of the measures if the clustered are sufficiently separated and C is
adapted according to the cluster size. Examples of this setting can be seen in Figure 2
and Figure 5.

3 A Lift to Optimal Transport, Wasserstein Barycenters
and Multi-Marginal Optimal Transport

In this section, we provide the necessary tools and framework to establish our results in
the previous section. Following the ideas of Guittet [2002] we state UOT in (2) as an
equivalent balanced OT problem. We extend this idea to the (p, C)-barycenter, showing
it to be equivalent to a specific Wasserstein barycenter problem as well as a balanced
multi-marginal optimal transport problem.

3.1 A Lift to Optimal Transport

We fix a parameter C > 0, introduce an additional dummy point d and define the aug-
mented space X̃ := X ∪ {d} with metric cost

d̃pC(x, x′) =





dp(x, x′) ∧ Cp, x, x′ ∈ X ,
Cp

2 , x ∈ X , x′ = d,

Cp

2 , x = d, x′ ∈ X ,
0, x = x′ = d.

(12)

Notably, d̃C : X̃ × X̃ → R+ defines a metric on X̃ [Müller et al., 2020, Lemma A1].
Consider the subset MB

+(X ) := {µ ∈M+(X ) | M(µ) ≤ B} ⊂ M+(X ) of non-negative
measures whose total mass is bounded by B. Setting µ̃ := µ+ (B−M(µ))δd, any measure
µ ∈ MB

+(X ) defines an augmented measure µ̃ on X̃ such that M(µ̃) = B. Hence, for two

measures µ, ν ∈ MB
+(X ) we can define the OT problem on X̃ between their augmented

measures ÕTd̃pC
(µ̃, ν̃). In fact, it holds that

UOTp,C(µ, ν) = UOTdp∧Cp,C(µ, ν) = ÕTd̃pC
(µ̃, ν̃),
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where the first equality follows by Lemma 2.1 as for any optimal solution πC it holds
πC(x, x′) = 0 if dp(x, x′) > Cp and the second follows by [Guittet, 2002, Lemma 3.1]. The
same equalities remain valid replacing B by an arbitrarily large constant as summarized
by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Consider µ, ν ∈MB
+(X ) with extended versions µ̃, ν̃. Then for any a > 0 it

holds that

ÕTd̃pC
(µ̃, ν̃) = ÕTd̃pC

(µ̃+ aδd, ν̃ + aδd).

Proof. For p = 1, the result is trivial since by duality ÕTd̃C
(µ̃, ν̃) only depends on the

difference of the measures. For p > 1 we invoke d̃C-cyclical monotonicity [Villani, 2008,
Thm. 5.10] of any OT plan π and use the property that d̃pC(x, d) = Cp/2. This yields that
(d, d) ∈ supp(π) which leads to the desired conclusion.

3.2 A Lift to Wasserstein Barycenters

We can also lift the optimization problem defining a (p, C)-barycenter to an equivalent
p-Wasserstein barycenter formulation (4). Augmentation of the underlying measures, how-
ever, is not straightforward as the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter is unknown. A first
crude upper bound on its total mass leads to a feasible approach.

Lemma 3.2. Consider µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and let Fp,C be their associated unbalanced
Fréchet functional. Then it holds that

arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) = arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

M(µ)≤∑J
i=1 M(µi)

Fp,C(µ).

More precisely, any (p, C)-barycenter µ? of µ1, . . . , µJ satisfies M(µ?) ≤∑J
i=1 M(µi).

Proof. Assume first that there exists a measure µ ∈M+(Y) such that µ = ν1 + ν2 where
no transport between ν2 and any µi occurs in the optimal solution of UOTp,C(µ, µi) for
1 ≤ i ≤ J and it holds M(ν2) > 0. Thus it holds

Fp,C(µ) = Fp,C(ν1 + ν2) = Fp,C(ν1) + (Cp/2)M(ν2) > Fp,C(ν1)

and we improve the objective value of µ by removing ν2. Hence, let µ ∈ M+(Y) be any
measure such that ν2 ≡ 0. Consider πi the optimal solution for UOTp,C(µ, µi) for each

1 ≤ i ≤ J . Decompose the measure µ =
∑J

i=1 τi, where τi is the mass of µ transported
to µi according to πi and which is not yet included in any τj for j < i. Clearly, M(µ) =∑J

i=1 M(τi) ≤
∑J

i=1 M(µi) and we conclude that

min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) = min
µ∈M+(Y)

M(µ)≤∑J
i=1 M(µi)

Fp,C(µ).

By our first considerations the claim follows.

Given the upper bound on the total mass of any (p, C)-barycenter at our disposal we can
formulate a lift of the (p, C)-barycenter problem to a related p-Wasserstein barycenter
problem. For this, let Ỹ := Y ∪ {d} endowed with the metric d̃C in (12) (replace X
by Y and recall that X ⊂ Y) and augment the measures µ1, . . . , µJ to µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J where
µ̃i = µi +

∑
j 6=iM(µj)δd for 1 ≤ i ≤ J . In particular, M(µ̃i) =

∑J
j=1 M(µj) and we can

define the augmented p-Fréchet functional

F̃p,C(µ) :=
1

J

J∑

i=1

ÕT
p

d̃pC
(µ̃i, µ),

where by definition F̃p,C is restricted to measures µ with mass M(µ) =
∑J

i=1 M(µi).
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Lemma 3.3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ J consider measures µi ∈M+(X ) and their augmented versions
µ̃i := µi +

∑
j 6=iM(µj)δd, respectively. Then it holds that

Fp,C(µ) = F̃p,C

(
µ+

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ)

)
δd

)

for all µ ∈M+(Y) such that M(µ) ≤∑J
i=1 M(µi) and in particular

min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) = min
µ∈M+(Ỹ)

M(µ)=
∑J

i=1 M(µi)

F̃p,C(µ).

The proof of this Lemma is given in Appendix A.1.

Remark 3.4 (Optimal (p, C)-barycenters). Lemma 3.3 states that the optimal objective
value for the (p, C)-barycenter is equal the related p-Wasserstein barycenter problem on the
augmented space. In particular, the proof also reveals that if µ̃? is a p-Wasserstein barycen-
ter for the augmented measures µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J then µ? := µ̃? − µ̃?(d)δd is a (p, C)-barycenter
for the measures µ1, . . . , µJ . Vice versa, if µ? is a (p, C)-barycenter for the measures

µ1, . . . , µJ then µ̃? := µ? +
(∑J

i=1 M(µi)−M(µ?)
)
δd is a p-Wasserstein barycenter for

the augmented measures µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J .

3.3 A Lift to Multi-Marginal Optimal Transport

On the augmented space Ỹ := Y ∪ {d} equipped with metric d̃C in (12), we define for
p ≥ 1 and J ∈ N a Borel barycenter application T̃ J,pC : ỸJ → Ỹ that takes as input
(y1, . . . , yJ) ∈ Ỹ and outputs any minimizer y ∈ Ỹ of the function

f(y) =
J∑

i=1

d̃pC(yi, y).

Of particular interest to us is the barycentric application restricted to inputs from X̃ .
However, we collect some of its key properties for general input (y1, . . . , yJ) ∈ ỸJ . For
this, we define the index set

B(y1, . . . , yJ) := {i | yi = d, 1 ≤ i ≤ J} .

If clear from the context, then the dependence on y1, . . . , yJ is suppressed and the set is
simply denoted as B.

Lemma 3.5. Fix some parameter C > 0 and consider the space Ỹ with metric d̃C as
defined in (12). For points (y1, . . . , yJ) ∈ ỸJ it holds that

(i) T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ) = d if and only if
∑
i 6∈B

d̃pC(yi, y) ≥ (J − 2|B|)Cp/2 for any y ∈ Ỹ. In

particular, if strict inequality holds then T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ) = d is unique.

(ii) If 2|B| ≥ J then it holds T̃ J,p(y1, . . . , yJ) = d with uniqueness if 2|B| > J .

(iii) If T̃ J,p(y1, . . . , yJ) 6= d then it holds

T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ) = arg min
y∈Y

∑

i 6∈B
d̃pC(yi, y).
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(iv) If C > 2
1
p diam(Y), then for any points y1, . . . , yJ ∈ Y with |B| = 0 it holds that

T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ) = T J,p(y1, . . . , yJ) where the latter one is defined with respect to the
usual metric dp on Y.

A proof of this result is provided in Appendix A.1. Lemma 3.5 allows to characterize the
centroid sets of the augmented measures µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J defined as

C̃KR(J, p, C) :=
{
y ∈ Ỹ | y = T̃ J,pC (x1, . . . , xJ), xi ∈ supp(µ̃i);

dp(y, xi) ≤ Cp ∀ xi 6= d
}
.

(13)

Remark 3.6. We point out that computing T̃ J,pC is in general a difficult optimisation prob-
lem. While for squared euclidean distance, computing the barycentric application simply
amounts to taking the mean of the xi, even on the non-augmented space, there are no
closed form solutions available for most choices of distances and values of p. This problem
is exacerbated by the truncation of the distance d̃ at Cp [as also pointed out in Müller et al.,
2020], since it implies that disregarding a certain subset of points and just computing the
barycenter with respect to the remaining xi might in fact be optimal. However, initially it
is not clear which xi to choose, turning this into a difficult combinatorial problem.

Recall that for any measure µ its support is contained in X a subset of Y. The augmented
measure µ̃ is extended by an additional support point at {d}. In particular, while the
centroid set is a subset of Ỹ it only depends on the support of the measures µ̃i contained
in X̃ := X ∪ {d}.

Corollary 3.7. For the centroid sets of the augmented measures µ̃i ∈ M+(X̃ ) with 1 ≤
i ≤ J it holds

C̃KR(J, p, C) ⊂ CKR(J, p, C) ∪ {d} ⊂ CKR(J, p) ∪ {d}.

Proof. The first inclusion follows by statements (i) and (iii) in Lemma 3.5 and the obser-
vation that |B| = J − L. The second by applying CKR(J, p, C) ⊂ CKR(J, p).

Remark 3.8. One could define CKR(J, p, C) in terms of d̃C instead of d to obtain equality
in the first inclusion. Replacing TL,p by T̃L,pC in the definition of the centroid set would not
alter any of the related proofs and yield slightly sharper control on the support of (p, C)-
barycenter. However, as we consider the given definition to be more intuitive, we omit this
improvement in the statement of the theorem.

Let Π(µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J) be the set of measures on Ỹ × . . . × Ỹ whose i-th marginal is equal to
µ̃i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ J . We refer to the elements of this set as multi-couplings of µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J .
For p ≥ 1 define the augmented multi-marginal transport problem as

min
π∈Π(µ̃1,...,µ̃J )

∫

ỸJ

cp,C(y1, . . . , yJ)π(dy1, . . . , dyJ), (14)

where

cp,C(y1, . . . , yJ) :=
1

J

J∑

i=1

d̃pC

(
yi, T̃

J,p
C (y1, . . . , yJ)

)
.

The relation between the augmented multi-marginal transport formulation (14) and the
(p, C)-barycenter is as follows.
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Proposition 3.9. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J be their augmented coun-
terparts. If π ∈ Π(µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J) is a solution to the augmented multi-marginal problem
(14), then the measure µ? := (T̃ J,pC #π)|Y ∈M+(Y) is a (p, C)-barycenter of the measures

µ1, . . . , µJ , where T̃ J,pC #π denotes the pushforward of π under T̃ J,pC . Moreover, for every
(p, C)-barycenter µ?, there exists a solution π to the augmented multi-marginal transport
problem, such that

µ? +

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ?)

)
δd = T̃ J,pC #π.

In particular, it holds that

min
π∈Π(µ̃1,...,µ̃J )

∫

ỸJ

cp,C(y1, . . . , yJ)π(dy1, . . . , dyJ) = inf
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ).

The proof follows straightforwardly along the lines of related statements for the multi-
marginal optimal transport problem (Le Gouic and Loubes, 2017, Theorem 8; Masarotto
et al., 2019, Lemma 8 or Panaretos and Zemel, 2020, Proposition 3.1.2). This corre-
spondence between the (p, C)-barycenter problem and a balanced multi-marginal optimal
transport serves as one of the key components in the proof of Theorem 2.5.

4 Computational Issues and Numerical Experiments

We present approaches to compute the (p, C)-barycenter problem by solving related OT
problems. Based on this, we investigate the performance of the Wasserstein and (p, C)-
barycenters on multiple synthetic datasets. For reference, we also report on results for
two related concepts of unbalanced barycenters (UBCs), namely the Gaussian-Hellinger-
Kantorovich and Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao barycenter.

4.1 Algorithms

Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 3.9 both allow to pose the augmented problem (recall Sec-
tion 3) as a linear program and using Lemma 3.3 one can obtain a solution to the original
problem by solving the augmented one. Using any linear program solver this enables the
direct computation of an exact solution of this problem. However, the number of variables
in this approach scales as the size of CKR(J, p, C) and hence it turns out to be infeasible al-
ready for relatively small instance sizes. To compute (p, C)-barycenters at larger scales we
revisit iterative methods to solve the (balanced) Wasserstein barycenter problem and give
instructions how to use modifications of them to compute (p, C)-barycenters. In particu-
lar, we detail a multi-scale method which solves successive fixed-support (p, C)-barycenter
LPs on increasingly refined support sets. This provides a meta-framework to adjust state-
of-the-art solvers for the Wasserstein barycenter for (p, C)-barycenter computations.
To construct the augmented problem we add the dummy point d to the support of the
µi’s, while setting its distance to all other locations to be Cp/2. Note, that by Lemma 2.1
and Lemma 3.1 the truncation of d̃ at Cp can be omitted if M(µ̃i) > 3 maxi=1,...,J M(µi).
If this is not the case, we can enforce it by adding additional mass at d in all augmented
measures without changing the optimal value.
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4.1.1 LP-Formulation for the (p,C)-Barycenter

Using property (i) from Theorem 2.5, we can rewrite the augmented (p, C)-barycenter
problem as a linear program similarly to the usual p-Wasserstein barycenter problem (4).
However, compared to the latter one, we replace the standard centroid set CW (J, p) from
(11), by the centroid set C̃KR(J, p, C) of the augmented measures from (13). This yields

min
π(1),...,π(J),a

1

J

J∑

i=1

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑

j=1

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk c

i
jk

s.t.

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk = aj , ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p, C)|,

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑

j=1

π
(i)
jk = bik, ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi,

π
(i)
jk ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , J, ∀j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p, C)|,

∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi,

where Mi = |X̃i| is the cardinality of the support of the augmented measure µ̃i. Here, cijk
denotes the distance between the j-th point of |C̃KR(J, p, C)| and the k-th point in the sup-
port of m̃ui, while bi is the vector of masses corresponding to µ̃i. For practical purposes it
may be advantageous to solve the multi-marginal problem instead of the (p, C)-barycenter
problem. This changes the number of variables from |C̃KR(J, p, C)|(1 +

∑J
i=1Mi) to∏J

i=1Mi and the number of constraints from J |C̃KR(J, p, C)|+∑J
i=1Mi to

∑J
i=1Mi. De-

pending on the value of C, and hence the cardinality of C̃KR(J, p, C), it is possible to pick
the problem with the smaller complexity.
While this formulation is appealing for proving theoretical statements as provided in The-
orem 2.5, it quickly becomes computationally infeasible even for small scale problems as
the number of variables in the LP grows potentially as

∏
Mi. However, it still enables

exact computations of (p, C)-barycenters for small scale examples, which is currently im-
possible for general UBCs. Though, while there has been some recent advancement for
the 2-Wasserstein barycenter in special cases [Altschuler and Boix-Adsera, 2021] these
LP-based algorithms ultimately do not scale to large instance sizes.

4.2 Iterative Algorithms and the Multi-Scale Approach

For the Wasserstein barycenter, iterative methods computing approximate barycenters,
with a per iterations complexity only linear in the number of measures, enjoy great pop-
ularity. Most well known is the fixed-support Wasserstein barycenter [Ge et al., 2019,
Lin et al., 2020, Xie et al., 2020] approach, aiming to find the best approximation of the
barycenter on a pre-specified support set, for which a variety of methods is available. We
utilise this fixed-support approach for the augmented (p, C)-barycenter problem by adding
the dummy point d to the given support and constructing the cost as described above.
This yields a meta-framework which allows to employ fixed-support Wasserstein barycen-
ter algorithms for fixed-support (p, C)-barycenter computation. One can also modify more
general free support methods [Cuturi and Doucet, 2014, Ge et al., 2019, Luise et al., 2019],
which usually alternate between updating the support set of the barycenter and its weights
on this set, to provide approximate (p, C)-barycenters. However, the necessary position
updates usually explicitly or implicitly rely on being able to compute the barycentric
application T̃ J,p efficiently. Recalling Remark 3.6, this is in general not tractable for the
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Figure 6: An illustration of the multi-scale approach on two different datasets. The fixed-
support solutions are shown on grids of the sizes 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64 and
128 × 128 increasing from left to right. The corresponding run-times on a single core
of an Intel Core i7 12700K in the first/second row were 2.5/5 seconds, 14/16 seconds,
145/42 seconds, 13/3 minutes and 143/22 minutes. Top: The dataset of nested ellipses
from Figure 7. Bottom: The dataset of ellipses with clustered support structure from
Figure 2.

augmented problem, which severely hinders the use of these approaches. Thus, it is tempt-
ing to avoid these issues by approximating Y with a large finite space, i.e., by taking a
grid of high-resolution, and solving the fixed support (p, C)-barycenter problem on this
set. However, solving the fixed-support problem on this large space requires significant
computational effort. We advovate an alternative by adapting the ideas of multi-scale
methods for the Wasserstein distance/barycenter [Mérigot, 2011, Gerber and Maggioni,
2017, Schmitzer, 2019] to the (p, C)-barycenter setting. The idea of this approach is to
start with a coarse version of the problem and then successively solve refined problems,
while using the knowledge of the coarse solution to reduce the complexity of the finer ones.
Thus, we initialise the support set of the barycenter as a fixed grid of size K1×· · ·×Kd in
Rd. In the j-th step of the algorithm, after solving the fixed-support problem, we remove
the grid points which have zero mass and replace the remaining ones with its 2d closest
points in a refined version of the original grid of size 2jK1 × · · · × 2jKd. This can be
understood as solving the fixed-support problem on successively finer grids, while incor-
porating information provided by having already solved a coarser solution of the problem.
We terminate the method once a pre-specified resolution has been reached. This allows to
obtain fixed-support approximation of the (p, C)-barycenter on fine grids without having
to optimise over the full support set.
We point out that this approach, while inspired by multi-scale approaches is more closely
related to the formerly mentioned free-support methods. As such it does in general not
yield a globally optimal fixed-support (p, C)-barycenter at the finest resolution. Instead
it converges to a local minimum of the unbalanced Fréchet functional depending on the
resolution of the initial grid. This is a common problem among alternating procedures for
the free-support barycenter problem and can be attributed to the fact that the Fréchet
functional is non-convex in the support locations of the measures. However, we stress that
with this approach we observe reasonable approximations of the (p, C)-barycenter while
avoiding the inherent problems of generalising usual position update procedures discussed

above. In particular, we do not have to solve the
˜
T J,pC barycenter problem at any point.

Additionally, we note that the initial grid size should be chosen at least fine enough that
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Figure 7: An excerpt of a dataset of N = 100 discretized ellipses. Each measure contains
between 1 and 3 ellipses with equal probability. Each ellipse consists of 50 points with
mass 1 in [0, 1]2. Left: In darkgreen the 2-Wasserstein barycenter, where all measures are
normalized to be probability measures. Right: In red, the (2, 1.5)-barycenter.

the distance between two adjacent grid points is smaller than C. Otherwise it is possible
that support points lying between two grid points, having distance larger C to both, are
not accounted for. For a visual illustration of the algorithm we refer to Figure 6.

4.3 Synthetic Data Simulations

We test the performance of the (p, C)-barycenter as a data analytic tool compared to the
usual p-Wasserstein barycenter on a multitude of datasets. We base our computations on
the MAAIPM method [Ge et al., 2019], which allows for high-precision approximations
of barycenters up to moderate data sizes. The algorithm has been deployed to solve the
fixed-support (p, C)-barycenter problems arising in the multi-scale method detailed above.
Implementations of our used method and some alternatives can be found as part of the
R-package WSGeometry (https://github.com/F-Heinemann/WSGeometry/).

Mismatched Shapes

This first set of examples mainly serves as starting point to illustrate improved perfor-
mance of the (p, C)-barycenter compared to the p-Wasserstein barycenter. A prototypical
benchmark for the p-Wasserstein barycenter are two nested ellipses as popularized in Cu-
turi and Doucet [2014]. For our example of nested ellipses, we assume that the support
of each measure consists of nested ellipses, but the number of ellipses varies between the
individual underlying measures. Specifically, we assume that for each µi the number of
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Figure 8: The (2, C)-barycenters for the measures in Figure 2 for different
values of C. From top-left to bottom-right the values of C are equal to
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.275, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, respectively.

ellipses is uniformly random in {1, 2, 3} and that each ellipse is discretised onto M support
points with unit mass, respectively. This can be seen in Figure 7. We observe that while
the p-Wasserstein barycenter recovers the elliptic shape of the underlying measures, it fails
to produce distinct ellipses and instead produces something akin to a ring. In contrast, the
(p, C)-barycenter yields two distinct ellipses, which coincides with the expected number of
ellipses in one of the measures. This aligns well with intuition that the (p, C)-barycenter
will simply disregard any additional structures which are not present in a sufficient amount
of underlying measures. In contrast, the p-Wasserstein barycenter does not allow for this
flexibility which enforces additional support points.

Local Scale Cluster Detection

Recall the setting of Figure 2. In the following class of examples, we are interested in
datasets which possesses a natural cluster structure. Let B1, . . . , BR ⊂ RD be convex,
disjoint sets and assume that supp(µi) ⊂ ∪Rr=1Br for all i = 1, . . . , J . If the diameter of
all Br is bounded from above by C and that the distance between each two Br, Bs is at
least 21/pC, then Lemma 2.7 guarentees that the (p, C)-barycenter detects all of the R
clusters in which at least J/2 measures have positive mass. In particular, by Theorem 2.5
(v) the (p, C)-barycenter will have mass in all of those clusters. Intuitively, this setting
is reasonable if, for instance, it is already known that any interactions between support
points of different measures are limited to scales below a certain threshold, which should
then be chosen as C. The lower bound on the inter-cluster distance ensures that any pair
of two clusters is well-separated, ensuring that it is always possible to distinguish between
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two different clusters, as they can not be arbitrarily close to each other.
In Figure 2 the p-Wasserstein barycenter completely fails to capture the geometric data
structure. Most of its mass is between the clusters and the outer clusters have nearly
no mass. Moreover, the elliptic structure within each cluster is clearly not captured. In
contrast, the (p, C)-barycenter not only captures all clusters, it also distinguishes between
the difference in intensity (expected number of ellipses) in the clusters, matching the
theoretical guarantees of Lemma 2.7. We stress that for this example the choice of C
is of particular importance. If we choose C too large, the (p, C)-barycenter will fail to
recover the data’s support structure (for an illustration of the (p, C)-barycenter in this
example over a range of values of C see Figure 8). Consequently, it is crucial to choose C
appropriately. In this example, the barycenter appears to be stable and detect all clusters
for C ∈ [0.1, 0.275]. Notably, if the locations of the clusters are already known, this
setting also allows for parallel computations of the (p, C)-barycenter, where the problems
are solved separately on each cluster and recombined at the end (Lemma 2.7).

Randomly distorted Measures

In a statistical context it is important to investigate the stability of the (p, C)-barycenter
under random distortions. We fix a reference measure µ0 on Rd and generate a set of
measures by random modifications of µ0. We then attempt to recover µ0 by computing
the p-Wasserstein and (p, C)-barycenter of these measures, respectively.
In the following, let B(p) denote a Bernoulli random variable with mean p, Poi(λ) a
Poisson distribution with mean λ and U [a, b] a uniform distribution on [a, b]. We generate
µ1, . . . , µJ as follows:
For i = 1, . . . , J initialise µi = µ0, then succesively modify µi based on the four following
steps.

(i) Point Deletion: Fix pdel ∈ [0, 1] and λdel ∈ R+. We draw a Ber(pdel) ran-
dom variable. If it takes the value 1, then we draw D ∼ Poi(λdel) and select
min(D, |supp(µ0)|) points in the support of µ0 uniformly by drawing without re-
placement. These points (and their mass) are not contained in µi, since they have
been deleted.

(ii) Point Addition: We fix parameters padd ∈ [0, 1], λadd ∈ R+,madd ∈ R2, σadd ∈
R2×2, u0, u1 ∈ R. Draw a Ber(padd) random variable. If it takes the value 1, draw a
Poi(λadd) random variable α. Then, generate α random variables following a normal
distribution with mean madd and covariance matrix σadd. Add these support points
to µi, where the weight of each of these points is determined by independent U [u0, u1]
random variables.

(iii) Position Change: Fix parameters a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ R with a1 ≤ b1 and a2 ≤ b2. For
each x0 in the support of µi, we draw a U([a1, b1] × [a2, b2]) random variable and
shift the position of x0 by it.

(iv) Weight Change: Fix parameters l, u ∈ R with l ≤ u. For each support point x0

of µ0 with weight w0, we draw a U [l, u] random variable U and change the weight
of x0 in µi to be w0 + U .

An example of this setting can be seen in Figure 9. Comparing the two barycenters
displayed there to the original measure reveals that, while the rough shape of the 2-
Wasserstein barycenter is correct, its mass is spread out over a larger area and it has a
significantly larger number of support points. Since all measures have been normalised, we
have also lost all information on the mass of µ0. Contrary to that, the (p, C)-barycenter
retrieves the original measures recovering the location and number of the of support points
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Figure 9: An excerpt from a dataset of N = 100 noisy nested ellipses supported in [0, 1]2.
The parameters are pdel = 1/3, λdel = 75, padd = 1/3, λadd = 25, madd = (0.5, 0.5)T ,
σadd = 0.15I2, u0 = 0.9, u1 = 1.1, a1 = a2 = −0.025, b1 = b2 = 0.025, l = u = 0.1. Left:
The 2-Wasserstein barycenter (dark green). Center: The original measure µ0 (black).
Right: The (2, 1.5)-barycenter (red).

closely. Additionally, it also has a mass which only deviates from the original mass by
about 0.23%. If one is only interested in recovering the general shape of the data, both
approaches provide comparable performance. However, if the measures total mass and
more detailed support structure are of importance the (p, C)-barycenter appears to be
preferable.

Total Mass Intensity

While the p-Wasserstein barycenter of J probability measures has mass one, the mass of
the (p, C)-barycenter depends on C as well as the geometry of the measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈
M+(X ). Exact values for the mass of a (p, C)-barycenter without detailed computa-
tions, are only available in the limiting scenarios where C is extremely small or large
relative to the other distances in X . For the former, we know by Theorem 2.5 (v) that
the barycenter has mass zero for disjoint measures and for the latter, Theorem 2.5 (vi)
yields that there exists a (p, C)-barycenter with total mass intensity equal to the median
of M(µ1), . . . ,M(µJ). For intermediate values of C, Theorem 2.5 (i) yields the upper
bound by 2J−1

∑J
i=1 M(µi). To highlight some possible behaviours of the total mass in-

tensity of (p, C)-barycenter we consider three specific examples in Figure 10. We note
that in all three cases at about C = 0.6 the mass of the barycenters is at the median of
their respective µ1, . . . , µJ and does no longer change with increasing C. This is signifi-
cantly smaller than the requirement in Theorem 2.5 (vi), which underlines the fact that
while in the worst case, this lower bound is sharp, in many examples the total mass of
the (p, C)-barycenter stabilises significantly earlier. Moreover, none of the three curves is
monotone. Instead the total mass of the barycenter is increasing up to a certain point,
after which it decreases until it reaches the median of the masses. This makes intuitive
sense, as the measures are disjoint, thus for small C the barycenter is empty and starts
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Figure 10: The mass of a (p, C)-barycenter for three sets of measures relative to the
median of the total mass intensities of these measures. The green line corresponds to
J = 25 measures from the same class as considered in Figure 2. The red line corresponds
to the same measures where the four outer clusters have been moved closer to the central
one, such that their distance has been halved. The blue line corresponds to J = 5 measures
with the same cluster structure as in Figure 2, where the total number of ellipses in all
clusters is fixed to be equal to four for all J measures.

to grow in mass quickly as the points within the clusters can be matched. In particular,
the differences in intensity between clusters might lead to a total mass over the median
M(µ1), . . . ,M(µJ), as by Lemma 2.7 the total mass intensity of the (p, C)-barycenter is∑R

r=1med(M(µ1|Br
), . . . ,M(µJ|Br

), where B1, . . . , B5 denote the respective cluster loca-
tions. For larger C these clusters start to merge and support points between the clusters
reduce the total mass. In particular, these points can be seen clearly in the plot. Up until
about C = 0.1, which is the cluster size, the mass of the barycenters rises sharply, before
stabilising until the intercluster distance is reached. This is about 0.3 for the green and
blue lines and about 0.15 for the red line (since the measures in this example are generated
by halving the intercluster distance from the green one). This behaviour highlights the
sensitivity of the mass of the (p, C)-barycenter to the geometry of the measures. It is
therefore impossible to infer the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter from the magnitude of
C alone without accounting for the specific measures. However, analysing the structural
properties of the support sets of the measures might provide a good indication at what
values of C changes in drastic behaviour of the total mass are to be expected.

4.4 Comparison with Related Unbalanced Barycenter Concepts

We compare the (p, C)-barycenter with two alternative UBC approaches.
The Gaussian-Hellinger-Kantorovich Barycenter: This example falls in the general
framework of optimal entropy transport problems. Measuring deviation between a feasible
solution and the input marginals is carried out via the Kullback-Leibler divergence defined
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for µ� ν 6 as

KL(µ, ν) =
∑

x∈X
µ(x) log

(
µ(x)

ν(x)

)
.

If µ 6� ν the value of KL is set to be +∞. For a parameter λ > 0, the Gaussian-Hellinger-
Kantorovich Distance [Liero et al., 2018] is defined as

GHKλ(µ, ν) = min
π∈M+(X×X )

∑

x,x′∈X
d2(x, x′)π(x, x′) + λKL(µ, π1) + λKL(ν, π2),

where π1 and π2 denote the respective marginals of π. The GHKλ barycenter is defined
as

arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

N∑

i=1

GHKλ(µi, µ).

The Hellinger-Kantorovich Barycenter: The Hellinger-Kantorovich distance, also
known as Wasserstein-Fisher-Rao distance [Liero et al., 2018, Chizat et al., 2018a], is
closely related to the Gaussian-Hellinger-Kantorovich distance. For fixed parameter σ ∈
(0, π/2], referred to as the cut-locus, it is defined as

HKσ(µ, ν) = min
π∈M+(X×X )

∑

x,x′∈X
(− log(cos2

σ(d(x, y)))π(x, x′)

+KL(µ, π1) +KL(ν, π2),

where cosσ : z 7→ cos(min(z, σ)). For a fixed cut-off locus σ, the HKσ barycenter is defined
as

arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

N∑

i=1

HKσ(µi, µ).

Comparing the barycenters: As the resulting barycenters vary significantly in all three
cases, depending on the parameters C, λ, σ, we compare their behaviour upon change of
parameter. As a simple example, we consider four measures supported on subsets of a grid
on [0, 1]2, displayed in Figure 11. To ensure fair comparison, we deploy the same method
based on the general scaling method [Chizat et al., 2018b] to approximate the UBC in all
three cases. However, we point out that this implies disregarding the ambient space and
instead taking the minimum over all positive measures supported on a prespecified grid
in [0, 1]2.
For high parameter values all three approaches yield similar results. This is, of course, to
be expected, since these distances interpolate between p-Wasserstein distance and total
variation/Kullback-Leibler distance and large parameters correspond to a setting being
close to the Wasserstein distance. The KR barycenter has mass zero for small choice of
C by Theorem 2.5 (iv), since the four measures have disjoint support. After reaching a
threshold of C ≈ 0.1, the mass in the (2, C)-barycenter starts to increase as mass is added
in the center of the unit square until at C ≈ 0.3 the mass of an individual data measure
is reached.
For small λ the GHKλ barycenter has small mass and its support is close to that of a
linear mean of the four measures, though the total mass intensity is significantly lower
than for the original measures. With increasing λ the mass starts to increase and to smear
into the middle of the unit square, until a large square, encompassing all four data sup-
ports, is formed. After this point increasing λ causes the square to contract while its mass

6A measure µ ∈ M+(X ) is said to be absolutely continuous (denoted µ � ν) with respect to another
measure ν ∈M+(X ) if ν(A) = 0 implies µ(A) = 0 for any measurable set A.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the three unbalanced barycenters when varying their pa-
rameter. All measures are supported on an equidistant 64 × 64 grid in [0, 1]2. First
row: The four underlying measures. Second row: The Gaussian-Hellinger-Kantorovich
barycenter for λ = 0.01, 0.15, . . . , 1.83, 1.97. Third row: The Hellinger-Kantorovich
barycenter for σ = 0.01, 0.08, . . . , 0.64, 0.71. Fourth row: The KR barycenter for
C = 0.01, 0.08, . . . , 0.64, 0.71.

Figure 12: Images displaying the underlying measures used for barycenter computation
in Figure 13. Each row corresponds to a dataset of ten elements of the classical MNIST
dataset which have been randomly rescaled and shifted within a 50 × 50 grid in [0, 1]2.
Their total mass intensities have not been normalised.

increases. Finally, we approach a single square at roughly the same size as the squares in
the underlying measures for large λ.
The HKσ barycenter is close to a linear mean of the four measures for small cut-off. In-
creasing σ initially reduces the mass at each of the square locations. At a threshold of
σ ≈ 0.34, we observe a change, where part of the mass is moved vertically or horizontally
to the mid points between the squares in a rectangular shape. Until σ ≈ 0.43 all mass is
shifted to these ”middle-rectangles”, at which point a second shift occurs, where the mass
from these rectangles starts to move towards a square in the center. At σ ≈ 0.6, all mass
has been shifted towards a square in the center and there is no further change in the HK
barycenter, when increasing σ.
Additionally, we consider Figure 13, where the three unbalanced barycenter models are

compared on three exemplary classes based on the MNIST dataset. Here, the original
28 × 28 images have been rescaled to sizes between 14 × 14 and 42 × 42 and embedded
in a random subgrid of a 50 × 50 image. In this setting, there is a notable distinction
between the GHK barycenter and the KR and HK barycenters. While for the former,
the overall shape is recovered even for small parameter values, the latter two barycenters
produce unstructured results for small parameters. The GHK distance is not constructed
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Comparison of the three unbalanced barycenters when varying their parameter.
The set of underlying measures for (a) is the first row of Figure 12. For (b) it is the second
for (c) the third. For each class of examples the three different UOT barycenter models are
considered in different rows: First row: The Gaussian-Hellinger-Kantorovich barycenter
for λ = 0.01, 0.12, 0.23, . . . , 1. Second row: The Hellinger-Kantorovich barycenter for
σ = 0.01, 0.08, . . . , 0.64. Third row: The KR barycenter for C = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.
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to have a maximal transport distance comparable to the impact of C or σ in the other
two cases, which allows to transport across larger distance and recover the correct shape
for smaller values of λ. However, the mass of the GHK barycenter is significantly smaller
than that of the original measures for small values of λ and only increases to the correct
magnitude for larger penalty values. The HK and KR barycenters consist of fragments
of the final shape which move towards a joint location for increasing parameters. For
large penalties all three models are nearly identical and display the corresponding number
correctly. This makes sense, as in this setting the minimisation in any individual term of
the (p, C)-Fréchet functional is driven by minimising an OT term. We point out that for
the (p, C)-barycenter this regime is guaranteed to be reached by choosing C larger than
the diameter of the space, while for the other two models the suitable parameter choice
for this example is ambiguous without actually computing the result for specific values.

Overall, for large parameter values all considered UBCs perform similarly. In small pa-
rameter regimes we observe significant differences. This difference in behavior is to be
expected as the dependence of the UOT models on their parameters varies significantly.
One key advantage of the KR barycenter is that its connection between the choice of C
and the properties of the resulting barycenter is immediate and intuitive. While the cut-off
locus σ for the HK barycenter fulfils a similar role, imposing control at the maximum scale
at which transport does occur, the consequences of changing σ from one value to another
are far less immediate due to the involved structure of the cost functional in this setting.
Similarly to the KR barycenter, it is worth noticing that the HK barycenter does allow for
mass at locations given by centroids of support points of L < N measures. Though, while
for the KRD a feature of the underlying measures is only contained in the barycenter if
it is present in more than L = N/2 measures, the HK barycenter also allows for mass
at locations constructed from less support points. Thus, the HK barycenter is prone to
being more susceptible to errors due to noise within the data. Compared to the other two
choices, the parameter λ of the GHK barycenter does appear to have less interpretation,
with the only clear connection being that increasing λ increases the mass of the GHK
barycenter. There does also not appear to be any well-founded method how to approach
the choice of λ for a given dataset.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proofs of Section 3

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let µ ∈M+(Y) be such that M(µ) ≤∑J
i=1 M(µi). Then

Fp,C(µ)
(i)
=

1

J

J∑

i=1

ÕT
p

d̃pC
(µ+ M(µi)δd, µi + M(µ)δd)

(ii)
=

1

J

J∑

i=1

ÕT
p

d̃pC

(
µ+

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ)

)
δd, µ̃i

)

=F̃p,C

(
µ+

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ)

)
δd

)
,

where (i) follows from the lift to an OT problem (Section 3.1) and (ii) follows from
Lemma 3.1 by adding mass

∑
j 6=iM(µj)−M(µ) at d. We then have that

min
µ∈M+(Y)

M(µ)≤∑J
i=1 M(µi)

Fp,C(µ) = min
µ∈M+(Y)

M(µ)≤∑J
i=1 M(µi)

F̃p,C

(
µ+

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ)

)
δd

)

≥ min
µ∈M+(Ỹ)

M(µ)=
∑J

i=1 M(µi)

F̃p,C(µ)

and

min
µ∈M+(Ỹ)

M(µ)=
∑J

i=1 M(µi)

F̃p,C(µ) = min
µ∈M+(Ỹ)

M(µ)=
∑J

i=1 M(µi)

Fp,C(µ|Y) ≥ min
µ∈M+(Y)

M(µ)≤∑J
i=1 M(µi)

Fp,C(µ).

Combining both inequalities and using Lemma 3.2 then finishes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. (i) By definition, the objective value for T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ) at d is equal

to (J − |B|)Cp/2. Thus, T̃ J,pC outputs d if and only if for any y ∈ Y it holds

J∑

i=1

d̃pC(yi, y) ≥ (J − |B|)Cp/2
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which is equivalent to

∑

i 6∈B
d̃pC(yi, y) ≥ (J − 2|B|)Cp/2.

In particular, if all inequalities are strict d is the unique output for T̃ J,pC (y1, . . . , yJ). State-
ment (ii) is a direct consequence of (i). For statement (iii) we again use that by definition
d̃pC(y, d) = Cp/2 for any y ∈ Y and hence

min
y∈Y

J∑

i=1

d̃pC(yi, y) = |B|C
p

2
+ min

y∈Y

∑

i 6∈B
d̃pC(yi, y).

Proving (iv), let C > 21/pdiam(Y), pick points y1, . . . , yJ ∈ Y and observe that for any
y ∈ Y it holds that

J∑

i=1

d̃pC(yi, d) = J
Cp

2
> Jdiam(Y)p ≥

J∑

i=1

dp(yi, y).

Thus, T̃ J,pC (x1, . . . , xJ) 6= d and since |B| = 0, the claim follows from (iii).

A.2 Proofs of Section 2

Proof for Lemma 2.1. Suppose that πC is optimal but its induced graph G(πC) contains
a path P = (xi1 , . . . , xik) such that L(P ) > Cp. By definition of G(πC) it holds that
πC(xij , xij+1) > 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. We define a new transport plan with augmented
transport along the path P . For this, define ε := min1≤j≤k−1 πC(xij , xij+1) and construct
the new plan

π̃C(x, x′) =

{
πC(x, x′)− ε, if ∃ 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, x = xij , x

′ = xij+1

πC(x, x′), else.

Compared to πC the transportation cost for π̃C is reduced by εL(P ) while the marginal
deviation is increased by εCp. In particular, it holds that

∑

x,x′
dp(x, x′)π̃C(x, x′) +

Cp

2

(∑

x

µ(x)− π̃C(x,X ) +
∑

x′
ν(x′)− π̃C(X , x′)

)

=
∑

x,x′
dp(x, x′)πC(x, x′) +

Cp

2

(∑

x

µ(x)− πC(x,X ) +
∑

x′
ν(x′)− πC(X , x′)

)

+ ε (Cp − L(P )) .

As ε > 0 and L(P ) > Cp this contradicts the optimality for πC . Consequently, any path
P in the induced graph G(πC) necessarily has path length at most Cp. If d(x, x′) > C
this implies that dp(x, x′) > Cp and hence by the statement on induced graphs that
πC(x, x′) = 0.

Proof for Theorem 2.2. We first establish the metric properties (i). It is straightforward
to show KRp,C(µ, ν) = 0 if and only if µ = ν and that KRp,C is symmetric. For the
triangle inequality let µ, ν, τ ∈ M+(X ) and choose B ≥ max{M(µ),M(ν),M(τ)}. Then
by augmenting the measures accordingly (Section 3.1) we find that

KRp,C(µ, ν) =
(

ÕTd̃pC
(µ̃, ν̃)

)1/p

≤
(

ÕTd̃pC
(µ̃, τ̃)

)1/p
+
(

ÕTd̃pC
(τ̃ , ν̃)

)1/p
= KRp,C(µ, τ) + KRp,C(τ, ν)
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where the inequality follows by the triangle inequality for the Wasserstein distance [Villani,
2003, Theorem 7.3]. Statement (ii) follows from Lemma 2.1 by noting that there exists at
least one optimal solution πC equal to zero except on the diagonal for which πC(x, x) =
µ(x)∧ν(x). Plugging into the objective of (2) yields the claim. Additionally, suppose that
w.l.o.g. µ(x) ≥ ν(x) for all x ∈ X . Then independent to the choice of C > 0 and p ≥ 1 the
unique optimal solution is to remain all shared mass at its common place and to delete
surplus material which is exactly the solution πC(x, x) = µ(x) ∧ ν(x) described before.
Statement (iii) follows by noting that for C ≥ maxx,x′ d(x, x′) the dual formulation in
(DUOTp,C) and in (DOTp) coincide.
Finally, for statement (iv) we note that by construction it holds d̃pC1

(x, y) ≤ d̃pC2
(x, y) for

all x, y ∈ Ỹ. Hence, for any coupling π of the augmented measures µ̃, ν̃ it holds

∑

x,x′∈Ỹ
d̃pC1

(x, x′)π(x, x′) ≤
∑

x,x′∈Ỹ
d̃pC2

(x, x′)π(x, x′).

Taking the minimum over all couplings of µ̃ and ν̃ on both sides completes the proof.

A.2.1 Proof for Theorem 2.3

Using the lift to the OT problem, we can now start to prove the closed formula on ultra-
metric trees. For this, consider an ultrametric tree T with height function h : V → R+ and
define its p-height transformed tree denoted Tp := T as the same tree but with height func-
tion hp(v) = 2p−1h(v)p. An illustration is given in Figure 4. Notice that by monotonicity
Tp is again an ultrametric tree.

Lemma A.1. Let T be an ultrametric tree with height function h : V → R+ and consider
its p-height transformed tree Tp. Then it holds that

dpT (v,w) = dTp(v,w)

for all leaf nodes v,w ∈ L ⊂ V .

Proof. Let v,w ∈ L be two leaf nodes in the ultrametric tree T with height function h and
let a be their common ancestor7. Since paths between any two vertices are unique and all
leaf nodes have the same distance to the root, it holds that

dT (v, a)− dT (w, a) = dT (v, a) + dT (a, r)− dT (a, r)− dT (w, a)

= dT (v, r)− dT (w, r) = 0.

Hence,

(dT (v,w))p = (dT (v, a) + dT (w, a))p = 2p(h(a)− h(v))p = 2ph(a)p,

where we use that h(v) = 0. Repeating the argument for the ultrametric tree Tp we
conclude that dTp(v,w) = 2dTp(v, a) = 2ph(a)p.

Equipped with this result we are now able to prove the closed formula from Theorem 2.3.

Proof for Theorem 2.3. Let KRp
p,C(µ, ν) = UOTp,C(µ, ν) refer to UOT w.r.t. the distance

on T , which only depends on the distance between individual leaf nodes. Considering the
p-th height transformed tree Tp and applying Lemma A.1 we conclude that

7If v,w ∈ L are leaf nodes their common ancestor is defined as the node included in the path from v to
w closest to the root.
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KRp
p,C(µL, νL) = min

π∈M+(L×L)

∑

v,v′∈L
dTp(v, v′)π(v, v′)

+
Cp

2

(∑

v∈L

(
µL(v)− π(v, L)

)
+
∑

v′∈L

(
νL(v′)− π(L, v′)

)
)

s.t. π(v, L) ≤ µL(v) , ∀ v ∈ L,

π(L, v′) ≤ νL(v′) , ∀ v′ ∈ L.

The linear optimization problem can be decomposed on several subtrees. For this recall
that by Lemma 2.1 (i) there exists an optimal solution such that mass transportation is
only considered on metric scales between two leaf nodes v, v′ ∈ L such that dTp(v, v′) ≤ Cp.
If v0 is the common ancestor of v, v′ then by the ultrametric tree properties of T (see also
the proof of Lemma A.1) the inequality dTp(v, v′) ≤ Cp is equivalent to the height function

h(v0) ≤ C
2 . Consider the set R(C) in (7) and for each v ∈ R(C) define subtrees C(v)

consisting of the children of v and the subset of corresponding edges. By construction
if vi, vj ∈ R(C) with vi 6= vj then the subtrees are disjoint C(vi) ∩ C(vj) = ∅ (Figure 4
(a) for an illustration). In particular, the linear optimization problem KRp

p,C(µL, νL) is
decomposed on each individual subtree C(v) for each v ∈ R(C). The distance on indi-
vidual subtrees is set to be the p-th height transformed tree distance dTp which exactly
captures the pairwise p-th power distance between leaf nodes belonging to the same sub-
tree (Lemma A.1). For an element v ∈ R(C) consider its subtree C(v) with distance
dTp . By definition the maximal distance between its leaf nodes is bounded by Cp/2.
We augment the subtree C(v) with a dummy node ṽ and introduce an edge e = (v, ṽ)
with edge weight Cp

2 − 2p−1h(v)p (Figure 4 (b) for an illustration). Denote the aug-

mented tree by C̃(v). Considering the measures µL, νL restricted to C(v) we augment
µL adding mass

(
µL(C(v))− νL(C(v))

)
+

at ṽ and vice versa augment νL adding mass(
νL(C(v))− µL(C(v))

)
+

at ṽ. This construction defines an equivalent OT problem on C̃(v)
[Guittet, 2002]. Hence, applying the closed formula for OT on general metric trees [Evans
and Matsen, 2012, p.575] yields

2p−1
∑

w∈C(v)\{v}

(
(h(par(w))p − h(w)p)

∣∣µL(C(w))− νL(C(w))
∣∣
)

+

(
Cp

2
− h(v)

) ∣∣µL(C(v))− νL(C(v))
∣∣ .

Summing over all subtrees indexed by the set R(C) finishes the proof.

A.2.2 Proofs for the Barycenter

Proof for Theorem 2.5. (ii) Let µ be a (p, C)-barycenter and µ̃ its augmented counterpart.
Then, by Proposition 3.9 there exists an optimal multi-coupling π, such that it holds
µ = µ̃|Y = (T̃ J,pC #π)|Y . Hence, for each y ∈ supp(µ̃) there exists Ky ≥ 1 and Ky J-tupels

(x1
y,1, . . . , x

J
y,1), . . . , (x1

y,Ky
, . . . , xJy,Ky

) such that for k = 1, . . . ,Ky it holds

y = T̃ J,pC (x1
y,k, . . . , x

J
y,k)

and µ(y) =
∑Ky

k=1 a
y
k, where ayk = π(x1

y,k, . . . , x
J
y,k). For i = 1, . . . , J define π̃i ∈M+(Y×Y)

by π̃i(y, x
i
y,k) = ayk for all y ∈ supp(µ̃), i = 1, . . . , J and k = 1, . . . ,Ky. Set π̃i to be zero
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everywhere else for i = 1, . . . , J . By construction, π̃i defines an OT plan between µ̃ and
µ̃i for i = 1, . . . , J . It holds

1

J

J∑

i=1

ÕT d̃pC
(µ̃, µ̃i) =

∑

x∈supp(π)

cp,C(x)π(x)

=
∑

x∈supp(π)

1

J

J∑

i=1

d̃pC

(
xi, T̃

J,p
C (x)

)
π(x)

=
1

J

∑

y∈supp(µ̃)

J∑

i=1

Ky∑

k=1

d̃pC(xiy,k, y)ayk

=
1

J

J∑

i=1

∑

y∈supp(µ̃)

Ky∑

k=1

d̃pC(xiy,k, y)π̃i(y, xiy,k),

where the first equality follows from Proposition 3.9 and the third and fourth by construc-
tion. Since π̃i is an OT plan between µ̃ and µ̃i it holds for all i = 1, . . . , J that

∑

y∈supp(µ̃)

Ky∑

k=1

d̃pC(xiy,k, y)π̃i(y, x
i
y,k) ≥ ÕT

p
p,C(µ̃, µ̃i).

Thus, it follows together with the previous equations that

ÕT
p
p,C(µ̃, µ̃i) =

∑

y∈supp(µ̃)

Ky∑

k=1

d̃pC(xiy,k, y)π̃i(y, x
i
y,k),

i.e. π̃i is optimal. Lemma 3.5 now yields the first part of the statement.
For the second part assume that for any (x1, . . . , xL) ∈ YL it holds that TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) =
TL,p(y1, x2, . . . , xL) is equivalent to x1 = y1. Let y ∈ supp(µ̃) and consider OT plans
π̃1, . . . , π̃J between µ̃ and µ̃i, respectively. For i = 1, . . . , J consider xi such that π̃i(y, x

i) =
ai > 0. Assume that it holds y 6= T̃ J,pC (x1, . . . , xJ). Denote the minimum of the ai as
a0 = mini=1,...,J ai. By construction, it follows that

F̃p,C(µ̃− a0δy + a0δT̃J,p
C (x1,...,xJ )

) < Fp,C(µ̃),

which is a contradiction to µ̃ being a barycenter of µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J . Thus, it holds y =
T̃ J,pC (x1, . . . , xJ). Now, assume w.l.o.g. there exists x1, z1 ∈ Y, such that it holds π1(y, x1) >
0 and π1(y, z1) > 0. However, by the previous argument this implies

T̃ J,pC (x1, . . . , xJ) = y = T̃ J,pC (z1, . . . , xJ).

By assumption this is equivalent to x1 = z1, thus it holds for all x, y ∈ Y and i = 1, . . . , J
that πi(y, x) ∈ {0, µ(y)}.
(i) By Proposition 3.9 the objective value of the balanced multi-marginal and (p, C)-
barycenter problem coincide and a (p, C)-barycenter is obtained as the push-forward of an
optimal balanced multi-coupling under the map T̃ J,pC restricted to Y. By construction and
Corollary 3.7 any such measure is supported in CKR(J, p, C). Thus, there always exists
a (p, C)-barycenter whose support is restricted to CKR(J, p, C) and the minimum over Y
and CKR(J, p, C) coincide.
The second part is similar and we let µ̃ be any p-Wasserstein barycenter. Then by Proposi-
tion 3.9, there exists a multi-coupling of µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J , such that µ̃ = T̃ J,pC #π̃. Since any such
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push-forward measure can only have support in CKR(J, p, C)∪{d}, it holds for µ = µ̃|Y that
supp(µ) ⊂ CKR(J, p, C). It remains to show the upper bound on the total mass. By the
equivalence to the multi-marginal problem and by Lemma 3.5 (ii) any (p, C)-barycenter
µ cannot have mass on a point which is constructed from a set of points (x1, . . . , xJ) for
which 2|B(x1, . . . , xJ)| ≥ J . Additionally, by part (ii) we know that there exists UOT
plans, such that the mass of each (p, C)-barycenter support point is fully transported to
points it is constructed from. Let (a1, . . . , aK) be the weight vector of the support points
of the (p, C)-barycenter, then it holds that

J∑

i=1

M(µi)− dJ/2e
K∑

k=1

ak ≥ 0,

since by the previous argument and Lemma 3.5, any (p, C)-barycenter support point xk
reduces the maximum available mass by at least dJ/2eak and by Lemma 3.2, the total mass
of the (p, C)-barycenter is bounded by the sum of the total masses of the µi. Therefore it
holds that

M(µ) =

K∑

k=1

ak ≤ dJ/2e−1
J∑

i=1

M(µi) ≤
2

J

J∑

i=1

M(µi).

(iii) The multi-marginal problem between µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J is a balanced problem, thus we can
pose this as a linear program with a total of

∏J
i=1Mi variables and

∑N
i=1Mi+J constraints.

As all measures have the same total mass, we can drop one arbitrary marginal constraint for
each measure besides the first. Thus, the rank of the constraint matrix in the corresponding
constraint is bounded by

∑N
i=1Mi + 1. Hence, each basic feasible solution of the linear

program has at most
∑N

i=1Mi+1 non-zero entries (see [Luenberger et al., 1984] for details).

Let π be such a solution. By Proposition 3.9 the measure µ̃ = T̃ J,pC #π is a p-Wasserstein

barycenter and by construction it has at most
∑N

i=1Mi + 1 support points. Due to the
upper bound on the total mass of the (p, C)-barycenter in property (i), we can guarantee
that there is non-zero mass at d for J > 2, hence in this case, restricting the measure to
Y reduces the support size by one. For J = 2, we note that the multi-marginal problem
is just the augmented UOT problem. By construction we either have a point x in the
support of one of the two measures, such that there is transport between x and d or both
measures have equal mass at d and it is optimal to leave this mass in place. In the first
case, we have mass at T̃ J,pC (x, d) = d, thus the support size can be reduced by one and
in the second the problem is equivalent to the OT problem and thus the barycenter has
at most M1 + M2 − 1 support points. Finally, by property (i) the support of any (p, C)-
barycenter is contained in CKR(J, p, C), thus the cardinality of this set also provides a
trivial upper bound on the support size of any (p, C)-barycenter. Taking the minimum
over both quantities, we conclude

|supp(µ)| ≤ min

{
|CKR(J, p, C)|,

J∑

i=1

Mi

}
.

(iv) For any µ ∈M+(Y), it holds

F pp,C1
(µ) =

1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C1

(µ, µi) ≤
1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C2

(µ, µi) = F pp,C2
(µ),

where the inequality follows from Theorem 2.2 (iv). Taking the infimum over all measures
in M+(Y) on both sides completes the proof.
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(v) Let C ≤ d′min, then by Theorem 2.2 (ii) it holds

arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

Fp,C(µ) = arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

Cp

2J

J∑

i=1

TV (µ, µi)

= arg min
a∈RK

+

Cp

2J

J∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

|ak − aik|

= arg min
a∈RK

+

Cp

2J

K∑

k=1

J∑

i=1

|ak − aik|,

where the change in the arg min in the second line follows from the fact that the total
variation can only increase if we place mass outside of the support of the measures. Thus
it suffices to consider measures supported on the union of the supports. Now, we note that
the K summands are independent to each other, thus we can minimise them separately.
Hence, for the k-th entry of a it holds that

ak ∈ arg min
a∈R+

N∑

i=1

|ak − aik| = med(a1
k, . . . , a

J
k )

which yields the claim.

(vi) Let Mi = M(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J and set M0 = 0. Assume that J is odd. Let µ
be a (p, C)-barycenter of µ1, . . . , µJ with µ(Y) ∈ [Mk−1,Mk]. In particular, µ fulfills the
non-mass-splitting property in (ii). Let a ∈ (0,Mk−M(µ)] and µ̃ the augmented measure
for µ. By construction, we can find support points xk, . . . , xJ 6= d of the augmented
measures µ̃k, . . . , µ̃J from which w.l.o.g. mass a is transported to d in µ. If one of the
points has mass smaller a, we can just replace a with the minimum of the masses of
the points and repeat the argument until we have considered a total mass of a. Set
x0 = T̃ J,pC (d, . . . , d, xk, . . . , xJ) and notice that if x0 = d, we do not change the objective
function in the augmented problem (Lemma 3.1) by adding this point which means w.l.o.g.
x0 6= d. In this case, we have

x0 = arg min
x∈Y

J∑

i=k

d̃pC(xi, x).

Now, the objective cost of not having mass a at x0 is aCp(J−k)/2, while the cost of adding
aδx0 to µ is equal to a(kCp/2 +

∑J
i=k d̃

p
C(xi, x0)). Hence, adding the point improves the

value of the Fréchet functional, if

J∑

i=k

d̃pC(xi, x0) ≤ Cp(J − 2k)/2.

For 2k > J , the right hand side will always be negative, so we can not improve. Thus, we

assume 2k < J . By assumption it holds C ≥ J
1
p diam(Z). Hence,

Cp

2
≥ J

2
diam(Z)p

⇔ Cp

2diam(Z)p
≥ J

2
≥ J − k
J − 2k

⇔ Cp(J − 2k)/2 ≥ diam(Z)p(J − k) ≥
J∑

i=k

d̃pC(xi, x0).
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Therefore, for 2k < J the objective value of µ can always be improved by increasing its
mass by a, as long as k < dJ/2e. Thus, since µ is a barycenter it holds M(µ) ≥MµdJ/2e.
An analog, converse argument yields that if k > J/2, we can always improve the objective
value of µ, since removing and then re-adding any mass to µ increases the objective value
by the previous argument. Hence, it holds M(µ) = MµdJ/2e.
Now, assume J is even. For 2k 6= J nothing in the previous argument changes. However,
for 2k = J (note that this can only hold now that J is even), the right hand side is zero,
however, if all the xi for i = k, . . . , J , are identical to x0 (in particular, there exists a point
contained in the support of at least half of the measures), then the left hand side will
also be zero. In this case, the presence of this point does not change the objective value
and there are (p, C)-barycenters of different total masses. However, we can still always
choose to not place mass in such cases, to obtain a (p, C)-barycenter of the desired total
mass.

Proof for Lemma 2.7. It suffices to show that there is no centroid point, which is con-
structed from points from two or more different sets Br. Assume there is a point y0 ∈
CKR(J, p, C), such that y0 is constructed, among others, from x1 ∈ Br and x2 ∈ Bs for
r 6= s. We distinguish two cases. Assume y0 ∈ Br, then it holds dp(x1, y0) > 2p−1Cp ≥ Cp
and y0 would not be in the restricted centroid set. The analogue argument holds for
y0 ∈ Bs. Now, assume y0 is neither in Br nor BS . Since d(Br, BS) > 21/pC, it holds
either dp(Br, y0) > Cp or dp(Bs, y0) > Cp. Thus, we obtain another contradiction to
y0 ∈ CKR(J, p, C). Hence, CKR(J, p, C) only contains centroids constructed from points
within one Br and by convexity of the Br, any centroid point constructed from points
within Br is again in Br. Theorem 2.5 (ii) yields that there will always be an optimal so-
lution which only transports within each Br, thus the R problems are in fact independent
and we can separate them without changing the objective value.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose and investigate specific statistical models and correspond-
ing sampling schemes for data analysis based on unbalanced optimal transport for
finitely supported measures. Specifically, we analyse Kantorovich-Rubinstein (KR)
distances with penalty parameter C > 0 between measures generated by some un-
derlying statistical model. The main result provides non-asymptotic bounds on the
expected error for the empirical KR distance as well as for its barycenters. The impact
of the penalty parameter C is studied in detail. Our approach allows for randomised
computational schemes for UOT which can be used for fast approximate computations
with any exact solver. Using synthetic and real datasets, we empirically analyse the
behaviour of the expected errors in simulation studies and illustrate the validity of
our theoretical bounds.

1 Introduction

Optimal transport (OT) [for a detailed mathematical discussion see e.g. Villani, 2008, San-
tambrogio, 2015] has been a focus of attention in various research fields in recent years.
Its powerful geometric features promoted by improved computational tools [Chizat et al.,
2018a, Peyré and Cuturi, 2019, Guo et al., 2020] have turned OT into a promising new
tool for modern data analysis with applications in machine learning [Frogner et al., 2015,
Arjovsky et al., 2017, Schmitz et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2018], computer vision [Baumgart-
ner et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2021], genetics [Evans and Matsen, 2012, Schiebinger et al.,
2019], cell biology [Gellert et al., 2019, Klatt et al., 2020, Tameling et al., 2021] and image
processing [Pitié et al., 2007, Rabin and Papadakis, 2015, Tartavel et al., 2016].
However, the wide range of OT applications also surfaced some limitations of classical
OT. In particular, the assumption of equal total mass intensity of the measures is often
inappropriate. A straightforward strategy to overcome this issue in settings with different
total mass intensities is to normalise the measures’ total intensities. However, this prepro-
cessing step has an immediate impact on the corresponding transport plan. For example,
when matching point clouds of different sizes the resulting plan distributes mass among
several points, whereas often it is desired to match points one-to-one which is favourable
in many applications (see Figure 1). Attempts to circumvent this issue have led to a range
of unbalanced optimal transport (UOT) proposals [Figalli, 2010, Liero et al., 2018, Chizat
et al., 2018b, Balaji et al., 2020, Mukherjee et al., 2021, Heinemann et al., 2021]. These
formulations extend optimal transport concepts to general positive measures by either
fixing the total amount of mass to be transported in advance or by penalising marginal
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†Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Am Faßberg 11, 37077 Göttingen
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Transport between two measures (blue and brown) with their support points
located in [0, 1]2. The respective transport plans between them are displayed by red lines
where the thickness of a line is proportional to the transported mass. (a) The measures
have been normalised to probability measures (the blue points have mass 1/6 and the
brown points with mass 1/13). (b) The UOT plan for the (2, 2)-KRD between the two
unnormalised measures (all points have mass 1).

constraints by replacing the hard marginal constraints inherent in OT. These approaches
also give rise to an associated barycenter, generalising the popular notion of OT barycen-
ters [Agueh and Carlier, 2011] to measures of unequal total intensity.
A first attempt to cope with unbalanced mass already goes back to Kantorovich and Ru-
binstein [1958]. This was build on by following work of Hanin [1992] and Guittet [2002].
Recently, these ideas have been further studied and the structural properties of the result-
ing (p, C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance (KRD), in (2), and its barycenter have been
considered [Heinemann et al., 2021]. A comparison between the (p, C)-barycenter and
the p-Wasserstein barycenter in a simple example can be seen in Figure 2. From a data
analysis point of view we find it particularly appealing that for the (p, C)-KRD there is
a clear geometrical connection between its penalty C and the structural properties of the
UOT plans and (p, C)-barycenter. In particular, C controls the largest scale at which
mass transport is possible in an OT plan. Furthermore, each support point of any (p, C)-
barycenter is contained in a finite set characterised by the value of C. This intuitive
understanding of the (p, C)-KRD allows to easily design it to respect different structural
properties of the data and thus makes it a prime candidate for statistical tasks in data
analysis.
Though, due to the unbalanced nature of the problem, the task of sampling from the
measures requires alternative sampling schemes and different statistical modeling. In this
work, we treat three specific models motivated by applications in randomised algorithms
and microscopy tasks. These statistical models also serve as meaningful data models for
the alternative UOT concepts mentioned above. Notably, our approach also provides a
framework which potentially allows to treat alternative models.

1.1 Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance

Let (X , d) be a finite metric space with cardinality M and denote by

M+(X ) :=
{
µ ∈ R|X | | µ(x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ X

}

2
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) J = 10 measures (each colour corresponds to a different measure) super-
imposed on top of each other with uniform mass on their support points in [0, 1]2. (b)
The OT barycenter (for squared Euclidean cost) of the normalised measures. (c) The
(2, 0.3)-barycenter of the unnormalised measures (see (3) for a rigorous definition).

the set of non-negative measures1 on X . For a measure µ ∈M+(X ) its total mass is defined
as M(µ) :=

∑
x∈X µ(x) and the subset P(X ) ⊂ M+(X ) of measures with total mass one

is the set of probability measures. If π ∈ M+(X × X ) is a measure on the product space
X ×X its marginals are defined as π(x,X ) :=

∑
x′ π(x, x′) and π(X , x′) :=

∑
x′∈X π(x, x′),

respectively. For two measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) define the set of non-negative sub-couplings
as

Π≤(µ, ν) := {π ∈M+(X × X ) |π(x,X ) ≤ µ(x), π(X , x′) ≤ ν(x′) ∀x, x′ ∈ X}. (1)

For p ≥ 1 and a parameter C > 0, the (p, C)−Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance (KRD)
between two measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) is defined as

KRp,C(µ, ν) :=

(
min

π∈Π≤(µ,ν)

∑

x,x′∈X
dp(x, x′)π(x, x′)

+ Cp
(
M(µ) + M(ν)

2
−M(π)

)) 1
p

.

(2)

For any p ≥ 1, it defines a distance on the space of non-negative measures M+(X ) and
it naturally extends the well-known p-th order OT distance defined for measures of equal
total mass [Heinemann et al., 2021].

1.2 Kantorovich-Rubinstein Barycenters

The (p, C)-KRD also allows to define a notion of a barycenter for a collection of measures
with (potentially) different total masses. Assume (X , d) to be embedded in some connected
ambient space2 (Y, d), e.g., an Euclidean space. Define the (unbalanced) (p, C)-Fréchet
functional

Fp,C(µ) =
1

J

J∑

i=1

KRpp,C(µi, µ). (3)

1A non-negative measure on a finite space X is uniquely characterized by the values it assigns to each
singleton {x}. To ease notation we write µ(x) instead of µ({x}). The corresponding σ-field is always to
be understood as the powerset of X .

2We assume the metric on X ⊂ Y to be the metric of Y restricted to X .

3
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Any minimiser of this functional in M+(Y) is said to be a (p, C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein
barycenter or (p, C)-barycenter for short of µ1, . . . , µJ

3. The objective functional Fp,C is
referred as (unbalanced) (p, C)-Fréchet functional. Let TL,p is the so called Borel barycen-
ter application4

TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) ∈ arg min
y∈Y

L∑

i=1

dp(xi, y).

Define the full centroid set of the measures

CKR(J, p) =
{
y ∈ Y | ∃L ≥ dJ/2e, ∃(i1, . . . , iL) ⊂ {1, . . . , J},

x1, . . . , xL : xl ∈ supp(µil)

∀l = 1, . . . , L : y = TL,p(x1, . . . , xL)
}
,

(4)

and based on it the restricted centroid set

CKR(J, p, C) =
{
y = TL,p(x1, . . . , xL) ∈ CKR(J, p) | ∀1 ≤ l ≤ L :

dp(xl, y) ≤ Cp;
L∑

i=1

dp(xl, y) ≤ Cp(2L− J)

2

}
.

(5)

According to Heinemann et al. [2021], any (p, C)-barycenter is finitely supported and its
support is included in the restricted centroid set CKR(J, p, C).

1.3 Statistical Models and Contributions

In practice, one does not necessarily have access to the population measures µ, ν, µ1, . . . , µJ ,
respectively. Instead these measures have to be estimated from data. For probability mea-
sures the most common statistical model assumes access to (i.i.d.) data X1, . . . , XN ∼ µ.
A reasonable estimator is the empirical measure µ̂N = (1/N)

∑N
k=1 δXk

, where δX de-
notes the (random) point measure at location X. However, sampling from measures with
arbitrary total mass is not immediate and requires the need for alternative statistical
modelling. We propose three approaches motivated by different applications.

Multinomial Model

For the multinomial model the measures are normalised to define probability measures
such that sampling as described above is possible. The resulting empirical estimators are
rescaled to the original total intensities. More precisely, consider i.i.d. random variables

X1, . . . , XN
i.i.d.∼ µ

M(µ) , where the total intensity M(µ) is assumed to be known. The
corresponding unbiased empirical estimator is then defined as

µ̂N :=
M(µ)

N

∑

x∈X
|{k ∈ {1, . . . , N} | Xk = x}| δx. (6)

This approach can be understood as extension of the classical sampling approach to mea-
sures of arbitrary total intensities. The key motivation for this model is resampling for
randomised computations of UOT. In real world data analysis it is common to encounter

3For the sake of readability, the weights in this definition are fixed to 1/J . Adaptation of all results to
arbitrary positive weights λ1, . . . , λJ summing to one is straightforward.

4There are scenarios where multiple sets fulfil the definition of the restricted centroid set, since there
might be multiple points that minimise the barycentric application. In this case, a fixed representative is
chosen and there still exists a choice of centroid set which contains the support of the (p, C)-barycenter.
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data (e.g. high-resolution images) which are out of reach for current state of the art solvers
for OT. One idea in this scenario is to replace each measure by its empirical version and
then use these measures as surrogates. Statistical deviation bounds now allow to balance
computational complexity and accuracy of approximation in terms of the sample size N .
This idea has been considered in detail for the p-Wasserstein distance [Sommerfeld et al.,
2019] and the p-Wasserstein barycenter [Heinemann et al., 2022]. In the context of this
model we extend their results to measures of unequal total intensities.

Bernoulli Model

For the Bernoulli model we consider measures µ with µ(x) = 1 for all x ∈ supp(µ). Thus,
the measure µ represents a point cloud in the ambient space Y. We then assume to observe
independent Bernoulli random variables Bx∼Ber(sx) with a fixed success probability sx ∈
[0, 1] for each location x ∈ X . We denote sX := (sx1 , . . . , sxM ) and refer to sX as success
vector. A suitable unbiased estimator for µ is defined by

µ̂sX :=
∑

x∈X

Bx
sx
δx. (7)

The corresponding Bernoulli field (Bx)x∈X arises e.g. in fluorescence cell microscopy where
a fluorescent marker is excited with a laser beam and emitted photons indicate the position
of the objects of interest in the proper experimental setup [Kulaitis et al., 2021]. However,
the marker has a limited labeling efficiency sx ∈ (0, 1] at each location x ∈ X and we only
observe a location which has been labelled by the marker and emits photons.

Poisson Intensity Model

For the Poisson intensity model we fix a parameter t > 0 and a success probability s ∈
[0, 1]. Consider a collection of |X | independent Poisson random variables Px∼Poi(tµ(x))
with intensity tµ(x) at each location x ∈ X and independent from that Bernoulli random
variables Bx ∼ Ber(s) for each x ∈ X. A suitable unbiased estimator for µ is defined by

µ̂t,s :=
1

st

∑

x∈X
BxPxδx. (8)

This model is closely related to the Bernoulli model. Notably, in this model the success
probability is assumed to be homogeneous (as opposed to the inhomogeneous probabilities
in the Bernoulli model) and the values of the population measures at each support point
are not necessarily equal to one. Hence, we have two independent layers of randomness
in the construction of this empirical measure. First, we observe a location with a certain
probability s, then we observe random mass driven by a Poisson distribution based on the
mass of µ and the value of t.
This model is motivated by various tasks in photonic imaging [see e.g. Munk et al., 2020],
for example, fluorescence microscopy, X-ray imaging and positron emission tomography
(PET). The finite space X represents the center of bins of a detection interface used to
measure the emitted photons. The value µ(x) corresponds to the integrated underly-
ing photon intensity over its respective bin. This intensity is proportional to an external
source, such as a laser intensity in fluorescence microscopy and modelled by the parameter
t > 0. The Bernoulli random variable Bx models the possibility that during the obser-
vation time in the bin of x no photon is recorded. This might be due to various effects
that cause thinning, such as limited labelling efficiency, dead time of cameras or a loss
of photons due to sparse detector tubes. The value of Px corresponds to the number of
photons which have been measured at the bin of x. Note, that besides Bx, there might also

5
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be additional effects present which do not disable the whole bin, but just prevent a single
photon from being measured. All this is incorporated in the probability s′ ∈ (0, 1] that
a single photon at any bin and any point in time can not be measured. In this case, the
model can be shown to be equivalent to a Poisson model with parameter ts′ > 0 instead
of t. Hence, this kind of thinning corresponds to a reparametrisation of the original model
and is thus a special case of this general Poisson intensity model.

1.3.1 Sampling Bounds

Let µ, ν ∈M+(X ) and let µ̂, ν̂ be empirical versions of these measures generated with one
of the aforementioned sampling mechanisms. We are interested in tight upper bounds for
the quantities

(i) E [KRp,C(µ, µ̂)] , (ii) E [|KRp,C(µ̂, ν̂)−KRp,C(µ, ν)|] .

In particular, we show that there exist constants EMult
p,X ,µ(C), EPois

p,X ,µ(C), EBer
p,X ,µ(C) such that

for any p ≥ 1 and for any measure µ and its estimator µ̂ in one of the three statistical
models it holds

E [KRp,C (µ̂, µ)] ≤





EMult
p,X ,µ(C)

1
p N

− 1
2p , if µ̂ = µ̂N ,

EPoi
p,X ,µ(C)

1
p φ(t, s)

1
p , if µ̂ = µ̂t,s,

EBer
p,X ,µ(C)

1
p ψ(sX )

1
p , if µ̂ = µ̂sX ,

where

φ(t, s) =





(
2(1− s)M(µ) + s√

t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
, C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

(
1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2 , else,

and

ψ(sX ) =





(
2
∑

x∈X (1− sx)
)
, C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

(∑
x∈X

1−sx
sx

) 1
2
, else.

Notably, for N → ∞, t → ∞, s → 1 and sX → 1M , these upper bounds vanish. This
extends recent progress made on estimating OT distances in the finitely supported setting
to unbalanced measures under the (p, C)-KRD. Inspired by partition strategies used to
control the empirical deviation of the OT distance between probability measures [Dereich
et al., 2013, Weed and Bach, 2019], the proof is based on a tree approximation of the
underlying space X also used to control the empirical deviation of the OT distance between
finitely supported measures [Sommerfeld et al., 2019]. Using a recently established closed
form solution of the (p, C)-KRD on ultra-metric trees [Heinemann et al., 2021] we then
obtain an upper bound on the expected error in (i) and (ii). To further extend this
control to the context of the (p, C)-Fréchet functional and (p, C)-barycenter (3), we utilise
certain structural properties of the (p, C)-barycenter. Let µ∗ be any (p, C)-barycenter of
the population measures µ1, . . . , µJ and let µ̂∗ be any barycenter of the empirical measures
µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J . From (i), we can derive a bound on the error in the Fréchet functional and in
conjugation with theory from linear programming, we then extend this control to a more
refined statement on the (p, C)-barycenters (see Theorem 3.2). The caveat is the fact that
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neither µ∗ nor µ̂∗ is necessarily unique. Thus, we need to control the error in terms of
the respective optimal set B∗ and its empirical counterpart B̂∗. For this, we consider the
quantities

(iii) E [Fp,C(µ̂∗)− Fp,C(µ∗)] , (iv) E

[
sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRpp,C(µ?, µ̂?)

]
.

The term (iv) is the expected deviation of the empirical barycenter which has the largest
(p, C)-KRD to the set of barycenters of the population measures. Bounds on (i)− (iv) do
not only allow for statistical error control when the population measures are estimated from
data, but they also enable randomised computations. If the size of the population measures
is computationally infeasible, then empirical versions of these measures can be used as a
proxy for the population level distances and barycenter. The bounds (i) − (iv) allow to
tune the problem size against the quality of the approximation. While theoretically all
three models allow this approximation approach, the most suitable candidate is clearly the
multinomial model. In this resampling scenario, the assumption of known total intensities
is natural, as the population measures are known, but computationally infeasible, and the
sample size provides a strict upper bound on the computational complexity of a given
approximation. The latter does not hold true for the other two models, where the support
size of the estimated measures can not be controlled as clearly. One alternative approach
is to make use of a subsampling5 method instead of a resampling one, i.e. to replace the
i.i.d. samples X1, . . . , XN from µ by ones drawn without replacement. A natural choice
of estimator in this scenario is

µ̂N =
1

∑N
i=1 µ(Xi)

N∑

i=1

µ(Xi)δXi , (9)

where the mass at each drawn location x ∈ X is proportional to the mass of the population
measure at x and the total mass intensity is rescaled to the known, true total intensity.
This estimator is, due to the sampling without replacement, guaranteed to have N support
points, which yields close control on the required runtime for a given approximation. This
approach has become popular within the machine learning community where it is referred
to as mini-batch OT [Fatras et al., 2021].
We study the convergence properties of (i)− (iv) for the three described models in terms
of non-asymptotic deviation bounds and in extended simulation studies on a wide range
of synthetic datasets. Finally, we test the performance of the resampling approach to
approximate the (p, C)-KRD on a real dataset from confocal nanoscopy and compare its
empirical performance to that of the subsampling approach described above6.

2 Sampling Bounds for Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distances

In this section we replace the population measures µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) by their respective es-
timators. Exemplary, we investigate the Poisson model in detail. We provide theoretical
guarantees for the accuracy of the approximation in terms of their expected Kantorovich-
Rubinstein deviation. Results for the multinomial and Bernoulli model follow along the

5Here, subsampling refers to sampling without replacement, while resampling refers to sampling with
replacement.

6We do not provide any deviation bounds for the subsampling approach, but just simulation results on a
real data set. The dependency structure of the samples in this setting yields quite involved combinatorical
problems, that make it complicated to derive deviation bounds for this model.

7
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same reasoning. Corresponding deviation bounds and the proofs are provided in Ap-
pendix A and Appendix B.
The proof of the main result and the explicit construction of its constant relies on a tree
approximation of the space X . This approximation requires some depth level L ∈ N and
resolution q > 1, based on which we construct minimal q−jdiam(X )-coverings7 on X to
obtain our bounds. An illustration of this approximation is given in Figure 3.

2.1 Tree Approximation for the Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance

Let T = (V,E) be a rooted, ultrametric tree with height function h : V −→ R+ and root
r. For two nodes u, v ∈ V , denote the unique path between u and v in T by P(u, v). For
a node v ∈ V its children are the elements of the set C(v) = {w ∈ V | v ∈ P(w, r)}. The
parent par(v) of a node v is the unique node with (par(v), v) ∈ E and h(v) < h(par(v)).
For any C > 0, define the set

R(C) := {v ∈ V | h(v) ≤ C/2 < h(par(v))} (10)

with the convention that R(C) = {r} if C
2 ≥ h(r). The goal is to control the (p, C)-KRD

on the finite metric space (X , d) by bounding it from above by a dominating distance dT
induced8 from a tree T with the elements of X as vertices and a height function h such
that d(x, x′) ≤ dT (x, x′). In this case and by the definition of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein
distance it holds for all measures µ, ν ∈M+(X ) that

KRp,C(µ, ν) ≤ KRdpT ,C
(µ, ν), (11)

where KRdpT ,C
(µ, ν) denotes the (p, C)-KRD w.r.t. the ground space (X , dT ). Moreover,

if T is an ultrametric tree with leaf nodes L and height function h : V → R+ inducing8

the tree metric dT and the two measures µL, νL ∈M+(L) supported on the leaf nodes of
T , then it holds [Heinemann et al., 2021] that

KRp
dpT ,C

(
µL, νL

)
=

∑

v∈R(C)

(
2p−1

∑

w∈C(v)\{v}

(
(h(par(w))p − h(w)p)

∣∣µL(C(w))− νL(C(w))
∣∣
)

+

(
Cp

2
− 2p−1h(v)p

) ∣∣µL(C(v))− νL(C(v))
∣∣
)
.

(12)

The construction of T , such that (11) holds, is as follows. Fix some depth level L ∈ N. For
some q > 1 and level j = 0, . . . , L define the covering set Qj := N (X , q−jdiam(X )) ⊂ X
and let QL+1 := X . Any point x ∈ Qj is considered as a node at level j of a tree
T and denoted as (x, j) to emphasise its level position. For level j = 0 this yields a
single element in Q0 which serves as the root of the tree. For j = 0, . . . , L a node (x, j)
at level j is connected to one node (x′, j + 1) at level j + 1 if their distance satisfies
d(x, x′) ≤ q−jdiam(X ) (ties are broken arbitrarily). The edge weight of the corresponding
edge is set equal to q−jdiam(X ). Consequently, the height of each node only depends on
its assigned level 0 ≤ l ≤ L+ 1 and is defined as hq,L : {0, . . . , L+ 1} → R by

hq,L(l) =

L∑

j=l

q−jdiam(X ) =
q1−l − q−L
q − 1

diam(X ). (13)

7For a metric space (X , d) an ε-cover is a set of points {x1, . . . , xm} ⊂ X such that for each x ∈ X ,
there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that d(x, xi) ≤ ε. The smallest such set is denoted as N (X , d, ε).

8For two vertices of the tree T , we define their distance dT as the sum of the weights of the edges
included in the unique path between the two vertices. Here, the weight of an edge joining two vertices v
and par(v) is given by h(par(v))− h(v).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Ground metric approximation by an ultrametric tree distance: (a) A
finite metric space (X , d) and its covering sets Q0 (black), Q1 (red) and Q2 (green) for
L = 2. (b) Based on the covering sets from (a) an ultrametric tree is constructed. The
metric space X is embedded in level L+ 1 = 3 and equal to all leaf nodes of that tree.

9
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By definition the space X is embedded in level L + 1 as the leaf nodes of T with height
hq,L(L + 1) = 0. By a straightforward computation it holds for two points x, x′ ∈ X
considered as embedded in T as (x, L+ 1) and (x′, L+ 1) that

dp(x, x′) ≤ dpT ((x, L+ 1), (x′, L+ 1)). (14)

The measures µ, ν are embedded into T as measures µL, νL supported only on leaf nodes
of T and thus it follows from (14) that

KRp,C(µ, ν) ≤ KRdpT ,C
(
µL, νL

)
.

In combination with the closed formula from (12) this yields an upper bound on the (p, C)-
KRD. Whenever clear from the context the notation is alleviated by writing v ∈ Ql instead
of (v, l) ∈ Ql.
Lemma 2.1. Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and let µ, ν ∈ M+(X ) with total mass
M(µ) and M(ν), respectively. Let p ≥ 1 and C > 0. Then for any resolution q > 1, depth
L ∈ N and height function (13) with

hq,L(k) =
q1−k − q−L

q − 1
diam(X )

it holds that

KRp
p,C(µ, ν) ≤





(
Cp

2 − 2p−1hq,L(0)p
)
|M(µ)−M(ν)|

+Bq,p,L,X (1),

if C ≥ 2hq,L(0),

Bq,p,L,X (l),

if 2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2 TV(µ, ν),

if C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)
,

where TV (µ, ν) =
∑

x∈X |µ(x)− ν(x)| is the total variation distance and

Bq,p,L,X (l) = 2p−1
L+1∑

j=l

∑

x∈Qj

(hq,L(j − 1)p − hq,L(j)p)
∣∣µL(C(x))− νL(C(x))

∣∣ .

2.2 (p,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein Deviation Bound

Given Lemma 2.1 based on the tree-approximation, we are able to state our main result
explicitly.

Theorem 2.2. Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈ M+(X ). Let µ̂t,s be the
estimator from (8). Then, for any p ≥ 1, resolution q > 1 and depth L ∈ N it holds that

E [KRp,C (µ̂t,s, µ)] ≤ EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L)1/p





(
2(1− s)M(µ) + s√

t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

) 1
p
,

if C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)

(
1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2p .

else.
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For

Aq,p,L,X (l) := diam(X )p2p−1


q−Lp|X | 12 +

(
q

q − 1

)p L∑

j=l

qp−jp|Qj |
1
2


 ,

the constant is equal to

EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L) =





(
Cp

2 − 2p−1
(
q−q−L

q−1 diam(X )
)p)

+Aq,p,L,X (1),

if C ≥ 2hq,L(0),

Aq,p,L,X (l),

if 2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2 ,

if C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)
,

Furthermore, for p = 1 the factor q
(q−1) in Aq,1,L,X (l) can be removed for all l = 1, . . . , L.

The constant EPoi
p,X ,µ(C, q, L) is reminiscent of the constants for similar deviation bounds for

optimal transport between finitely supported measures [Sommerfeld et al., 2019]. However,
in the case of UOT one finds an interesting case distinction into roughly three cases
depending on the relation between the penalty parameter C of the (p, C)-KRD and the
resolution q and depth L of the tree approximation. The different constants arise from
the fact that C controls the maximal range at which transport occurs in an UOT plan.
In particular, if d(x, x′) > Cp, then for any UOT plan π it holds π(x, x′) = 0. If C is
sufficiently large, i.e. larger than the diameter of X , then EPoi

p,X ,µ(C, q, L) coincides with the
deviation bounds for usual optimal transport, however, there is an additional summand
arising from the necessary estimation of the true total mass M(µ). For sufficiently small
C, e.g. C < minx 6=x′ d(x, x′), the (p, C)-KRD is proportional to the TV distance, hence we
obtain a constant which is oblivious to the geometry of the ground space (see Lemma 2.5).
For an intermediate value of C, the UOT problem on the ultra-metric tree T decomposes
into smaller problems on subtrees of T (for details see the proof of (12) in Heinemann
et al. [2021]) depending on C. The expected (p, C)-KRD error then depends on the size of
these subtrees and the mass estimation error inherent to the total mass on these subtrees.

Remark 2.3. Since the deviation bound holds for any resolution q > 1 and depth L ∈ N
one can optimise and equivalently state upper bounds in terms of the infimum over those
parameters. When the dependence on q or L is omitted, it is assumed that the infimum
over those parameters has been taken, i.e.

EPoip,X ,µ(C) = inf
L∈N,q>1

EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L).

From the reverse triangle inequality we immediately obtain the following corollary from
Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.4. Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ, ν ∈ M+(X ). Let µ̂t,s, ν̂t,s be
the estimator from (8) for each of these measures, respectively. Then, for any p ≥ 1,
resolution q > 1 and depth L ∈ N it holds that

E [|KRp,C (µ̂t,s, ν̂t,s)−KRp,C (µ, ν)|] ≤

2EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L)1/p





(
2(1− s)M(µ) + s√

t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

) 1
2p
, if C < minx,x′∈X d(x, x′),

(
1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2p , else,
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where EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L) is defined as in Theorem 2.2.

2.3 Rate Optimality

In the following, we provide some intuition and discussion of the deviation bound provided
in Theorem 2.2. The term φ(s, t) must necessarily contain a sum of a term depending on
s and a term depending on t. In particular, neither choosing s = 1 nor letting t go to
infinity for s < 1, would yield a zero error. For any fixed t > 0 and s = 1 the expected
(p, C)-KRD error is clearly non-zero as the mass of the measures at each location is in
general not estimated correctly. Similarly, for any fixed s < 1 letting t→∞ can not yield
an expected (p, C)-KRD error of zero as on average (1− s)|X | > 0 support points of µ are
not observed. However, for s = 1 the error vanishes for t→∞, as we observe all support
points of µ and then the strong law of large numbers guarantees the convergence of the
weights at each location. It remains to verify whether the rate in t is optimal. For this,
fix s = 1 and observe that

min{C,min
x 6=x′

d(x, x′)}pTV (µ, ν) ≤ KRpp,C(µ, ν) ≤ min{C,diam(X )}pTV (µ, ν). (15)

Hence, it suffices to show that t−
1
2 is the optimal rate for the convergence in total variation

distance. It holds

E [TV (µ, µ̂t,1)] =
∑

x∈X
E [|µ(x)− µ̂t,1(x)|] =

∑

x∈X
t−1E [|E[Px]− Px|] ,

where Px ∼ Poi(µ(x)t). Using the closed form solution of the mean absolute deviation
of a Poisson random variable [Ramasubban, 1958] and Stirling’s formula, we obtain the
asymptotic equivalence (in the sense that their ratio converges to one as t→∞)

E [TV (µ, µ̂t,1)] ≈
∑

x∈X
(tµ(x))tµ(x)−btµ(x)ct−1/2

√
µ(x)

√
2/π.

For t > infx∈supp(µ) µ(x), this is bounded from below by

(
√

2/π
∑

x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
t−1/2.

All combined, the expectation E
[
KRpp,C(µ, µ̂t,1)

]
has a lower bound which is asymptoti-

cally equivalent to t−
1
2 and hence the rate in t of Theorem 2.2 is sharp.

2.4 Explicit Bounds for Euclidean Spaces

While the constants in the previous theorem are valid on arbitrary metric spaces, more
explicit bounds can be derived for many practical applications. On Euclidean spaces we
can follow along the lines of the proofs in Sommerfeld et al. [2019] (see their appendix for
details) and obtain more explicit upper bounds on these constants.
Thus, assume that X ⊂ RD and that d is the Euclidean distance d2. We fix q = 2, since it
minimises the constants from Theorem 2.2 for all choices of q on the interval [2,∞). Let
d∞(x, x′) = maxd=1,...,D|xd − x′d| be the uniform distance and diam∞(X ) be the diameter
of X . Using the fact that

d2(x, x′) ≤
√
Dd∞(x, x′),
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we bound the (p, C)-KRD with respect to the Euclidean distance by the (p, C)-KRD with
respect to the uniform distance at a price of a factor of

√
D. In particular, we also apply

this to the definition of the height function (13) given for q = 2 and any l ∈ {0, . . . , L} by

hL(l) =
(

21−l − 2−L
)

diam∞(X ).

Within this framework, we can compute explicit upper bounds on the constants in Theo-
rem 2.2. For D < 2p and L→∞, it holds

EPoi
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





Cp

2
√
D
− 22p−1diamp

∞(X ) + diamp
∞(X )23p−1 2D/2−p

1−2D/2−p ,

if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )23p−1 2l(D/2−p)

1−2D/2−p ,

if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2 ,

if C ≤
(
2hL(L) ∧minx6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.

For D = 2p and L = b 1
D log2 (|X |)c, it holds

EPoi
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





Cp

2
√
D
− 2p−1

(
2− |X |− 1

D

)p
diamp

∞(X )

+diamp
∞(X )23p−1(2−2p +D−1 log2 (|X |)),

if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )23p−1

(
2−2p +D−1 log2 (|X |)− l

)
,

if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2 ,

if C ≤
(
2hL(L) ∧minx 6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.

For D > 2p and L = b 1
D log2 (|X |)c, it holds

EPoi
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





Cp

2
√
D
− 2p−1

(
2− |X |− 1

D

)p
diamp

∞(X )

+diamp
∞(X )2p−1|X | 12− p

D

(
1 + 2p+D/2

2D/2−p−1

)
,

if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )

(
|X | 12− p

D

+ 2p+D/2

2D/2−p−1

(
|X | 12− p

D − 2(D/2−p)(l−1)
))

,

if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2 ,

if C ≤
(
2hL(L) ∧minx 6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.
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These bounds distinguish cases, based on the value of the penalty C, as well as the di-
mension D. The most critical part of these these bounds is the impact of the cardinality
of X . If D < 2p, then there is no dependence on |X | and the convergence of approxima-
tion error of the empirical measure is independent of its support size. If D = 2p, then
|X | enters through a logarithmic term. If D > 2p, then the dependence becomes poly-
nomial in |X |. Though, we stress that this polynomial scaling is always superior to the

scaling of |X | 12 which one would obtain from a naive total variation bound (recall (15)).
These phase transitions for the dependence on the support size match those for empirical
optimal transport [Sommerfeld et al., 2019]. A novelty for the UOT setting is the fact
that additionally we between different scales of C. This is explained by the previously
discussed control of C on the maximal distance at which transport occurs in an optimal
plan. The height function is again used to specify the scale induced by a particular choice
of the parameter C. Notably, the dependence on |X | does not change on most scales of C.
There is an exception, however, for sufficiently small values of C, where the (p, C)-KRD
is equal to a scaled total variation distance. Thus, these bounds are completely oblivious
to the geometry of X in Y, though they scale as |X | 12 . As a final observation, we note
that for C > 2hL(0), these bounds essentially recover analog bounds for empirical optimal
transport. However, for the (p, C)-KRD the bounds include an additional summand based
on the estimation error for the measure’s total mass intensity.

2.5 Proofs

As a preparatory step to prove Theorem 2.2, we treat the significantly simpler case of an
empirical deviation bound with respect to the total variation distance.

Lemma 2.5 (Total Variation Bound). Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈M+(X )
with total mass M(µ). Let µ̂t,s be the estimator from (8). Then, for any p ≥ 1 it holds
that

E
[
KRp

p,C (µ̂t,s, µ)
]
≤ Cp

2

(
2(1− s)M(µ) +

s√
t

∑

x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
.

Proof. Let µ, ν ∈ M+(X ). By retaining all common mass between µ and ν at place and
delete (resp. create) excess mass (resp. deficient mass) we obtain a feasible solution for
(2) with objective value in terms of a total variation distance between µ and ν. Thus, it
holds

KRp
p,C (µ, ν) ≤ Cp

2
TV (µ, ν) .

In particular, this holds for ν = µ̂t,s. Taking expectations yields

E [TV (µ̂t,s, µ)] =
1

st

∑

x∈X
E [|PxBx − stµ(x)|]

=
1

st

∑

x∈X
sE [|Px − stµ(x)|] + (1− s)stµ(x)

≤ 1

st

∑

x∈X
s(1− s)E [Px] + s2E [|Px − tµ(x)|] + (1− s)stµ(x)

≤ 1

st

∑

x∈X
2s(1− s)tµx + s2

√
t
√
µ(x)

= 2(1− s)M(µ) +
s√
t

∑

x∈X

√
µ(x).
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With Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 at our disposal we are able to prove Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let µ̂t,s be the estimator from (8). We fix p = 1 and detail the
case p > 1 at the end of the proof. Suppose first that C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′). According to
[Heinemann et al., 2021, Theorem 2.2 (ii)] it holds that

E [KR1,C(µ̂t,s, µ)] =
C

2
E

[∑

x∈X
|µ̂t,s − µ(x)|

]
=
C

2
E [TV(µ̂t,s, µ)] .

This yields the total variation bounds (see Lemma 2.5). Next, consider the tree ap-
proximation as outlined in Section 2.1 and construct an ultrametric tree T such that
KR1,C(µ̂t,s, µ) ≤ KRdT ,C

(
µ̂Lt,s, µ

L
)
. Applying Lemma 2.1 for p = 1 where by definition

the difference of height function is equal to

hq,L(j − 1)− hq,L(j) =
diam(X )

q − 1

(
q2−j − q1−j) = diam(X )q1−j

and yields the upper bound

E [KR1,C(µ̂t,s, µ)] ≤ E
[
KRdT ,C

(
µ̂Lt,s, µ

L
)]

=





(
C
2 − hq,L(0)

)
E [|M(µ̂t,s)−M(µ)|]

+diam(X )
L+1∑
j=1

q1−j ∑
x∈Qj

E
[∣∣µ̂Lt,s(C(x))− µL(C(x))

∣∣] , C ≥ 2hq,L(0)

diam(X )
L+1∑
j=l

q1−j ∑
x′∈Qj

E
[∣∣µ̂Lt,s(C(x′))− µL(C(x′))

∣∣] , 2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2 E [TV(µ̂t,s, µ)] , C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)
.

For the estimator from (8) with Bx ∼ Ber(s) and Px ∼ Poi(tµ(x)) for all x ∈ X , it holds

∑

x∈Ql

E
[∣∣µ̂Lt,s(C(x))− µL(C(x))

∣∣]

=
∑

x∈Ql

1

st
E



∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

y∈C(x)

PyBy − st
∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y)

∣∣∣∣∣∣




≤
∑

x∈Ql

1

st

√√√√√Var


 ∑

y∈C(x)

PyBy


 =

∑

x∈Ql

1

st

√ ∑

y∈C(x)

Var(PyBy)

=
∑

x∈Ql

1

st

√ ∑

y∈C(x)

s(1− s)tµ(y) + s(1− s)µ(y)2 + tµ(y)s2

=
∑

x∈Ql

√√√√1− s
st

∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y) +
1− s
s

∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y)2 +
1

t

∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y)
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=
∑

x∈Ql

√√√√ 1

st
µ (C(x)) +

1− s
s

∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y)2

≤
√
|Ql|

√√√√ 1

st

∑

x∈Ql

µ(C(x)) +
1− s
s

∑

x∈Ql

∑

y∈C(x)

µ(y)2

=
√
|Ql|

√
1

st
M(µ) +

1− s
s

∑

x∈X
µ(x)2

Following an analogous computation one bounds the estimation error for the total mass
intensity as

E [|M(µ̂t,s)−M(µ)|] ≤
√

Var(M(µ̂t,s)) ≤
√

1

st
M(µ) +

1− s
s

∑

x∈X
µ(x)2.

Applying both of these bounds to the previous upper bound on the (p, C)-KRD in Lemma 2.1
yields the claim.
For p > 1, we first observe again that if C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′) then according to Heinemann
et al. [2021] it holds that

E
[
KRp

p,C(µ̂t,s, µ)
]

=
Cp

2
E [TV(µ̂t,s, µ)]

which yields the total variation bounds. For more general C, we simple repeat the previous
calculations with the upper bounds on the difference of height function hq,L(j − 1)p −
hq,L(j)p ≤ diam(X )p

(
q
q−1

)p
qp−jp. Since hq,L(L+1) = 0 we also have hq,L(L)p−hq,L(L+

1)p = diam(X )pq−Lp. The expectations are bounded identically as before. Finally, using
Jensen’s inequality to bound

E [KRp,C(µ, µ̂t,s)] ≤
(
E
[
KRpp,C(µ, µ̂t,s)

]) 1
p

finishes the proof.

Remark 2.6. Omitting Jensen’s inequality in the last step of the proof of Theorem 2.2
implies the slightly stronger result

E
[
KRp

p,C (µ̂t,s, µ)
]
≤ EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L)





(
2(1− s)M(µ) + s√

t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
,

if C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)
,

(
1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2 ,

else.

3 Empirical Kantorovich-Rubinstein Barycenters

Consider measures µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) which we replace by µ̂1
t1,s1 , . . . , µ̂

J
tJ ,sJ

∈ M+(X )
as defined in (8). We again focus on the Poisson model and treat the remaining two models
in the appendix. The previous upper bound on the Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance in
Theorem 2.2 between a measure and its empirical version is used to achieve control on
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the mean absolute deviation of (p, C)-barycenters in terms of their p-Fréchet functional
Fp,C(µ) = 1

J

∑J
i=1 KRp

p,C(µi, µ) from (3). We denote

µ? ∈ arg min
µ∈M+(Y)

1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C(µi, µ), µ̂? ∈ arg min

µ∈M+(Y)

1

J

J∑

i=1

KRp
p,C(µ̂iti,si , µ)

and measure the accuracy of approximation of µ? by µ̂? in terms of their mean absolute
p-Fréchet deviation.

Theorem 3.1. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J .
Consider random estimators µ̂1

t1,s1 , . . . , µ̂
J
tJ ,sJ

∈M+(X ) derived from (8). Then,

E [|Fp,C(µ?)− Fp,C(µ̂?)|] ≤ 2pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

J

J∑

i=1

EPoi1,Xi,µi
(C)φ(ti, si),

where φ is given by

φ(t, s) =





(
2(1− s)M(µ) + s√

t

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
, C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

(
1
stM(µ) + 1−s

s

∑
x∈X µ(x)2

) 1
2 , else.

A more elaborate statement gives control over the set of empirical (p, C)-barycenters itself.
This involves a related linear program that is presented in detail in Appendix C.

Theorem 3.2. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J . Con-
sider random estimators µ̂1

t1,s1 , . . . , µ̂
J
tJ ,sJ

∈M+(X ) derived from (8). Let B? be the set of

(p, C)-barycenters of µ1, . . . , µJ and B̂? the set of (p, C)-barycenters of µ̂1
t1,s1 , . . . , µ̂

J
tJ ,sJ

.
Then, for p ≥ 1 it holds that

E

[
sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRpp,C(µ?, µ̂?)

]
≤ pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

VPJ

J∑

i=1

EPoi1,Xi,µi
(C)φ(ti, si),

where φ is defined as in Theorem 3.1. The constant VP is strictly positive and given by

VP := VP (µ1, . . . , µJ) := (J + 1)diam(X )−p min
v∈V \V ?

cT v − f∗
d1(v,M)

,

where V is the set of feasible vertices from the linear program in Appendix C, V ? is the
subset of optimal vertices, c is the cost vector of the program, f? is the optimal value, M
is the set of minimisers of the linear program (19) and d1(x,M) = infy∈M‖x− y‖1.

The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are deferred to Appendix D.

Remark 3.3. For J = 1 and any p ≥ 1, C > 0 the (p, C)-barycenter of µ1 is just µ1.
Thus, the optimal value of the Fréchet functional is zero and it holds

F (µ̂∗)− F (µ∗) = KRpp,C(µ1, µ̂1
t,s).

Consequently, it also holds

sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRpp,C(µ∗, µ̂∗) = KRpp,C(µ1, µ̂1
t,s).

Thus, the rate for the convergence of the (p, C)-barycenter of the empirical measures, can
in general not be faster than the convergence rate of a single estimator. In particular, the
rates in t in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are sharp.
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4 Simulations

In this section we investigate empirically the decay in the expected error for the Poisson
model for measures within X ⊂ [0, 1]2. For the (p, C)-KRD we consider two measures
µ, ν ∈M+(X ) and the relative (p, C)-KRD error9

E
[∣∣∣∣
KRp,C(µ̂t,s, ν̂t,s)−KRp,C(µ, ν)

KRp,C(µ, ν)

∣∣∣∣
]
. (16)

For the setting of barycenters we consider the relative (p, C)-Fréchet error9

E
[
Fp,C(µ̂∗)− Fp,C(µ∗)

Fp,C(µ∗)

]
. (17)

In both cases, the relative error allows for easier comparisons between models than the
absolute error. Additionally, for the (p, C)-barycenter (17) is readily available from simu-
lations, while numerically considering the quantity in Theorem 3.2 is difficult, as it requires
all optimal solutions instead of a single one.

4.1 Synthetic Datasets

We consider eight types of measures for our simulations. Let us fix some notation. Let J ∈
N be the number of measures generated. Let U [0, 1]2 denote the uniform distribution and
let Poi(λ) denote a Poisson distribution with intensity λ. In all eight settings considered
below, the measures are of the form

µi =

Ki∑

k=1

wikδlik

for some weights wik, locations lik and Ki ∈ N. If Ki = Kj for all i, j = 1, . . . , J , then we
omit the index and denote the number of points by K. Note, that all measures have been
constructed to have their support included in [0, 1]2.

Poisson Intensities on Uniform Positions (PI), see Figure 4 (a)

Let wi1, . . . , w
i
K ∼ Poi(λ) for some intensity λ > 0 and li1, . . . , l

i
K ∼ U [0, 1]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ J .

Poisson Intensities on a Grid (PIG), see Figure 4 (b)

Set K = M2 for M ∈ N and let wi1, . . . , w
i
M2 ∼ Poi(λ) and li1, . . . , l

i
M2 be the location of

an equidistant M ×M grid in [0, 1]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ J .

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) An example of J = 8 measures from the PI dataset with M = 500 and
λ = 5. (b) An example of J = 8 measures from the PIG dataset with M = 232 and λ = 5.

9We define 0/0 := 0.
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Norm-based Intensities on Uniform Positions (NI), see Figure 5 (a)

Fix J locations l10, . . . , l
J
0 ∈ [0, 1]2. Let li1, . . . , l

i
K ∼ U [0, 1]2 and let wik = ‖lik − li0‖2 for

1 ≤ i ≤ J .

Norm-based Intensities on a Grid (NIG), see Figure 5 (b)

Let K = M2 for M ∈ N. Fix J locations l10, . . . , l
J
0 ∈ [0, 1]2 and let li1, . . . , l

i
M2 be the

location of an equidistant M ×M grid in [0, 1]2 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ J . Set wik = ‖lik − li0‖2
for 1 ≤ i ≤ J .

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) An example of J = 8 measures from the NI dataset with M = 500. (b) An
example of J = 8 measures from the NIG dataset with M = 232.

Nested Ellipses (NE), see Figure 6 (a)

Let G1, . . . , GJ ∼ U{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and let Ki = MGi for M ∈ N. Set all wik equal to 1
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ Ki for i = 1, . . . , J . Let t1, . . . , tM be a discretization of [0, 2π]. Let
U i1, . . . , U

i
K , V

i
1 , . . . , V

i
K ∼ U [0.2, 1]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ J , set

liM(ji−1)+k = 0.5(1 + 3−j(UM(ji−1)+k sin(tk), VM(ji−1)+k cos(tk))
T ), ji = 0, . . . , Gi.

Clustered Nested Ellipses (NEC), see Figure 6 (b)

Let Gc1, . . . , G
c
J ∼ Poi(λc) for c = 1, . . . , 5. Let λ3 = 2 and set λc = 1 else. Let Ki =

M
∑5

c=1G
c
i . Set wik equal to 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ Ki for i = 1, . . . , J . Let t1, . . . , tM be a

discretization of [0, 2π]. Let U i1, . . . , U
i
K , V

i
1 , . . . , V

i
K ∼ U [0.2, 1]. Let α = (2, 12, 12, 22, 12)T

and β = (12, 2, 12, 12, 22)T . Set for c = 1, . . . , 5 and ji = 0, . . . , Gci

li
M(
∑c−1

r=1G
r
i )+M(ji−1)+k

=
1

24
((3−jUM(ji−1)+k sin(tk) + αc, 3

−jVM(ji−1)+k cos(tk) + βc))
T ,

where we use the convention that a sum is zero if its last index is smaller than its first
one.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) An example of J = 8 measures from the NE dataset with M = 200. (b)
An example of J = 8 measures from the NEC dataset with M = 95.

Spirals of varying Length (SPI), Figure 7 (a)

Let ai ∼ U [2, 4] and bi ∼ U [3, 6] for i = 1, . . . , J . Let Ki = dbiMe and let t1, . . . , tK be a
discretization of [0, bπ]. Set wik = 1 for k = 1, . . . ,Ki and i = 1, . . . , J . Set

lik = ai((tk sin(tk) + 64)/140, (tk cos(tk) + 70)/130)T .

Clustered Spirals (SPIC), see Figure 7 (b)

Let aci ∼ U [2, 4] and bci ∼ U [3, 6] for i = 1, . . . , J , c = 1, . . . , 5. Let Kc
i = dbciMe and let

t1, . . . , tK be a discretization of [0, bπ]. Set wik = 1 for k = 1, . . . ,Ki and i = 1, . . . , J and
let α = (0, 3, 3, 6, 3)T and β = (3, 0, 3, 3, 6)T . Set

li∑c−1
r=1K

r
i +k

= (1/7)(((aci tk sin(tk) + 64)/140) + αc, (a
c
i tk cos(tk) + 70)/130 + βc)

T ,

where we again use the convention that a sum is zero if its last index is smaller than its
first one.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) An example of J = 8 measures from the SPI dataset with M = 110. (b)
An example of J = 8 measures from the SPIC dataset with M = 22.

4.2 Simulation Results for the (2,C)-Kantorovich-Rubinstein Distance

In the following, we discuss the results from our simulation studies for the Poisson model
for the (2, C)-KRD between two measures within one of the eight classes of measures
introduced above. Note, that for brevity the plots for some of the classes have been
omitted to Appendix E and exemplary the classes PI, NE and NEC are discussed. The
remaining plots in the Figures 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 are found in Appendix E.
For the error of the NE class in Figure 8 it can be seen that the error is decreasing in
s and t, but increasing in C. Both of these behaviours are in line with the bound in
Theorem 2.2. The decrease of the error for increasing s and t is immediately clear from
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Figure 8: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the NE class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success prob-
ability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent runs.
Set M = 100. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 9: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the NEC class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success
probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent
runs. Set M = 75. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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Figure 10: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the PI class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success prob-
ability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent runs.
Set M = 450. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

our theoretical results. The increase of error for increasing C is based on the fact that in
the Poisson model the population total intensities of µ and ν are unknown and have to be
estimated from the data. The (p, C)-KRD penalises mass deviation with a factor scaling
with C, so naturally for increasing C, the errors in the estimation of the true difference
of masses yields an increase in the expected relative (p, C)-KRD error. Notably, while the
decrease in s and t is similar for the error of the NEC class in Figure 9, the error is no
longer increasing in C. Instead the errors increase from C = 0.01 to C = 0.1, but then
decrease going to C = 1. Afterwards they increase again at C = 10. This difference in
behaviour is explained by the cluster structure of the measure in NEC. There is still the
general trend of increasing error for increasing C, as present in the NE class, but now there
is an additional change in behaviour based on the fact if transport occurs within clusters
or between clusters. From C = 0.1 to C = 1, we pass the size of the clusters and the
distance between the clusters. Thus, C = 1 is the first value in our simulation for which
inter-cluster transports can occur. This causes a decrease in error, as the impact of the
estimation of the total mass intensity of a measure within one cluster is decreased. After
this point the usual increase in error for increasing C due to the estimation of the total
mass intensity occurs again. For the (p, C)-KRD error in the PI class in Figure 10 this
effect is particularly strong. The error increases on average about two orders of magnitude
from C = 0.01 to C = 10. This is explained by the fact that the total mass intensity in
this class is significantly larger than for the classes NE and NEC, where each location in
the support of the measures has mass one. This also causes an increase of the variance
of the mass of the empirical measures at each location, which causes a faster increase of
error for increasing C at all scales of C.

4.3 Simulation Results for the (2,C)-Barycenter

It remains to discuss the results from our simulation studies for the Poisson model for
the (2, C)-barycenter between sets of measures within one of the eight classes of measures
introduced above. We again exemplary discuss the classes NE, NEC and PI. The remaining
plots in the Figures 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 are found in Appendix E. We also restrict our
analysis to the values of C = 0.1, 1, 10, since for C = 0.01 the (p, C)-KRD is close to the TV
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Figure 11: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the NE class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 100 independent runs. Set M = 100. From left to right we have C = 0.1, 1, 10,
respectively.

Figure 12: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the NEC class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 100 independent runs. Set M = 75. From left to right we have C = 0.1, 1, 10,
respectively.

distance. In particular, for all classes except PIG and NIG, where all measures share the
same support grid, the (2, C)-barycenter will be close or identical to the zero measure, since
the measures in the other classes are almost surely disjoint. Additionally, if the barycenter
of the population measures is the zero measure, any empirical barycenter has mass zero
as well. Thus, there is little merit in simulating the barycenters in these cases. For the
classes NIG and PIG the barycenters are essentially TV-barycenters for small C which
removes any geometrically interesting features from the barycenter. Finally, for extremely
small values of C the (p, C)-barycenter computations tend to become numerically unstable
due to either involving values close to machine accuracy and UOT plans for this values
of C often being close to the zero measure. Hence, empirical simulations of the expected
relative Fréchet error would also be less reliable in this regime of values for C. In summary,
empirical analysis of the properties of the (p, C)-barycenter for values of C which are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the diameter of Y is inadvisable.

For the relative Fréchet errors we observe significant changes in behaviour compared
to the relative (p, C)-KRD before. Considering the error for the NE class in Figure 11,
we note that for C = 0.1 the behaviour in s and t is different than for the (p, C)-KRD.
Namely, for fixed s, the error is in general not strictly decreasing in t and vice versa for
fixed t, the error is not always strictly decreasing in s. This is an interesting effect arising
for small values of the product st. A point y ∈ Y can only be a support point of a (p, C)-
barycenter if it is in the intersection of at least J/2 balls of size Cp/2 around support
points of different measures (compare the construction of the centroid set in (5)). Now,
for small s and t many support points of the population barycenter are not included in the
support of the empirical one, since centroid set of the empirical measures is significantly
smaller than the population level one. In particular, this can create situations where an
increase in s or t on average adds support points to empirical barycenter, which cause the
relative error to increase, since placing mass zero at this location, for small C, is actually
better than placing a potentially larger mass (since we assumed (ts)−1 to be relatively
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Figure 13: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the PI class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 100 independent runs. The parameter K is set to 450. From left to right we have
C = 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

small) at this location. Thus, while asymptotically, the rate in Theorem 3.1 is optimal, for
certain, sufficiently small, values of s, t and C, the behaviour of the relative Fréchet error
might be counter-intuitive. For C = 0.1 and C = 1, the errors behave quite similarly to
the (p, C)-KRD setting, though there is essentially no increase in error going from C = 1
to C = 10. This is explained by two points. First, the location of the (p, C)-barycenter
tends to be more centered within the support of the measures (all measures are support on
subsets of the unit square), so little transport between the barycenter and the µi occurs at
a distance larger than one. Second, the key factor for the increasing error for increasing C
in the (p, C)-KRD case is the estimation error for the total mass intensities. However, for
sufficiently large C the mass of the (p, C)-barycenter is the median of the total masses of
the µi. Since, this quantity is significantly more stable under estimation than the indivual
total mass intensities, it is to be expected that the mass estimation has little effect on the
relative Fréchet error. For the error of the NEC class in Figure 12 the results are similar
to the NE case. We observe similar effects on the dependence of s and t for C = 0.1
and for C = 1 and C = 10, the errors look extremely similar. One notable distinction
is the fact the from C = 0.1 to C = 1 the errors decrease on average. As before for the
NEC class in the (p, C)-KRD setting, this can be explained by its cluster structure and
C = 1 being the first value for which inter-cluster transport becomes possible in an UOT
plan. This is therefore also the first value of C which allows the (p, C)-barycenter to have
mass between clusters. Finally, for the error of the PI class in Figure 13 the value of C
only has a minimal effect on the resulting errors. Notably and contrary to the two prior
classes, we do not encounter any additional effects for C = 0.1. This is explained by the in
general higher mass intensities of the measures in the PI class, which make the previously
described effects due to low values of s and t less likely. Additionally, these measures do
not possess any geometrical structures in their support, which could impact the behaviour
on different scales. There is again little increase in error for increasing C, which is in
stark contrast to the PI class in the (p, C)-KRD setting, where the error increased by
multiple orders of magnitude. This is another strong indicator, that the Fréchet error
is significantly more stable under C, due to the stability of total mass intensity of the
empirical barycenter opposed to the total mass intensity of the individual measures.

4.4 Real Data Example

In Figure 14 we consider the (2, 0.1)-KRD between images which are an excerpt from a real
dataset from confocal nanoscopy of adult human dermal fibroblast cells (for the full dataset
see Tameling et al. [2021]). The images in the Figures 14(a),(b) and Figures 14(c),(d)
are visually similar, as they correspond to measurements taken based on two different
markers (one at the inner mitochondrial membrane and one at the outer) in the same cells.
The (2, 0.1)-KRD captures this fact in the sense, that the pairwise distance between the
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measures are smallest for these pairs of images. Utilising UOT on this type of datasets is a
potential way of quantifying dissimilarity between the respective measures and extending
OT based dissimilarity analysis to measures of unequal total intensity. However, for high-
resolution images numerical computations become intractable which requires the use of
surrogates such as estimators of the measures for randomised computations. The 300×300
images here are specifically chosen such that the true distances can still be computed which
allows to compare the expected error of the empirical (p, C)-KRD for given sample sizes
on this data set. We compare the results obtained from the resampling approach (i.e.
the estimator from (6)) considered in the multinomial model to the subsampling approach
(i.e. the estimator from (9)) obtained by sampling without replacement from the measures
instead. In these simulations the maximum sample size is about 1/5 of the support sizes.
This corresponds to a runtime of about 2.5% of the original problem size. While it is
clear by construction that for sufficiently large sample sizes, subsampling yields a smaller
error than the resampling (as the error approaches zero if the sample size approaches
the support size), for smaller sample sizes the resampling can have a better performance.
It yields a relative error below 5% at less than 10% of the original support size in all
considered instances. This approximation can be achieved in around 0.5% of the original
runtime. The subsampling approach does not reach this level of accuracy for the considered
sample sizes. Thus, these simulations suggest that randomised computations based on the
multinomial model allow for high accuracy approximations of the (p, C)-KRD in real
data applications at a significantly lower computational cost than the original problem
and that for small sample sizes there are scenarios where the resampling approach yields
significantly better performance than the subsampling one.
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A Bounds for the Multinomial Model

In this section we provide results analog to Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2
for the estimator in the multinomial model in (6). The proofs only differ in the way
the respective expectations are bounded, so whenever suitable, we only provide these
differences in the proofs.

Lemma A.1 (Total Variation Bound). Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈M+(X )
with total mass M(µ). Let µ̂N be the estimator from (6). Then, for any p ≥ 1 it holds
that

E
[
KRp

p,C (µ̂N , µ)
]
≤
(
Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑

x∈X

√
µ(x)

)
N−

1
2 .

Proof. This proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.5 except for the bound on the
expectation. For this, we note

E [TV (µ̂N , µ)] =
∑

x∈X
E [| µ̂N (x)− µ(x) |]
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where the inequality follows from the fact the Xi ∼ Ber
(
µ(x)
M(µ)

)
for i = 1, . . . , N .

Theorem A.2. Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈M+(X ) with total mass M(µ).
Let µ̂N be the estimator from (6). Then, for any p ≥ 1, resolution q > 1 and depth L ∈ N
it holds that

E [KRp,C (µ̂N , µ)] ≤ EMult
p,X ,µ(C)1/pN

− 1
2p .

For

Aq,p,L,X (l) := diam(X )p2p−1


q−Lp|X | 12 +

(
q

q − 1

)p L∑

j=l

qp−jp|Qj |
1
2
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the constant is equal to

EMult
p,X ,µ(C, q, L) =





Aq,p,L,X (1), if C ≥ 2hq,L(0),

Aq,p,L,X (l), if 2hq,L(l) ≤ C < 2hq,L(l − 1),

Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x), if C ≤

(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)
.

Furthermore, for p = 1 the factor q
(q−1) in Aq,1,L,X (a, b, l) can be removed. Denote

EMult
p,X ,µ(C) := inf

L∈N,q>1
EMult
p,X ,µ(C, q, L).

Proof. The proof of this result only differs from the proof of Theorem 2.2 by the upper
bounds on the relevant expectations. By definition E [|M(µ̂N )−M(µ)|] = 0. Furthermore,
scaling the expectation by total mass

E
[∣∣µ̂LN (C(x))− µL(C(x))

∣∣] = M(µ)E
[∣∣∣∣
µ̂LN (C(x))

M(µ)
− µL(C(x))

M(µ)

∣∣∣∣
]
,

we notice that
µ̂LN (C(x))

M(µ)

D
= 1

N

∑N
i=1Xi(x), where X1(x), . . . , XN (x)

i.i.d.∼ Ber (a(x)) with

a(x) := µL(C(x))
M(µ) . Consequently, it holds that

∑

x∈Ql

E
[∣∣µ̂LN (C(x))− µL(C(x))

∣∣] = M(µ)
∑

x∈Ql

E

[∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

N∑

i=1

Xi(x)− a(x)

∣∣∣∣∣

]

≤M(µ)
∑

x∈Ql

√
a(x)(1− a(x))

N

≤M(µ)

√
|Ql|
N

.

Notably, compared to EPoi
p,X ,µ(C, q, L), the constant EMult

p,X ,µ(C, q, L) misses an additional
summand for large C. This summand corresponds to the estimation error of the total
mass intensity of µ̂N which is zero by assumptions of the model.

Remark A.3. If C > diam(X ) and M(µ) = M(ν) UOT between µ and ν is equal to
OT between these two measures. In particular, for C > 2q,L(0) we recover the respective
deviation bounds for empirical optimal transport in Sommerfeld et al. [2019]. Since in
the multinomial model for all N ∈ N it holds M(µ̂N ) = M(µ), this implies that for C >
diam(X ) the (p, C)-KRD error is equal to the OT error. Since for empirical OT the

parametric N−
1
2 rate is already known to be optimal [Fournier and Guillin, 2015], our

rate in N is sharp.

Theorem A.4. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J .
Consider random estimators µ̂1

Ni
, . . . , µ̂JNJ

∈ M+(X ) derived from (6) and based on sam-
ple size N1, . . . , NJ , respectively. Then it holds for any barycenter µ∗ of the population
measures and any barycenter µ̂∗ of the estimators,

E [|Fp,C(µ?)− Fp,C(µ̂?)|] ≤ 2pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

J

J∑

i=1

EMult
1,Xi,µi

(C)N
− 1

2
i .
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Theorem A.5. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J .
Consider random estimators µ̂1

Ni
, . . . , µ̂JNJ

∈M+(X ) derived from (6) and based on sample

size N1, . . . , NJ , respectively. Let B? be the set of (p, C)-barycenters of µ1, . . . , µJ and B̂?

the set of (p, C)-barycenters of µ̂1
Ni
, . . . , µ̂JNJ

. Then, for p ≥ 1 it holds that

E

[
sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRpp,C(µ?, µ̂?)

]
≤ pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

VPJ

J∑

i=1

EMult
1,Xi,µi

(C)N
− 1

2
i ,

where the constant VP is defined as in Theorem 3.2.

The proofs of Theorem A.4 and Theorem A.5 are deferred to Appendix D.

Remark A.6. By the same argument as for the Poisson model, the approximation rate of
the sampling estimator for the barycenter never decreases faster to zero than for a single
measure. Thus, the N−

1
2 rate is sharp.

A.1 Explicit

Following the arguments in Section 2.4, we can also provide upper bounds on d-dimensional
Euclidean spaces for the constant in Theorem A.2.
For D < 2p and L→∞, it holds

EMult
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





diamp
∞(X )23p−1 2D/2−p

1−2D/2−p , if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )23p−1 2l(D/2−p)

1−2D/2−p , if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x), if C ≤

(
2hL(L) ∧minx 6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.

For D = 2p and L = b 1
D log2 (|X |)c, it holds

EMult
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





diamp
∞(X )23p−1(2−2p +D−1 log2 (|X |)),

if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )23p−1

(
2−2p +D−1 log2 (|X |)− l

)
,

if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x),

if C ≤
(
2hL(L) ∧minx 6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.

For D > 2p and L = b 1
D log2 (|X |)c, it holds

EMult
p,X ,µ(C) ≤ Dp/2





diamp
∞(X )2p−1|X | 12− p

D

(
1 + 2p+D/2

2D/2−p−1

)
,

if C ≥ 2hL(0),

diamp
∞(X )

(
|X | 12− p

D + 2p+D/2

2D/2−p−1

(
|X | 12− p

D − 2(D/2−p)(l−1)
))

,

if 2hL(l) ≤ C < 2hL(l − 1),

Cp

2

√
M(µ)

∑
x∈X

√
µ(x),

if C ≤
(
2hL(L) ∧minx 6=x′ d∞(x, x′)

)
.
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Figure 15: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the multinomial model
for the eight classes in Section 4. For each sampling size N the expectation is esti-
mated from 1000 independent runs. For each class the parameters are set, such that the
measures have on average 300 support points. From top-left to bottom-right we have
C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

We stress that while these constants do not include the additional term for the estimation
of the total mass intensity, their dependency on |X | is identical to that of the upper bounds
on EPois

p,X ,µ(C). In particular, the phase transitions still occur depending on whether D is
larger than 2p, smaller than 2p or equal to it.

A.2 Simulations

We repeat the simulations from Section 4 for the multinomial model. For the (p, C)-KRD
the results (in Figure 15) slightly differ from the results in the Poisson model. Notably, for
increasing C, the error is decreasing. This is explained by the fact that in the multinomial
scheme, we do not have to estimate the total intensities of the measures and it is precisely
this estimation error that drives the error for increasing C in the Poisson model. Similarly
to the Poisson scheme, we observe a decrease in error for the measure classes with clustered
support structures when C surpasses the distance between two individual clusters.
For the (p, C)-barycenters under the multinomial sampling model (in Figure 16) there is an
initial increase in error for small sample sizes. Specifically, this occurs for C = 0.1 and the
NEC and SPIC classes. This value of C is below the cluster size. This effect is most likely
for these measure classes. For increasing C there is a significant reduction in estimation
error. In particular, for some classes the error reduces by two orders of magnitude going
from C = 0.1 to C = 10. Since the total mass intensities of the individual measures do
not need to be estimated in this sampling model, we already observe an decrease in error
for increasing C for the (p, C)-KRD and naturally there is a similar effect for the Fréchet
functional.

B Bounds for the Bernoulli Model

In this section we provide results analog to Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2
for the estimator in the multinomial model in (7). The respective proofs only differ in the
way the respective expectation are bounded, so whenever suitable, we only provide these
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Figure 16: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the PI class for the multinomial model with different sample sizes N . For each
sample size the expectation is estimated from 100 independent runs. For each class the
parameters are set, such that the measures have on average 300 support points. From left
to right we have C = 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

differences in the proofs.

Lemma B.1 (Total Variation Bound). Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈M+(X )
with µ(x) ∈ {0, 1} for x ∈ X . Let µ̂sX be the measure in (7). Then, for any p ≥ 1 it holds
that

E
[
KRp

p,C (µ̂sX , µ)
]
≤ Cp

∑

x∈X
(1− sx) .

Proof. This proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.5 except for the bound on the
expectation. For this, note that

E [TV (µ̂sX , µ)] =
∑

x∈X
E
[∣∣∣∣

1

sx
Bx − 1

∣∣∣∣
]

=
∑

x∈X
(1− sx) + sx(

1

sx
− 1) = 2

∑

x∈X
(1− sx),

with Bx ∼ Ber(sx) for sx ∈ [0, 1] for all x ∈ X .

Theorem B.2. Let (X , d) be a finite metric space and µ ∈M+(X ) with µ(x) ∈ {0, 1} for
x ∈ X . Let µ̂sX be the measure in (7). Then, for any p ≥ 1, resolution q > 1 and depth
L ∈ N it holds that

E [KRp,C (µ̂sX , µ)] ≤ EBer
p,X ,µ(C, q, L)1/p





(
2
∑

x∈X (1− sx)
) 1

p ,

if C ≤
(
2hq,L(L) ∨minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)

)

(∑
x∈X

1−sx
sx

) 1
2p
,

else.

The constant EBer
p,X ,µ(C, q, L) is equal to EPoip,X ,µ(C, q, L) for all C > 0, q > 1 and L ∈ N.

We denote

EBer
p,X ,µ(C) := inf

L∈N,q>1
EBer
p,X ,µ(C, q, L).

Proof. The proof of this result only differs from the proof of Theorem 2.2 by the upper
bounds on the relevant expectations. Recall the estimator µ̂sX from (7) and let Bx ∼
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Ber(sx) for sx ∈ [0, 1] for all x ∈ X . It holds that

∑

x∈Ql

E
[∣∣µ̂LsX (C(x))− µL(C(x))

∣∣] =
∑

x∈Ql

E



∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

y∈C(x)

By
sy
−
∑

y∈C(x)

sy

∣∣∣∣∣∣




≤
∑

x∈Ql

√√√√√Var


 ∑

y∈C(x)

By
sy


 =

∑

x∈Ql

√ ∑

y∈C(x)

s−2
y Var(By)

=
∑

x∈Ql

√√√√
∑

y∈C(x)

1− sy
sy

≤
√
|Ql|

√∑

x∈X

1− sx
sx

.

The total mass can be bounded analogously as

E
[
|µ̂LsX (X )− µL(X )|

]
≤
√∑

x∈X

1− sx
sx

.

Since the constants for the deviation bounds for this model coincide with those for the
Poisson model we refer to the previous discussion on their properties.

Remark B.3. Consider sX such that sx = s for some s ∈ [0, 1] and all x ∈ X . Note,
that for sufficiently small C the upper bound is an equality, since the (p, C)-KRD in this
setting is proportional to the TV distance and that distance has a closed form solution
here. For larger C, the expectation in the proof of Theorem B.2 amounts to bounding
the mean absolute deviation of a binomial distribution. This has a closed form solution
which scales as the standard deviation of the respective binomial for s not too close to
0 or 1 [Berend and Kontorovich, 2013]. Hence, in this context the upper bound on the
mean absolute deviation in the proof is sharp. So based on the presented approach for the
deviation bounds, the upper bound is non-improvable.

Theorem B.4. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈ M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J .
Consider (random) estimators µ̂1

sX1
, . . . , µ̂JsXJ

∈M+(X ) derived from (7). Then,

E [|Fp,C(µ?)− Fp,C(µ̂?)|] ≤ 2pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

J

J∑

i=1

EBer
1,Xi,µi

(C)ψ(sXi),

where ψ is given by

ψ(sX ) =





(2
∑

x∈X (1− sx), if C ≤ minx 6=x′ d(x, x′)
(∑

x∈X
1−sx
sx

) 1
2
, else.

Theorem B.5. Let µ1, . . . , µJ ∈M+(X ) and denote Xi = supp(µi) for i = 1, . . . , J . Con-
sider (random) estimators µ̂1

sX1
, . . . , µ̂JsXJ

∈ M+(X ) derived from (7). Let B? be the set

of (p, C)-barycenters of µ1, . . . , µJ and B̂? the set of (p, C)-barycenters of µ̂1
sX1

, . . . , µ̂JsXJ
.

Then, for p ≥ 1 it holds that

E

[
sup
µ̂?∈B̂?

inf
µ?∈B?

KRpp,C(µ?, µ̂?)

]
≤ pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1

VPJ

J∑

i=1

EBer
1,Xi,µi

(C)ψ(sXi),

where ψ is defined as in Theorem B.4 and VP is defined as in Theorem 3.1.

The proofs of Theorem B.4 and Theorem B.5 are deferred to Appendix D.
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Figure 17: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Bernoulli Model for
the measure classes from Section 4. For each pair of success probability s and observation
time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent runs. The parameters are
chosen such that the measures have on average 300 support points. From top-left to
bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

B.1 Simulations

To construct a reasonable framework for the simulations, we fix s0 ∈ R+ and assume that

sx =
s0

‖x− (0.5, 0.5)T ‖2 + s0
.

Intuitively, the success probability at a given point x is larger, if x is closer to the center
of [0, 1]2 and smaller if it is further away from the center. However, it still holds that for
s0 → ∞ the success probability at each location converges to one. For the simulations,
we now consider the error as a function of s0. Note that in this simulation study only
the classes of measures with mass one at each support point are considered in accordance
with the Bernoulli model in (7). One notable observation for the empircal (p, C)-KRD
(in Figure 17) is that the error of the SPIC class is significantly higher than for the NEC
class, even though they share the same cluster locations. This can be explained by the
fact that, by construction, the measures in the NEC class have a higher proportion of their
mass in their central clusters, which is close to (0.5, 0.5)T and thus has a high probability
of being observed. This effect also carries over to the (p, C)-barycenter (in Figure 18).
In general, for the (p, C)-KRD the error in this model is increasing in C (which is again
explained by the estimation error for the true total mass intensity). However, the effect is
less pronounced than in the Poisson model. For the clustered data types a small decrease
of error for increasing C over the cluster size can again be noted. Though, also this effect
is less significant than in the other models. For the (p, C)-barycenter a decrease in error
in C can be observed which is consistent with the previous results for the Poisson model
and again explained by the increased stability of the total mass intensity of the barycenter
compared to the individual ones.

C Lifts to Balanced Optimal Transport Problems

A key tool in establishing properties of the (p, C)-KRD and the (p, C)-barycenter is the
lift of these problems to the space of probability measures by augmenting the space X
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Figure 18: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the PI class for the Bernoulli model with different success vectors sX . For each
sample size the expectation is estimated from 100 independent runs. The parameters are
set such that the measures in all classes have on average 300 support points. From left to
right we have C = 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

with a dummy point having a fixed distance to all points in X . For a fixed parameter
C > 0, consider a dummy point d and define the augmented space X̃ := X ∪ {d} with
metric cost

d̃pC(x, x′) =





dp(x, x′) ∧ Cp, if x, x′ ∈ X ,
Cp

2 , if x ∈ X , x′ = d,

Cp

2 , if x = d, x′ ∈ X ,
0, if x = x′ = d.

(18)

Consider the subset MB
+(X ) := {µ ∈M+(X ) | M(µ) ≤ B} ⊂ M+(X ) of non-negative

measures whose total mass is bounded by B. Setting µ̃ := µ+ (B−M(µ))δd, any measure
µ ∈ MB

+(X ) defines an augmented measure µ̃ on X such that M(µ̃) = B. For any
µ, ν ∈M+(X ) and their augmented versions µ̃, ν̃ ∈M+(X ) it holds

KRpC,p(µ, ν) = ÕT
p
p(µ̃, ν̃).

Here, ÕT
p
p denotes the p-OT distance defined for measures µ, ν on (X̃ , d̃) with M(µ) =

M(ν) as

ÕT
p
p,C(µ, ν) := min

π∈Π=(µ,ν)

∑

x,x′∈X
dp(x, x′)π(x, x′),

where the set of couplings Π=(µ, ν) is the set Π≤(µ, ν) with inequalities replaced by equali-
ties. Similarly, the (p, C)-barycenter problem can be augmented. For this, let Ỹ := Y∪{d}
endowed with the metric d̃C in (18) (replace X by Y and recall that X ⊂ Y) and augment
the measures µ1, . . . , µJ to µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J where µ̃i = µi+

∑
j 6=iM(µi)δd for 1 ≤ i ≤ J . In par-

ticular, it holds M(µ̃i) =
∑J

i=1 M(µi) and the augmented p-Fréchet functional is defined
as

F̃p,C(µ) :=
1

J

J∑

i=1

ÕT
p
p(µ̃i, µ).

Any minimiser of F̃p,C is referred to as augmented (p, C)-barycenter.

LP-Formulation for the (p,C)-Barycenter

According to Heinemann et al. [2021], the augmented (p, C)-barycenter problem can be
rewritten as a linear program based on the centroid set C̃KR(J, p, C) = CKR(J, p, C)∪ {d}
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(recall (5) for the definition of CKR(J, p, C)) of the augmented measures. This yields

min
π(1),...,π(J),a

1

J

J∑

i=1

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑

j=1

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk c

i
jk

s.t.

Mi∑

k=1

π
(i)
jk = aj , ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p, C)|,

|C̃KR(J,p,C)|∑

j=1

π
(i)
jk = bik, ∀ i = 1, . . . , J, ∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi, (19)

π
(i)
jk ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , J, ∀j = 1, . . . , |C̃KR(J, p, C)|,

∀k = 1, . . . ,Mi,

where Mi = |X̃i| for each 1 ≤ i ≤ J is the cardinality of the support of the augmented
measure µ̃i. Here, cijk denotes the distance between the j-th point of |C̃KR(J, p, C)| and

the k-th point in the support of µ̃i, while bi is the vector of masses corresponding to µ̃i.

D Omitted Proofs

D.1 Proofs for the Empirical (p,C)-Barycenters

Proof of Theorem 3.1, Theorem A.4 and Theorem B.4. Let µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J be any of the three
estimators from (6), (7) or (8) respectively. Further, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ J let E1,Xi,µi(C)
be the corresponding constant in Theorem 2.2, Theorem A.2 or Theorem B.2 for µi,

respectively, and let θi denote the respective sampling parameter dependences N
−1/2
i ,

φ(ti, si) or ψ(sXi), respectively. Due to the construction of the lifted problem, it holds for
any µ1, µ2, µ3 ∈M+(Y) that

|KRpp,C(µ1, µ3)−KRpp,C(µ2, µ3)| = |ÕT pp(µ̃1, µ̃3)− ÕT pp(µ̃2, µ̃3)|
≤ diam(Ỹ)p−1p ÕT 1(µ̃1, µ̃2)

= min{diam(Y), C}p−1pKR1,C(µ1, µ2),

where the inequality follows from Sommerfeld and Munk [2018]. Taking expectation and
applying the previous display together with Theorem 2.2 yields

E
[
|Fp,C(µ)− F̂p,C(µ)|

]
≤ 1

J

J∑

i=1

E
[
|KRpp,C(µi, µ)−KRpp,C(µ̂i, µ)|

]

≤ p min{diam(Y), C}p−1 1

J

J∑

i=1

E
[
KR1,C(µi, µ̂i)

]

≤ pmin{diam(Y), C}p−1 1

J

J∑

i=1

E1,Xi,µi(C)θi.
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Let µ? and µ̂? be minimizers of their respective p-Fréchet functional Fp,C and F̂p,C . Then,
it follows that

E[|Fp,C(µ̂?)− Fp,C(µ?)|]
= E

[
Fp,C(µ̂?)− F̂p,C(µ?) + F̂p,C(µ?)− Fp,C(µ?)

]

≤ E
[
Fp,C(µ̂?)− F̂p,C(µ?)

]
+ E

[
F̂p,C(µ?)− Fp,C(µ?)

]

≤ E
[
Fp,C(µ̂?)− F̂p,C(µ?)

]
+ p min{diam(Y), C}p−1 1

J

J∑

i=1

E1,Xi,µi(C)θi

≤ E
[
Fp,C(µ̂?)− F̂p,C(µ̂?)

]
+ p min{diam(Y), C}p−1 1

J

J∑

i=1

E1,Xi,µi(C)θi

≤ p min{diam(Y), C}p−1 2

J

J∑

i=1

E1,Xi,µi(C)θi,

where the fourth inequality follows from µ̂∗ being a minimiser of F̂p,C .

Proof of Theorem 3.2, Theorem A.5 and Theorem B.5. Let µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J , E1,Xi,µi(C) and θi
for all i = 1, . . . , J as in the previous proof. Let B be the set of (p, C)-barycenters of the
measures µ1, . . . , µJ and define B̃ as the set of OTp-barycenters of the augmented measures

µ̃1, . . . , µ̃J . Similar, we denote B̂ the set of (p, C)-barycenters of the estimated measures

µ̂1, . . . , µ̂J and let ˆ̃B be the set of p-barycenters of their augmented versions. Define the
lift of a measure µ ∈M+(Y) to a measure µ̃ ∈M(Ỹ) by

φµ1,...,µJ (µ) = µ+

(
J∑

i=1

M(µi)−M(µ)

)
δd.

If µ ∈ B then it follows by Lemma 3.3 in Heinemann et al. [2021] that φµ1,...,µJ (µ) ∈
B̃. Conversely, for any µ̃ ∈ B̃ it holds that φ−1

µ1,...,µJ
(µ̃) ∈ B. We denote by φ(B) :=

{φµ1,...,µJ (µ)|µ ∈ B} and analogously φ−1
(
B̃
)

:= {φ−1
µ1,...,µJ

(µ̃)|µ̃ ∈ B̃}. With this we

have

E

[
sup
µ̂∈B̂

inf
µ∈B

KRp
p,C(µ, µ̂)

]
= E


 sup
µ̂∈φ−1

(
ˆ̃B
) inf
µ∈φ−1(B̃)

KRp
p,C(µ, µ̂)




= E


 sup
µ̂∈φ−1

(
ˆ̃B
) inf
µ∈φ−1(B̃)

ÕT
p
p(φ(µ), φ(µ̂))




= E


sup
µ̂∈ ˆ̃B

inf
µ∈B̃

ÕT
p
p(µ̃, ˆ̃µ)


 .

(20)

We continue by recalling a slightly adapted version of Lemma 3.8 in Heinemann et al.
[2022]. Since we only apply this Lemma to the augmented, balanced OT problem, the
proof remains unchanged and is therefore omitted.

Lemma D.1. Let F̃p,C be the augmented Fréchet functional corresponding to µ̃1, . . . , µ̃N ∈
M+(Ỹ). Then, for any µ̃ ∈M+(CKR(J, p, C)∪{d}) with M(µ̃) =

∑J
i=1 M(µi) there exists

a µ̃∗ ∈ arg minν̃F̃p,C(ν̃) such that

F̃p,C(µ̃)− F̃p,C(µ̃∗) ≥ 2VP ÕT
p
p(µ̃, µ̃

∗),
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where VP is the constant from Theorem 3.2.

Invoking Lemma D.1 with µ̂ ∈ ˆ̃B and applying Theorem 3.1 yields

2p

J

J∑

i=1

E1,Xi,µi(C) min{diam(X ), C}p−1θ ≥ E
[
Fp,C(ˆ̃µ)− Fp,C(µ̃)

]

≥ E


2Vp sup

ˆ̃µ∈ ˆ̃B

inf
µ̃∈B̃

ÕT
p
p

(
µ̃, ˆ̃µ

)



= E

[
2Vp sup

µ̂∈B̂
inf
µ∈B

KRp
p,C (µ, µ̂)

]
,

where the equality follows from (20) and hence

p
J

∑J
i=1 E1,Xi,µi(C) min{diam(X ), C}p−1

VP
θ ≥ E

[
sup
µ̂∈B̂

inf
µ∈B

KRp
p,C (µ, µ̂)

]
.

E Additional Figures for the Poisson Sampling

E.1 Distance

Figure 19: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the PIG class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success
probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent
runs. Set M = 22. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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Figure 20: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the NI class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success prob-
ability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent runs.
Set M = 300. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 21: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the NIG class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success
probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent
runs. Set M = 17. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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Figure 22: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the SPI class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success
probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent
runs. Set M = 65. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 23: Expected relative (2, C)-KRD error for two measures in the Poisson sampling
model for the SPIC class and different success probabilities s. For each pair of success
probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated from 1000 independent
runs. Set M = 12. From top-left to bottom-right we have C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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E.2 Barycenter

Figure 24: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the PIG class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 1000 independent runs. Set M = 22. From top-left to bottom-right we have C =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 25: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the NI class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 1000 independent runs. Set M = 300. From top-left to bottom-right we have
C = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 26: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the NIG class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 1000 independent runs. Set M = 17. From top-left to bottom-right we have C =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.

Figure 27: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the SPI class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 1000 independent runs. Set M = 65. From top-left to bottom-right we have C =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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Figure 28: Expected relative Fréchet error for the (2, C)-barycenter for J = 5 measures
from the SPIC class in the Poisson sampling model with different success probabilities s.
For each pair of success probability s and observation time t the expectation is estimated
from 1000 independent runs. Set M = 12. From top-left to bottom-right we have C =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively.
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